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ABSTRACT 

This pilot study examines the problem, "Has adult 

input into children's library services, resulted in 

services that children perceive as not relevant to 

their own recreational and information needs ?". 

(i) 

In examining this problem a questionnaire survey was 

conducted of a specific population of children, parents 

and teachers. In addition to the questionnaire survey, 

structured record sheets were used to record children's 

use of the public library serving the specific population, 

and children's services actually provided by the local 

library. The population consisted of middle and upper 

primary school children, from Holt Primary School, Canberra, 

and their parents and teachers. 

The study indicated discrepancies in what children 

perceived as important library services for children and 

what parents and teachers perceived as important. 

Discrepancies were also found between what children 

wanted and what was actually provided by the local library 

service for children. 
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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

l 

This study is based on three propositions gleaned from 

the literature of children's library services. First, 

children's use of public libraries is a major proportion 

of total public library use and most of these children 

become non-users of libraries as they become adults. 

Second, most children only perceive libraries as an 

extension of school activity and these children do not 

perceive libraries as relevant to their own personal 

information and recreation needs. Third, there has 

been little effort made by libraries to determine and 

respond to children's perceptions of their own needs and 

that to date libraries have only responded to adult 

perceptions of children's needs. Further this study is 

based on the assumption that if children perceived 

libraries as relevant to their own needs then children 

would value and learn to use libraries and continue 

to use them into adult life. 

Although service to children has been a part of public 

library activity for almost a century, librarians who work 

with children have, in the past, avoided justifying their 

services in terms of children's needs as perceived by 

children. summers (1977) expressed this viewpoint when 

he wrote, 

"The bulk of literature about children's services 
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does not deal with children but with materials for 

children. There has been a great tendency to 

focus upon materials, to evaluate them, to discuss 

their usefulness, to influence their creation , 

and to preserve standards of excellence. " (l) 

Surprisingly little r e search has been undertake·n to find 

out what perceptions children have towards the services 

provided by their public library. Rogers (1978)state d, 

"Too often, input regarding children's use comes 

from parents and teachers working with children 

rather than from the children themselves. 

Questions must be redirected to the largest 

group of users, and this must be done soon if 

children are to be given a respectful hearing 

when the public library redefines its role as 

a community~ based user oriented .organization 

in the next few years". (2) 

Some of these problems ste m from historical conditions. 

When libraries first opened their doors to children, 

around the turn of the century, there was a reasonable 

consensus about what the library was supposed to do for 

children. Its first task was to provide educational 

books. Fiction was considered frivOlous and should 

the refore be discouraged. The major r equirements for 

children's books in libraries were t hat the y mus t b e both 

educational and morally unimpeachable . 
( 3) 
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Even today the public library is still viewed, as it was 

at the turn of the century, as a continuation of school 

more often than as a source of children's information and 

recreation materials. Kingsbury, in discussing how this 

perception of libraries turns children away from library use 

states, 

"When library use during the formative years is, 

for the most part, directly related to information 

gathering in response to burdensome class 

assignments, it is little wonder-that students 

view libraries with distaste. It is a classic 

case of conditioning." ( 4 ) 

It is therefore sobering to note that Reid (S) (1972) 

suggests-that only 30% of the community use public libraries. 

What proportion of these are school aged borrowers is not 

stated. Leigh quoted in Winnick (1974) suggests that 33% 

of children and 10% of adults use public libraries. This 

is a proportion of three children to one adult. 

"The number of children and young people in school 

who use libraries is larger in proportion to 

their total number in the population than the 

proportion of adult library users to the total 

number of adults. The best estimates indicate that 

about one third of the former use the library, 

compared with one tenth of the adults (use being 

defined as the borrowing of a book once a month 

or more often) ". { G) 
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The study of Winnick (1974) suggests that children•s use 

of public libraries is the major proportion of total public 

library use and that a large proportion of these children 

become non-users once they become adults. Kingsbury's 

(1978) paper in discussing this decline in library use as 

children become adults, indicates that libraries are only 

relevant to children's study needs and that children see 

no other real use for libraries. 

"Studies repeatedly show that we lose library users 

when they leave high sch9ol. Why is this? 

Perhaps because students equate library use with 

school use,with school attendance and its 

concomitant obligations. When those obligations 

cease, students see no further use for a 

library." ( 7) 

Library services which children see as an extension of 

school and school assignments must be seen by children as 

adult imposed services. If libraries are to attract 

children as library users and retain them as adult library 

users then libraries must provide services which children 

see as relevant to their own needs~
8
)If libraries only 

provide services which children perceive as extensions of 

school activities and fail to meet those recreational and 

informational needs which children perceive as relevant 

to themselves, then library use will decline as children 

leave structured educational systems. These children will, 

as they become adults, satisfy their information and 
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recreation information needs elsewhere. For example, 

segments of the adult population are now by-passing- free 

public library services, which do not meet their needs, 

in favour of expensive commercial video libraries which 

do provide library materials they require. 

An examination of the Canberra district telephone directory 

revealed over sixteen commercial video libraries which 

charge up to five dollars for an overnight loan, ample 

evidence of a demonstrated need for this type of service. 

Enquiries in the C~nberra district did not_re~eal any public 

library which provided a video library service even though 

there is a demonstrated need for this type of service. In 

·contrast some public libraries in other districts are 

attempting to meet demands for new services.and-materials 

relevant to today ls world. Doyle in an undated - paper 

describes the effects of providing a video lending service 

within the Randwick-Botany Joint Public Library Service. 

"Video ha,s arrived with a vengeance and as far as 

the public is concerned, it, unlike many public 

libraries, is entertaining, informative, 

educat,i.onal and ominously, here to stay. ---it is 

encouraging to find the library reaching some of 

the approximately 70% of people who never use 

public libraries". (g) 

The comrnercia,l vide o libraries and the Randwick-Botany 

experience demonstrates that people who have rejected 
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traditional public library services will use libraries 

which provide services relevant to their needs. This 

evidence indicates that libraries must respond to the 

needs of their public if libraries want the public to 

continue to use their services. Similarly, children's 

library services will need to respond to what children 

perceive ·as relevant to their informa tion and r e creation 

needs. In the past children's library services have been 

b a sed on what adults perce ived a s children's ne eds. Rogers 

(1978) in a paper on children's public library services 

stated, 

"Too often, input regarding children's use comes 

from parents and teachers working with children 

rather than from the children themselves."(lO) 

THE PROBLEM 

Has adult input into children's library services, resulte d 

in services that children perceive as not relevant to 

their own perceptions of their own recreation and information 

needs? 

This study proposes to examine three facets of this problem. 

First, is there a difference be tween what children want 

from a public libra ry and wha t p ublic librarie s actua lly 

provide? 

Second, is there a diffe r e nce b e twee n what parents wa nt a 



public library to provide for their children and what 

children want public libraries to provide? 

7 

Third, is there a difference between what teachers want 

a public library to provide for children and what children 

want public libraries to provide? 

In examining these three questions it is necessary to first 

examine the historical influences on children's library 

services and then look at the literature on evaluation of 

children's library services. This examination of 

historical inputs and traditional evaluation will provide 

direction tothe examination of these questions. 

HIS'rORI;CA,L INPUTS 

A brief ex~mination of the history of children's library 

se:rvices gleaned in part f;r:-om the writings of Paltridge 

(1966) (ll) on Austra_lian children's library services and 

Fenwick (1976) (l2 ) , Carlson and Kimmel (1978) (l)) , Long 

(1969) (l4 ) and Brave:i:-rnan (1979) (lS) on o·verseas children's 

library services, provides an historical perspective to 

adult determination of children's needs in regard to library 

service. 

As late as the eighteenth century cruelty to children was 

very apparentlnotably in schools and among the poor. The 

eighteenth ~entury brought new ideas, in England and France, 

on social ques tions and on the problems of education and 

child status. These ideas stemmed mainly from the French 
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philosopher Rousseau, the Swiss educational philosopher 

Pestalozzi and the nineteenth century German educational 

philosopher Froebel. (16) Unfortunately, it was not until 

the twentieth century that the ideas of these three 

philosophers became widespread in educational policy and 

in the development of children's services in public 

libraries. Such ideas resulte d in some of society's more 

wealthy members establishing children's libraries. "In 

fact, most of the e arly r e cords of establishment of 

libraries for children (in the U.S.) trace their origins 

to the gene,::-ousity of a we althy person". (17) 

The ma.in aims of these early libraries resulted from 

· (18) 
concerns '' for an educated citizenry", and "the new 

interest in children's wel.fare, and in the .growing -concern to 

ma.ke . . read;i,ng experiences available to them." (l9 ) However, 

the ·in;i._tia.l development of children's library service s was 

not seen to be of gre at importance, which resulted in 

collections often b e ing segregated from the concept of 

service, 

''Tt\ere is evidence th.at the isolation of materials 

from the concept of service is not a new problem. 

Jesse Shera notes that the development in the 

nineteenth century of the American public library 

began with collections of books donated by 

successful b~sinessmen and philanthropists to 

uplift the minds of the young. When the Boston 

Public Library opened its doors in 1854, however , 

those under e i ghteen were not admitted. The mere 
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fact that collections of materials for youth 

existed and had encouraged library development did 

not mean that children were actually given 

service". ( 20) 

In Australia in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.library services were slow in their development 

of children's services, despite the changing status of 

children in the family, and in the community. Libraries 

were seen as luxuries and had specific social and moral 

gaols. Services and collections for children were 

segregated from the main public library collection and 

were often not seen as having much importance within the 

public library structure. Collections were put together 

by selecting materials "from Australian and overseas 

reviewing periodicals". (21) 
Collection development was 

directed by parental demands whose "pressure --- is so 

strong that librarians are forced to bow to their 

demands." ( 22 ) Thus Australian children's library 

collections reflected both parental pressure and overseas 

influences exercised through selection journals. 

It was only after the depression years and particularly 

after World War Two that the development of children's 

library services, within Australia, became more established 

in public libraries. 

Collections became more integrated into the total public 

library services and the needs of children became the 
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primary focus of children's librarians. This growth 

developed from the l960's and 1970's youth movements and 

subsequently society's renewed interest and sensitivity to 

cultural concerns. ( 2 3) 

THE Ll~ERATURE ON EVA,LUATION OF CHILDREN'S LIBRARY SERVICES. 

Winnick (1974) states, "the need for an adequate survey of 

children's library use was expressed in 1950 and it is 

still unfulfilled". C
24

> Gallivan quoted in Winnick (1974) 

discussed the lack of research into children's services in 

public libraries. 

"The .::;carci ty of research on public library -service 

to children is very unfortunate. In a period of 

economic setbacks and taxpayer.revolts, a crying 

need exists to identify, examine, and evaluate 

library services to children. No doubt, _lack of 

funding available for such research is one major 

reason few studies have been undertaken. 11
(
25 > 

While some librarians quote lack of funds as a reason for 

not undertaking research on children's services, other 

librarians see reduced resources as creating a demand for 

research to justify services. Fasick (1978) expressed this 

viewpoint in a paper on "Research and measurement in 

library servi.ces to children rr. 

"Why are we being asked for a justification o f 

services that we have been giving satisfactorily 
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for many years .? One reason for this demand is 

surely the pressure of declining or stationary 

library budgets at a time of rising inflation, 

which sends costs spiraling upward every year". 

Though evaluation and research on children's library 

services .may be proposed to justify existing services as 

(2 6) 

indicated ~y Fasick above, other librarians discuss 

evaluation in terms of accomplishing the defined objectives 

of libraries. Prentiss quoted in Winnick (1974) suggests 

that instea,d of measuring the effectiveness of service, 

libra.ria,ns mainly measure libraries'capacity to serve • . 

"A,l:"e we rea,11y accomplishing the defined objectives 

of our libraries? Libr~ry statistics of today 

however, a.nd even library standards, deal almost 

exclusively with the library's capacity to perform 

rather than its actual performance." (27 ) 

Summers {1977) in a paper on the future of children's 

libra.ry ~ervices echoes this theme when he states, "the bulk 

of literature about children's services does not deal with 

children but with materials for children". ( 28 ) summers 

continues n~s parer with a discussion on the closure of 

chil.d:i::-en's b;r;-a.nch l;i.braries and the need to measure the 

outcome of services if chilctren's library services are to 

survive. 
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"Branches are being closed, hours decreased, staffs 

cut, both in terms of quality and quantity, and 

a greater and greater proportion of the materials 

budget is being spent to maintain the central 

library. How do we counteract this? You 

must begin imme diate ly to develop a means of 

measuring the outcome of your services.P <29 ) 

The closure of children's branch libraries discussed by 

Summers is pot only an overseas problem but is also of 

local. concern "The Director-General of the National 

Library of Australia, Dr. George Chandler, said yesterday 

tha.t the libraries at Lyneham, O'Connor, Narrabundah and 

Red Hill would close from September 30,(1977) because. of 

a 'steep decline•· in their use. 11 
(
30) There appears to 

have been no assessment of community needs in regard to the 

proposed closure of these libraries and in fact a member of 

the Canberra Public Library Service advisory committee 

"blamed the 'steep decline' in use on the fact the libraries 

had been open for only two three- hour periods each week. 

She believed that with more liberal hours use of the 

libraries would return to its former level." (Jl) Due to a 

public outcry these libraries did not close on September 

30, 1977 but were closed several years later on the 

recommendation of the Flowers Report. <32 ) Again there appears 

to have been no systematic evaluation of children's needs 

in regard to these libraries though there was a call for 

b ' . ( 33 ) d t h 1 su m1ss1ons1n ~egar o t e c osures . 
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It appears that the decision to close these children's 

libraries was based on circulation statistics and not 

on community needs or children's needs,-for example,how 

are young children going to travel unescorted several 

kilometers to use a main library? These branch libraries 

appear to have been closed on the evidence-of-use statistics 

alone. Statistics which indicate low use do not necessarily 

mean that children's library services are not required. 

Low-use statistics may indicate that the services which are 

provided are inappropriate for the needs of the local 

community. Before use statistics can have any real meaning 

the functions of a children's library, in relation to the 

local cornmunity,must first be defined. Winnick (1974) 

discusses the ne·ed to define the library's function as 

more fundamental than the keeping of statistics. 

"Behind the-question of what statistics to keep 

lies the even more fundamental question of the 

library's function." <34 ) 

Benne (1978) continues this discussion on the lack of 

understanding of the functions of children's library 

services; 

"In determining which service should be placed in 

highest priority or which programs best serve the 

goals of the library, the children's librarian 

and the administrator have not always had a common 

understanding of objectives or community needs ... 
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Without clearly defined goals it is not always 

easy to determine what should be measured in any 

particular program." (JS) 

Benne concludes her paper with a request for new measures 

to determine the needs of children and their parents in 

respect of children's library services. "To meet the needs 

of children and their parents on a community level, a 

different yardstick will have to be devised for measuring 

services from that used in the past, a yardstick that 

includes but goes beyond the reading experiences." ( 36 ) 

New yardsticks, which take into consideration what children 

actually want will have to be devised, as stated by Chait, 

(1978). "A child brought up on "Sesame Street" cannot be 

reached in the same way as children of twenty years ago". 

Rogers (1978) suggests, that in determining the role of 

children's library services, questions need to be directed 

(37) 

to children rather than adults. "Too often input regarding 

children~ use comes from parents and teachers working 

with children rather than from the children themselves. 

Questions must be redirected to the largest group of 

users ... " Kellman (1978) in a paper on children's library 

services continues the theme for the need to examine library 

goals in relation to children's services and in concluding 

her paper states, "It is the library's goals, which once 

seemed so claar - cut, that still need examination and much 

thought." ( 39 ) Rollock (1978) supports the necessity of 

surveying children in relation to library function when she 
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states, ''.,. libraries may well have to develop a mechanism 

for securing funding for surveys of library functions --

vital to such an analysis would be a comprehensive user 

survey involving both children and their parents." (40) 

The need to redefine goals for children's library services 

and survey children themselves to find out what children 

want is an increasingly recurring theme throughout the 

litera.ture. Libra,r;i.ans are ;increasingly questioning their 

judgement in providing children's services. Carlson and 

Kimmel (1978) express this doubt when they as~, 

the library provide what children want or what the 

"Does 

librarian believes children need?" ( 4l) Carlson and 

Kimmel also express doubts in regard to the traditional 

forms of children's materials held in public libraries. 

"In the strictest sense; the objects of the 

collection of children's materials -is to provide 

for a child's information needs, however they 

are expressed ---if we do not learn about the 

tec"hnology that can give children access to 

informat:i,on, we are practicing censorship." (42) 

Though libraria.ns a.re questioning the continuing relevance 

of past goals to todays world, research relating to 

children's public library services does not appear to be 

very prevalent. Kingsbury (1978) in discussing research 

relating to children's services of public libraries states, 

"A systematic coverage of the lite rature reporting 
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research on children's services leads to the 

conclusion that either there is no ignorance to 

document, or librarians are too smart to reveal it 

by publication. A computer search of a number of 

data bases (ERIC, Social Sciences Citation Index, 

Dissertation Abstracts and Psych Abstracts) and a 

manual search of the leading journals in sociology, 

anthropology and political science revealed that 

research relating to public libraries is scarce 

and research relating to children's services even 

more so. As Marian Gallivan points out in h~r 

annotated bibliography on research in children's 

services, much more research has been done on 

school libraries than on public libraries. In 

locating research projects published from 1960 

through fall 1972, she found thirty-two studies 

on school libraries and only fourteen on public 

libraries. That average of about one per year is 

maintained by the six studies reported here. 11
(
43} 

While research on children's services in public libraries 

is scarce, research aimed at determining children's library 

needs as perceived by children themselves, is almost non

existent. Three studies in particular attempted to survey 

some aspects of children's perceptions of libraries, 

Bishop (1964) <
44 ), Ekeckukwu (1972) <

45>and Fasick and 

England (1977) <
46 ) Bishop (1964) attempted to determine 

aspects of elementary school libraries which influenced 

good or bad library experiences. Three hundred and ninety 
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seven, fifth and sixth grade children were interviewed. 

Ekechukwu (1972) surveyed 472 fifth grade children in 

19 elementary schools to determine characteristics of 

users and non-users of elementary school library services 

and public library services. Fasick conducted a study to 

determine how well the collection and services of the 

Regina Public Library met the educational and recreational 

needs of the children of Regina. A very detailed 

questionnaire was administered orally to children on an 

individual basis. 

In addition to the Regina survey, Fasick (1977) 
(4 7) 

completed another study which was designed to gather 

information on what should libraries do for children, as 

perceived by librarians, teachers and parents. An 

analysis of over- -500 questionnaires- returned showed that 

differences in perception of services existed among the 

three groups. This study which was a most extensive survey 

of adult perceptions of children's public library service 

needs, however, did not survey children themselves. 

The following chapt~rs describe a pilot study aimed at 

comparing the perceptions of children's library services 

as expressed by children, parents and teachers. This 

pilot study is developed from the Fasick study of adult 

perceptions in regard to children's library needs but 

extends the study to include children's perceptions. 
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This study on children's, parents' and teachers' perceptions 

of what children's services in public libraries should do 

for children is designed to examine the following three 

question~. 

First, is there a difference between what children want 

from a public library and what public libraries actually 

provide? 

Second, is there a, difference between what parents want 

a public library to provide for their children and what 

children want public libraries to provide? 

Third, is there a. difference between what teachers want 

a public library to provide for children and what children 

want public libraries to provide? 

The aims of the study are to find out: 

(1) What services and materials children actually 

want from public libraries, and 

(2) If libxarians' perceptions of children's needs, 

as demonstrated by library services provided, 

are an accurate reflection of children's 

actual public library needs, or 

(3) Are parents' or teachers' perceptions more in 
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symp~thy with children's public library needs? 

DATA COLLECTION 

In ex~mining these questions it was decided to collect data 

using the following three methods. 

l. A questionnaire survey of a specific population 

of children, parents and teachers. 

2. A structured "library use" record sheet, to 

record children's use of the public library 

serving the specific population. 

3. A structured check sheet to record the services 

provided at the children's public library 

serving the specific population. 

POPUIJ\,T.J:ON 

In order to conta.in this pilot study .to a managable size, 

it w~s rledided to confine the study to one Canberra suburb. 

In selecting which suburb would serve as the population for 

thi$ study, severa,l criteria. had to be met: 

1. The suburb must be served by a branch or annex 

of the Ca,nbeira Public Library Service, which 

is within walking distance for primary school 

children. This criteria was proposed because 

it was assumed that to survey children who had 

to rely on adult provided transport could r esult 

in a survey biased towards more literate families. 
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2. The suburb must contain a population cross 

section which approaches the average for 

Canberra. For example, a suburb which contains 

only high cost housing and no gove~runent housing 

would not represent a suitable popuiation. 

3. The suburb must contain a primary school where 

children in middle and upper primary total 

more than 350, so as to provide a viable 

specific population of children, parents and 

teachers. 

The suburb of Holt, with the adjacent Kippax Public Library 

Annex was selected as meeting the above criteria (see 

Appendix A for Holt census data). Permission was obtained 

from the Chief Librarian of the Canberra Public Library 

Service to collect data within the Kippax Public Library 

Annex. The Principal of the Holt Primary School agreed to 

provide facilities for middle and upper primary teachers; 

children and parents to be administered a questionnaire 

survey. 

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 

The questionnaire was developed from the questionnaire used 

by Fasick in her 1977 study, What should libraries do for 

children? which was d e s i gned to gather information about 

the views of librarians , teachers and parents concerning 

library materials and s e rvice s provided for children in the 
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public libraries of the South Central Regional Library 

system in Ontario, Canada. The Fasick questionnaire 

contained over 100 multiple choice questions,most of which 

each required two answers, some 200 answers in all. This 

questionnaire was judged to be too long, a factor which 

probably contributed to the low response rate of 2 7 .1% 

obtained from the general public respondents. 

The questionnaire used in this pilot study was simplified 

and reduced to 50 questions, each of which only required one 

answer. Parents, teachers and children were asked to 

respond to the same basic questions,one to thirty-two, in 

sections two, three, four and five, so that responses could 

be compared between respondent groups. While chiil.dren 

and adults were asked to respond to the same questions, the 

children 1 s questions were expressed in simplified terms so 

that children from grade three through to grade six could 

respond. (see Appendix B for complete questionnairesJ 

The adult questionnaire was divided into seven sections of 

which sectionstwo, three, four and five were similar to 

the children's questionnaire. 

First section: This section contained eleven questionson 

the aims or purposes of children's public library 

service. Each question required the respondent 

to circle one number on a scale of one to five. 

This section was included in both the parents' 

and teachers' questionnaires but was not included 



included in the children's questionnaire. 

Second section: This section contained twelve questions 

asking which services should public libraries 

provide for children. The first eleven 

questions were structured questions which 

required the respondent to circle one 

number on a scale of one to five. The twe l fth 

question was an open question which allowed 

respondents to express their own thoughts 

after the.first eleven questions had invol ved 

them in structured thought on the topic. 

The questions in this section were common to 

the adult questionnaires and the children's 

questionnaire. 

Third section: This section contained nine questions 

asking respondents which library activities 

would create positive attitudes, in children, 

towards libraries. The first eight questions 

were structured questions which required 

respondents to circle one number on a scale one 

to five. The ninth question was an open 

question which allowed respondents to express 

their own thoughts after the previous 

eight questions had involved them in structured 

thought on the subject. The questions in this 

section were common to the adult and 

child ren's questionnaires. 
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to .provide for children. 

In summary, while the questionnaire was developed from the 

Fasick study there are two major differences. First, 

children were included in the survey sample. Second, the 

questionnaire was simplified to increase the response rate 

and to enable children to r e spond. 

SURVEY SAMPLE 

It was initially thought that a random sample of children, 

in middle and upper primary, from the Holt Primary School 

and their parents and teachers would form the survey 

sample. After consulting tables on "Determining sample size 

for research activities" (49 ) it was found that for a 

population of this size a random sample could not reduce 

the sample size significantly from the total population. 

Therefore, it was decided that all children in middle and 

upper primary would form the survey sample together with 

their parents and teachers. 

The sample consisted of: 

379 children in 3rd class through to 6th class. 

25 t e achers conc erne d with 3rd class to 6th 

class. 

352 parents of children from 3rd class to 6th 

class. 

HOW THE QUESTI ONNAIRE WAS ADMINIS TERED 

Th e t eache rs' questio nnair e was d istributed, throu gh t h e 

s chool administra t ion, to a ll t eachers concerned with 
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grades three through to six. 

The parents' questionnaire ~as distributed with the school 

newsletter to all parents with children in grades three 

through to grade six. 

After consultation with the school principal, the children's 

questionnaire was distributed to children by their teacher 

who had already provided the children with some preliminary 

lead - in lessons on answering this type of questionnaire 

format . Children were given class time to complete 'the 

questionnaire. The teacher read out each question for 

clarity ~s children answered that question. It was assumed 

tha_t this ,:nethod would provide the children with a maximum 

und,erstanding of the questionnaire while at the same time 

provid;lrig children with freedom to .. express their thoughts. 

RESP.ONSE RATES 

Population 

Children 

Parent.s 

Teachers 

Table 1. 

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE 

RATES 

~~mple siz.e. Response 

379 291 

352 146 

25 18 

-

Response perce nt age 

76.78% 

41.47% 

72 % 

Questionna ire s were distribute d in Novembe r and collec t e d 

during De c embe r 1 9 81. The respon se r a t e a chieved with the 
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children's questionnaire was similar to the teachers' 

response rate. Because all teachers' did not respond it 

was assumed that some teachers were not inclined to 

co-operate, a factor which was reflected in their pupils' 

response rate. Not withstanding this apparent bias, by 

some teachers, the teacher and student response rates were 

considered adequate for this pilot study. 

The parents' response rate of 41.47% was also considered 

adequate when it was taken into consideration that their 

questionnaire was in effect a mail questionnaire distributed 

with the school newsletter. The following school newsletter 

contained a follow-up request for further response but did 

not·achieve a significant increase in return. The 

response rate of 41.47% was considered . favourable 

when compared to the corresponding response rate of 27.1% 

of the Fasick study. 

L~BBARIANS' .PERCEPTIONS OF CHILDREN'S NEEDS AS DEMONSTRATED 
BY CHILDREN•s LIBRARY SERVICES PROVIDED FOR THE SURVEY 
SAMPLE POPULATION 

Two methods were used to obtain information on what 

children's library services were provided for the sample 

population. A "library use record sheet", to record the 

actual use of the local children's library services, and a 

"library services check sheet" to record children's services 

actually offered at the local public library service point. 

It was assumed that librarians' perceptions of children's 
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needs would be demonstrate d by the a,ctual services prov ided. 

Information gathered by these r e cord/check sheets is 

compared with the survey data . 

Library use·record sheet: A library use record sheet was 

developed which listed services and activities in 

the same order as sections two, three, four and 

five of the questionnaire. These sections of the 

questionnaire were common to all the survey 

popula ti.on and the record sheet had the same 

nurnberi~g and order as the questionnaire so that 

information could be directly compared with survey 

data. Use made of children's services at Kippax 

Annex, over: a fourteen day period, was recorded by 

Library.staff. (see Appendix C for a copy of the 

"Ltb;rar;y u.se record sheet" and the results of the 

fou;rteeri day observation.) 

Lib.r·a.:ry se~vices'. chec·k sheet: A library services check 

she·et wa.s drawn up which listed services in the 

same numbered order as the "Library use record sheet", 

so that services provided could be compared with 

service~ used and also compa,xed with the respondents' 

pe~ceptions of libta:r:y ser'vices which should be 

p~ov!ded ~or children. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

An e xamination of responses to t h~ questionnaires is 

prese nte d in the ·,f'ollowing five ·chap ters. Each chapter 
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examines a majo.r section of the survey and each question din 

these sections is examined in the following order: 

(a) The question for each respondent group is 

reproduced. 

(b) A table of responses for each group of the 

su~vey population is presented. 

(c) Responses are compared with services provided 

at Kippax. 

(d) The responses are analysed and evaluated. 

(e) A brief discussion and conclusion in relation 

to that particular question is given. 

Chapter: three examines the· first section of the questionnaire. 

This section contains eleven questions on the aims 

or pu:rposes of children's public library service. 

Chapte); tou.r exa,mines the second section of the questionnaire. 

This section contains twelve questions asking which 

seJ;'Vices should public libraries provide for children . 

Chapter five examines the third section of the questionnaire . 

This section contains nine questions asking which 

libr.a.!r:'y activities would create positive attitudes, 

in children, towi3,rds libraries. 

Cha;pter· $i;i.X- examines the fourth and fifth sections of the 

questionnaire. 'l'hese sections contain eleven 

questions relating to assistance for children using 

l.ibra,J:"ies. 
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Chapter seven: examines the respondent overall responses by 

each respondent groups and the sixth and seventh 

section of the questionnaire. 

The rating sections of the questionnaires provided 

respondents with the opportunity to rate various children's 

library services in relation to how important they perceived 

each service to be. 

A rating of 5 or 4 was considered to be a positive rating, 

rating the service as important. A rating of three was 

considered to be a neutral rating. A rating of 2 or l 

was considered to be a negative rating, rating the service 

as not important. 

It was considered that a clear comparison between the 

responses to each question within a section of the 

questionnaire could be obtained by: 

1. Converting the response frequencies to 

percentages. 

2. Collapsing the 5 and 4 response percentages to 

obtain a positive percentage rating for each 

question. 

3. Collapsing the 2 and 1 response percentages to 

obtain a negative percentage rating for each 

question. 

4. For each question the negative percentage rating 

was subtracted from the positive percentage 

rating to obtain an overall positive or negative 
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rating for that question. 

(see Appendix E for complete table of respondent, response 

percentages.) 

The overall rating for each question produced by this 

method has a possible range of+ 100 to - 100. A positive 

overall rating indicates that the library service 

relating to that question was perceived as important by a 

majority of respondents , while a negative overall rating 

indicates that a particular library service was perceived 

as not important by a majority of respondents. The overall 

rating for each respondent group is then compared with the 

overall rating for each of the other respondent groups. 

These responses are then compared with the other overall 

ratings for the other questions within each section so that 

library services/activities can be given a rank order within 

each section of the questionnaire for each respondent group. 

(see A.ppendix E for a complete table of response percentages.) 

Chapter eight: Relates the various respondent groups' 

responses to the original problem and stated aims of 

the study and summarizes the findings in relation to 

these aims. Suggestions are provided for further 

research. 



CHAPTER 3 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN EXAMINATION OF GOALS FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SERVICES AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS AND PARENTS 

This chapter examines the response to section one of the 

questionnaire which containe:3. eleven questions on the 

goals of children's public library services. The questions 

were formulated to provide the teacher and parent 

respondents with structured thoughts on the goals of 

children's public library services before they answered 

the questions in the following sections. This section was 

not included in the children's ~uestionnaire in order to 

keep the children's questions as simple as possible because 

philosophic goals were considered too complex for primary 

children. The eleven questions were developed from a list 

of eleven goals for children's public library services 

published by Fasick (1978). ( 49 ) Three of Fasick's goals 

were not included in this section but were integrated into 

the sections which were common to all respondents. Three 

additional goals were included. 

For the purposes fo the questionnnaire the goals were 

presented as aims or purposes and worded where possible to 

remove value judgements from the questionnaire design and 

responses. 
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Section 1. Question 1. 

IMPORTANT NOT NOT 
SURE IMPORTANT 

Preparing preschool 
children for their school 
work by introducing them 
to books and other media 5 4 3 2 1 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 2 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 1 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
perce ntages percentages percentages Rating 

TEACHERS 82.36% 11.76% 

PARENTS 75% 8.33% 

overall rating = (r + 4 percentages.) 
Maximum possible rating= 100 
Minimwn possible rating= - 100 

5.88% +76.47 

16.67% +58.33 

- (2 + 1 percentages) 

Both teachers and parents ranked "preparing preschool 

children for their school work by introducing them to 

books and other media" eighth out of eleven in order of 

importance. See teachers' ranking table 13 page 44, and 

parents' ranking table 14, page 45. Though this goal 

is ranked eighth in order of priority, it is perceived 

as important by both respondent groups. Parents rated this 

goal at +58.33 while teachers rated it at +76.47 

on a scale range between +100 and -100. 

The teachers' rating agrees with the Fasick (1977) study 

which found that t eachers rated library services to 

preschool children as "ve ry important" 
( 50) 
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In conclusion this goal, _though eighth in priority, must be 

considered as important to parents and of major importance 

for teachers. This goal should be given serious 

consideration when providing children's public library 

services. 

************************** 

Section 1. Question 2. 

IMPORTANT 

working in cooperation with local 
schools to provide a wider variety 
of materials for chidren •.•.•• 5 

Respondent groups: Teachers & parents. 

TABLE 3 

Overall rating Section l Question 2 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 

4 

2 + 1 

NOT NOT 
SURE IMPORTANT 

3 2 l 

Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS 100% 0% 0% +100 

PARENTS 90.34% 8.28% 1.38% +88.96 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rating= +100 
Minimum possible rating= -100 

Teachers ranked ."working in cooperation with local schools 

to provide a wider variety of materials for children" equal 
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first in order of importance with three other goals. 

Parents ranked this goal fourth in order of importance. 

Because teachers ranked four goals equal first in importance 

there is probably no significant difference in respondent 

ranking of this goal. Teachers rated this goal at +100 

while parents rated it at +88.96. The lower parent rating 

reflects the 8.28% of parents who were "not sure" in 

regard to this goal. 

The Fasick study did not express any clear findings in 

relation to this goal. 

In conclusion this goal is of extremely high importance for 

both teachers and parents. This goal should be given a 

high priority in providing children's public library 

services and close liaison should be established between 

school libraries and the local children's public library 

service. The responsibility for close liaison lies not 

only with the schools but with the local public library 

service. 

********************** 

Section 1. Question 3. 

Providing extra material for 
school projects ....... . 

NOT 
IMPORTANT SURE 

5 4 3 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 
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TABLE 4 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 3 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages Percentages rating 

TEACHERS 94.44% 0% 5.56% +88.88 

PARENTS 94.33% 3.55% 2.12% +92.20 

overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages} 
Miximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

"Providing extra material for school projects" was ranked 

fifth by teachers and third in order of importance by 

parents. Because teachers ranked four goals equal first 

in importance there is little difference in respondent 

ranking of this goal. Teachers rated this goal at +88.88 

while parents ,rated-it at +92. 20. There appears to be no 

significant difference in respondent rating of this goal. 

The high respondent rating agrees with the Fasick study 

which found that school related services were "of high 

importance". 

In conclusion this goal is of extremely high importance for 

both teachers and parents with an average rating of +90 

out of a possible range of +100 to -100. Because of this 

high respondent rating the provision of children's 

reference materials should receive a very high priority in 

public libraries which provide children's library services. 

************************* 



Section 1. Question 4. 

IMPORTANT 

Providing the opportunity for 
individual children to explore 
new ideas ....... . 

5 4 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 5 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 4 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

2 + 1 

2 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS 100% 0% 0% +100 

PARENTS 89.58% 6.25% 4.17% +85.41 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Teachers ranked "Providing the opportunity for individual 

children to explore new ideas" equal first in order of 

importance with three other goals. Parents ranked this 

goal fifth in order of importance. Teachers rated this 

goal at +100 while parents rated it at +85.41. The lower 

parent rating probably reflects the parents• concern with 

school performance related services which parents rated 

higher than this goal. 

In conclusion this goal which teachers give the maximum 

rating should have a high priority in the provision of 

children's public library service s. 

************************* 



Section 1. Question 5. 

Providing an unrestricted 
setting where children may 
develop their own ideas and 
concepts by using a wide 
variety of media •••.•.•. 

IMPORTANT 

5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 6 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 5 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 

37 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 l 

Over al] 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS 82.36% 17.65% 0% +82.36 

PARENTS 75.38% 18.12% 8.70% +66.68 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - 2 + 1 percentages) 
Miximurn possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Both teachers and parents ranked "Providing an unrestricted 

setting where children may develop their own ideas and 

concepts by using a wide variety of media" sixth in order of 

importance. Though ranked sixth, this goal was rated quite 

high by both respondent groups which rated this goal in the 

top quarter of a scale from +100 to -100. 

In conclusion this goal is quite important to both 

respondent groups and should have a high priority in the 

provision of children's public library services. 

********************** 
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Section. 1. Question 6. 
NOT NOT 

IMPORTANT SURE IMPORTANT 

Providing a variety of materials 
and services that aim at helping 
children to become interested in 
reading ....• 5 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 7 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 6 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 

4 3 

2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

TEACHERS 100% 0% 0% 

PARENTS 95.10% 2.80% 2.10% 

2 l 

Overall 
rating 

+100 

+93 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Teachers ranked "Providing a variety of materials and 

services that aim at helping children to become interested 

in reading" equal first in order of importance, with three 

other goals. Parents ranked this goal second in order of 

importance. The high rating of +100 by tea~hers and +93 

by parents emphasises the importance respondents place on 

the provision of materials and services to increase 

children's interest in reading. 

In conclusion this goal should receive high priority in the 

provision of children's public library services. 

************************ 



Section 1 • Question 7 • 

Providing cultural experiences, 
such as dance, concerts and 
film shows •••..• 

IMPORTANT 

5 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 8 

4 

39 

NOT NOT 
SURE IMPORTANT 

3 2 l 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 7 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 OveralJ 
.percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS. 52.95% 35.29% 11.76% +41.19 

PARENTS 57.74% 16.90% 25.36% +32.39 

overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Both teachers and parents ranked "J?roviding cultural 

experiences such as dance, concerts and film shows" tenth 

in order of importance. Even though both respondent 

groups ranked this goal low in order of priority, both 

groups gave this goal a positive rating. 

In conclusion this positive rating of +41.19 by teachers 

and +32.39 by parents, indicates that the respondents 

perceive this goal as useful. 

********************** 
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Section 1. Question 8. 
NOT NOT 

IMPORTANT SURE IMPORTANT 

Preparing children for living 
in a multi-cultural society by 
providing materials and programmes 
on various people from other lands .. 5 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 9 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 8 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 

4 3 

+ 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

TEACHERS- 83.~3% 5.56% 11.11% 

PARENTS 72.22% 16.67% 11.11% 

2 1 

Overall 
rating 

+72.22 

+61.11 

Overall- rating = ( 5 + 4 percentages) - ( 2 + 1 percentages) 
Miximum possible rating= +100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Teachers ranked "Preparing children for living in a multi

cultural society by providing materials and programmes on 

various people from other lands" ninth in order of 

importance. Parents ranked this goal seventh in order of 

importance. Both respondent groups rated this gaol in the 

top quarter of the rating scale. 

In conclusion, though ranked low in order of importance out 

of the eleven goals presented to respondents, this goal 

is perceived as an important objective for a children's 

public library service. 

********************** 



Section 1. Question· 9 . 

Providing access to materials 
that are not available in homes 

NOT 
IMPORTANT SURE 

5 4 3 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 1 0 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 9 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 

2 

41 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

rr'EACHERS 100% 0% 0% +100 

PARENTS 95.17% 3.45% 1.38% +93.79 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating •= - 100 

Teachers ranked "Providing access to materials that are not 

available in homes" equal first, in order of importance, 

with three other goals. Parents ranked this gaol first in 

order of importance. The high rating of +100 by teachers 

and +93.79 by parents, exphasises the importance respondents 

place on, a children's public library service, providing 

access to materials that are not available in homes. 

In conclusion this goal should receive a very high priority 

in the provision of childre n's public library services. 

************************* 



Section 1. Question ;10 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

Providing programmes and materials 
that will complement and compete 
with television and movies for 
children's interest .....••. 5 4 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 11 

Overall rating Section 1 Question 10 

tRESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 

3 

4 2 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

ITEACHERS 83~33% 11.11% 5.56% +77.77 

tpARENTS 71.54% 12.19% 15.97% +55.57 

Overall rating·= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Teachers ranked "Providing programmes and materials that 

will complement and compete with television and movies for 

the children's interest" seventh in order of importance. 

Parents ranked this goal ninth in order of importance. While 

this goal was ranked low in order of priority, both 

respondent groups rated this goal in the top quarter of the 

rating scale. 

In conclusion, though ranked low in order of priority out of 

the eleven goal s presented to respondents, this goal is 

perceived as an important objective for a children's public 

libra ry s e rvice. 
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Section· 1 • Question 11 . 

IMPORTANT NOT NOT 
SURE IMPORTANT 

Providing specific areas 
where chilµren can meet socially 5 4 3 2 1 

Respondent groups: Teachers and parents. 

TABLE 12 

Over.all rating Section 1 Question 11 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS 27.78% 33.33% 38.89% -11.11 

PARENTS 42.07% 14.48% 43.45% - 1.38 

Overall rating= {5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Both teachers and parents ranked "Providing specific areas 

where child:i;-en can meet socially" eleventh in order of 

importance. Both respondent groups gave this goal a negative 

rating. 

In conclusion this goal is not perceived by teachers or 

parents as a relevant goal for a children's public library 

service. 

********************** 
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TABLE 13 

TEACHERS: RANK ORDER OF GOALS FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

QUESTION AIMS OR PURPOSES RATING 

2 Working in co-operation with 
local school to provide a wider 
variety of materials for 
children + 100 

4 

6 

9 

3 

5 

10 

1 

8 

7 

11 

Providing the opportunity for 
individual children to explore 
new ideas 

Providing a variety of materials 
and services that aim at helping 
children to become interested 

+ 100 

in reading + 100 

Providing access to materials 
that are not available in 
homes + 100 

Providing extra material for 
school projects + 88.88 

Providing an unrestricted setting 
where children may develop 
their own ideas and concepts 
by using a variety of media + 82.36 

Providing programmes and 
materials that will complement 
and compete with television and 
movies for the children's 
interest + 77~77 

Preparing preschool children for 
their school work by introducing 
them to books and other media + 

Preparing children for living in 
a multi-cultural society by 
providing materials and 
programmes on various people 
in other lands + 

Providing cultural experiences, 
such as dance, concerts and 
film shows + 

Providing specific areas where 
children can meet socially 

76.47 

72.22 

41.19 

11.11 
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TABLE 14 

PARENTS: RANK ORDER OF GOALS FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

QUESTION 

9 

6 

3 

2 

4 

5 

8 

l 

10 

7 

11 

AIMS AND PURPOSES 

Providing access to materials 
that are not available in 
homes 

Providing a variety of 
materials and services that 
aim at helping children to 
become interested in reading 

Providing extra material for 
school projects 

working in co-operation with 
local schools to provide 
a wider variety of materials 
for children 

Providing the opportunity 
for individual children to 
explore new ideas 

Providing an unrestricted 
setting where children may 
develop their own ideas and 
concepts by using a wide 
variety of media 

Preparing children for 
living in a multi-cultural 
society by providing 
materials and programmes on 
various people from other 
lands 

Preparing pre-school children 
for their school work by 
introducing them to books and 
other media 

Providing programmes and 
materials that will complement 
and compete with television and 
and movies for the children's 
interest 

Providing cultural experiences, 
such as dance, concerts and 
film shows 

Providing specific areas 
where children can meet 
socially 

RATING 

+ 93.79 

+ 93.00 

+ 92.20 

+ 88.96 

+ 85.41 

+ 66.68 

+ 61.11 

+ 58.33 

+ 55.57 

+ 32.39 

1.38 
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DISCUSSION OF SECTION 1 RESPONSES 

Out of the eleven goals which formed the basis of this 

section of the questionnaire, both teachers and parents 

gave ten goals positive ratings indicating that the 

majority of teachers and parents perceived these ten 

goals as important. Both teachers and parents gave 

a negative rating to the goal of "Providing specific areas 

where children can meet socially". The goal of "Providing 

cultural experiences, such as dance, concerts and film 

shows" received positive moderate ratings from both 

teachers and parents. The remaining ten goals were rated 

by both teachers and parents in the top quarter of the 

rating scale on a possible range of +100 to -100. 

In the following chapters the children's responses are 

examined and compared to teacher_and parent responses. 

The children ' ·s responses are examined to indicate which 

services are most likely to be used by children and achieve 

goals which teache r and parent respondents perceive as 

being of high priority. 



CHAPTER 4 
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CHAPTER 4 

I , 

CHILDREN 1 S 1 TEACHERS' AND PARENT-S. PERCEPTIONS OF 
CHILDREN'S LIBRARY SERVICES WHICH WOULD ATTRACT CHILDREN 
TO USE A PUBLIC LIBRARY 

This chapter examines the response to section two of the 

questionnaire which contains twelve questions to determine 

respondents• perceptions of which library services will 

attract children to use a public library. Eleven questions 

were structured closed questions, to be answered on a five 

point scale. The twelth question was an opeh question which 

provided respondents with the opportunity to express their 

own thoughts after the first eleven questions had provided 

respondents with some structured thought on the subject. 

In this section of the children'~ questionnaire~ all 

questions had the prefix "I think a public libraryc should'": 

In this section of the teachers' and parents'questionnaire, 

all questions had the prefix "Which of the following library 

services do you think would attract your child/children 

to use a public library ? " • 

In examining the children's responses, those services which 

children value as expressed by a high rating or high 

ranking are examined in relation to adult goals. Adult 

goals are taken to be those goals which adults ranked high 

in importance and gave a positive rating to in section one 

of the questionnaire. 
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See table 28, page 74, for the complete table of the 

children respondents ranking of library services for this 

section. Table 29, page 7 5, is a table of teacher~' 

ranking and table 30, page 76, is a table of parents 

ranking of services for this section. 

********************** 

section 2. Question la. 

Question la - children: 

Have a range of materials such as: 
a. books ......................... □ 

Question la - parents and teachers: 
IMPORTANT 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
a. books ........................ 5 4 

" 0 
r:: 

□ 0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 2 

D D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 
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TABLE 15 

Overall rating Section 2 Question la 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l Overal 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 96.22% 2.41% 1.37% +94.85 

TEACHERS 94.46% 0% 5.54% +88.92 

PARENTS 96.32% 2.94% 0.74% +95.58 

overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating= +100 
Minimum possible rating= -100 

Children and parents ranked the provision of books as 

first in order of importance, while teachers ranked this 

library service as second in importance. This service 

was rated at+ 94.85 by children+ 88.94 by teachers and 

+ 95.58 by parents out of a possible maximum of+ 100. 

This high rating indicates the high importance all 

respondent groups place on the provision of this service. 

The three week observation of children's use of the 

Kippax Inter~m Library confirmed that this expressed 

need was a valid need reflected by actual use. This 

observation of demonstrated needs indicated that 60.34% 

of children's use of the Kippax Interim Library was for 

this service. 

In conclusion,in providing services to meet adult goals, 

as expressed in sectio n 1, books should play a major role. 
******************* 



Section 2. Question lb. 

Question lb - children: 

Have a range of materials such as: 
b. magazines ........ . ........ _ . . D 

Question lb - oarents and teachers: 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 

IMPORTANT 

b. magazines ...........•.•.. 5 4 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

.,_, 
0 r:: 

0 

.,_, 
0 

r:: 

D 

0 r:: 

D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

50 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 1 6 

o verall rating Section 2 Question lb 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l OveralJ 
percentages p e rcentages percentages rati ng 

t HILD:REN 52.46% 26.06% 21.48% +30.98 

TEACHERS 94.44% 5.56% 0% +94 . 44 

PARENTS 63.28% 21.87% 14.85% +48.43 

overall rating::; (5 + 4 perce ntages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maxi mum possible rating~+ 100 
Minimum possible rating::; - 100 
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Teachers ranked the provision of magazines as first in 

order of importance, parents ranked this service fifth 

while children ranked this service as eighth in order of 

importance. Teachers rated this service at +94.44 on a 

scale of +100 to -100. The teachers' h\gh rating contrasts 

with the much lower rating of +30.98 by children and 

+48.43 by parents. 

The observation of children's use of the Kippax Interim 

Library confirmed the children~ low rating for magazines. 

Only 1.27% of recorded use over this period related to 

children's use of magazinesM · This low recorded use could 

in part be because magazines are .not available . for loan 

but are only available for use in the library and so usage 

was difficult to record. 

In conclusion,though the provision of magazines was not 

ranked very high in importance, the fact that 52.46% of 

children perceived this service as important indicates that 

this service could be utilized to achieve a higher library 

use by 50% of the children in a given population. 

******************* 



Question le - children: 

Have a range of materials such as: 
c. comics .-................. • • • • • □ 

Question le - p arents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
c. comics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 5 4 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

0 

2 

.., 
0 

,;: 

D 

0 
,;: 

0 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

52 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 17 

overall rating Section 2 Question le 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 47.91% 21.88% 30.21% + 17.70 

TEACHERS 55.55% 0% 44.45% + 11.10 

PARENTS 30.77% 17.69% 51.54% - 20.77 

Overall rating~ (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
MaximUlll possible rating~+ 100 
MinimUlll possible rating~ - 100 
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Children ranked the provision of comics as ninth in order 

of importance, teachers ranked this service eleventh while 

parents ranked this service last in order of importance. 

Children rated this service at+ 17.70, teachers rated the 

service at +11.10 while parents gave the service a negative 

rating of~ 20.77. The ne~ative parent rating given 

to the provision of comics is probably because parents 

perceive comics as frivolous though one parent in 

answering question 12 commented: 

"Many children will read a comic in preference 
to a book. My children have increased in 
reading ability because they have been allowed 
to read the occasional comic. It seems to 
stimulate them". 

The fact that 47.91% of children perceived comics as being 

important indicates that the provision of comics may help 

meet some needs of a large proportion of children and so be 

useful in achieving adult goals. The obse rvation of 

children's use of the Kippax Interim Library indicate d 

a low 1.27% use of comics. This low pe rcentage however, 

may not indicate all in library use of this material. 

In conclusion the provision of selected co~ics 

could be a useful service within a children 1 s public 

library service. 

*** ********** ******** 



Section 2 . Que:stion 2 . 

Question 2 - children: 

Have games to play within the library •. D 

Question 2 - parents and teachers: 

Providing games for children 
to play with in the library 
(e.g. chess) •......•...•.•.•• 

IMPORTANT 

5 4 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

(JJ 

~ 

r? 
<., 

0 
~ 

0 D 

54 

D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 l 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 18 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 2 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

2HILDREN 73.79% 9.66% 16.55% 

TEACHERS 88.24% 0% 11. 76·% 

PARENTS 56.43% 17.14% 26.43% 

Overall rating ;::::; (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 
M~imum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

Overall 
rating 

+ 62.03 

+ 76.48 

+ 30.00 
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Children and teachers ranked the provision of "games to 

play with. in the library" fourth in importance. Parents 

ranked this service seventh in order of importance. 

Teachers rated this service at+ 76.48 and children rated 

it at+ 62.03. In contrast parents rated this service 

much lower at +30.00. 

The high ranking and rating children gave to the provision 

of games is emphasised by the children's answers to the 

open question, question 12 of this section. Of the 

children's response to this open question 22% involved 

requests for the provison of library games and/ or a 

place to play games within the library. The structured 

observation of use in the Kippax Interim Library only 

indicated 0.84% use of games which is probably explained by 

two factors. Firstly, the library staff indicated that 

the library held very few games for children and secondly, 

the open question in this section revealed that children 

considered that there was no place to play games within the 

library and in fact suggested that a place should be set 

aside for this purpose. 

In conclusion carefully selected games for use in the 

library could help achieve adult goals in a children's 

library service. 

********************* 



Section 2. Question 3. 

Question 3 - children: 

Have games for children to borrow • • □ 

Question 3 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing games for children to 
borrow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

0 

2 

,._, 
0 

t:: 

D 

56 

0 
t:: 

D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 19 

overall rating Section 2 Question 3 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

:CHILDREN 31.48% 17.65% 50.87% - 19.38 

TEACHERS 55.56% 11.11% 33.33% + 22.23 

PARENTS 52.52% 20.86% 26.62% + 25.90 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximwn possible rating=+ 100 
Minirnwn possible rating= - 100 
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Teachers ranked 11 games for children to borrow" ninth in 

importance. Parents ranked this service tenth while children 

ranked it twelfth in order of importance. Parents and 

teachers gave this service a positive rating of +25.90 

and +22.23 respectively while children gave this service 

a negative rating of - 19.38. 

The negative rating by children provides a strong 

indication that traditional games would not be borrowed, 

to any extent, by children. The answers to the open 

question, question 12 of this section, indicates that 

children may borrow computer or video games if they were 

availabLe. Kippax Interim Library does not provide games 

for children to borrow and for this reason no use was 

recorded during the observation period. 

In conclusion,the provision of games for children to borrow 

could have a low priority within the provision of children's 

public library service. There are indications that the 

loan of computer and video games could receive high use 

by some children and for this reason carefully selected 

educational video or computer games may be a useful 

children's library service. 

******************** 



section 2. Question: 4. 

Question 4 children: 

Have music recordings to listen to in 
the library · · · • • • • • • • • • • . - ....... - ... □ 

Question 4 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing music recordings for use 
in the library ........•..•.......... 5 4 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

□ 

2 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 20 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 4 

RESPONDENTS 5 -f 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 60.90% 17.30% 21.80% 

TEACHERS 83.34% 11.10% 5.56% 

PARENTS 51.41% 26.76% 21.83% 

,.,, 
0 

t::: 

D 

58 

□ 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
rating 

+ 39.10 

+ 77.78 

+ 29.58 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating= + 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Teachers ranked "providing music recordings for use in 

the library" third in order of importance. Children ranked 

this service seventh while parents ranked it eighth in 

importance. Teachers gave this service the high rating of 

+ 77.78 which contrasts with the lower rating of+ 39.10 

for children and +29.58 for parents. 

The high rating given to "providing music recordings for 

use in the library" by teachers is possibly because 

teachers perceive the provision of music as an educational 

activity.- -Kippax Interim Library does not provide this 

service and so no use was recorded during the observations. 

Though children ranked this service as of medium importance, 

over 60% of children indicated that they value the provision 

of music recordings. For this reason the provision of 

music recordings to listen to in the library could be a 

service which would help increase children's library use 

and help achieve adult goals for children's public library 

service. 

******************* 



Section 2. Question' 5. 

Question 5 - children: 

Have music recordings to borrow ..• D 

Question 5 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing music recordings for 
childr~n to borrow ..••........... 5 

0 

4 

D 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

D 

2 

60 

0 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

l 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

Overall rating Section 2 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 
percentages 

CHILDREN 30.93% 

TEACHERS 50.00% 

PARENTS 52.52% 

TABLE 21 

Question 5 

3 
percentages 

24.05% 

22.22% 

24.46% 

2 + 1 Overall 
percentages rating 

45.02% - 14. 0 c 

27.78% + 22.2 ~ 

23.02% + 29.5( 

overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Parents ranked "music recordings for children to borrow" 

ninth in order of importance. Teachers ranked this service 

tenth and children ranked it eleventh in order of importance. 

Both teachers and parents gave this service a positive 

rating which contrasted with the negative rating given by 

children. 

In conclusion the low rating given this service by children 

indicates that this type of service is not likely to receive 

very high use unless the music selected was very carefully 

tailored to the needs of the children served by the library. 

******************* 



Section 2 . Question ·6·. 

Question 6 - children: 

Have T.V. recordings to watch in the library □ 0 

Question 6 - parents and teachers: 

Providing video recordings 
and playback facilities 
for use in the 

IMPORTANT 

library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 2 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

Overall rating Section 2 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 
percentages 

r2HILDREN 68.06% 

r.I'EACHERS 72.22% 

!PARENTS 63.12% 

TABLE 22 

Question 6 

3 
percentages 

10.76% 

22.22% 

23.40% 

2 + l 
percentages 

21.18% 

5.56% 

13.48% 

62 

0 D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
rating 

+46.Bl: 

+66,66 

+49.64 

Overall rating; (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximwn possible rating=+ 100 
Minimwn possible rating = - 100 

D 
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Both children and teachers ranked "video recordings to 

watch in the library" sixth in order of importance. Parents 

ranked this service fourth in importance. Teachers rated 

this service at+ 66.66, parents rated it at+ 49.64 and 

children rated the service at+ 46.88. This positive 

rating by all respondent groups provides a strong 

indication that a need exists for public libraries to 

provide video recordings in the provision of children's 

services. 

Kippax Interim Library does not provide this service and so 

no use was recorded during the observation period. 

In conclusion the provision of children's video recordings 

could be structured to increase children's use of public 

library services and at the same time be selected to 

achieve adult goals. 

***************** 



Section 2. Question 7. 

Question 7 - childr~n 

J..,.:.., 

Have audio-visual materials such as audio- 1' 
cassettes, film strips, or slides to use in 
the 1 ibrary ........................... • • • • • D 

Question 7 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Provid:di.ng audio-visual materials, 
such as cassettes, film strips 
and slides, for use in the 
library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

0 

2 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 23 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 7 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

~HILDREN 78.82% 12.50% 8.68% 

tt'EACHERS 72.22% 27.22% 0% 

!PARENTS 68.08% 20.57% 11.35% 

64 

0 0 D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
rating 

+ 70.14 

+ 72. 22 

+ 56.73 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - ( 2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating = - 100 
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Both parents and children ranked the provision of 11 audio

visual materials such as audio-cassettes, film strips, or 

slides to use in the library", third in order of importance. 

All respondent groups gave this service a high positive 

rating. Children rated the service at+ 70.14, teachers 

rated it at+ 72.22 and parents rated it at +56.73. During 

the observation period no use of audio-visual materials was 

recorded by staff at the Kippax Interim Library. 

In conclusion all respondent groups perceived the provision 

of audio-visual materials for use in the library as an 

important function of children's library services. 

*********************** 



Question 8 - children 

Have players that children can borrow to use 
library audio-visual materials .......•••••• □ 

Question 8 - p arents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing equipment for loan so' that 
childen can use library media at 
home • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

0 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 24 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 8 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 

2 

percentages percentages percentages 

;'.:HILDREN 35.77% 24.65% 39.58% 

TEACHERS 6.10% 16.67% 22.23% 

!PARENTS 52.48% 25.53% 21.99% 

0 

66 

<., 
0 
~ t? 

D D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
rating 

- 3.81 

+38.87 

+30.49 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percenta g e s) 
Maximum po ssible rati ng=+ 100 
Minimwn possible rating= - 100 
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Parents ranked the provision of "players that children can 

borrow to use library audio-visual materials" sixth in 

order of importance. Teachers ranked this service eighth 

and children ranked it tenth in order of importance. 

Teachers rated this service at+ 38.87 and parents rated 

it at+ 30.49. This positive rating by both teachers and 

parents contrasts with the negative rating of - 3.81 

given to this service by children. The observation period 

recorded no use of this service because Kippax Interim 

Library does not provide this service. 

In conclusion the relatively high ranki~g and rating given 

to this service by both parents and teachers indicates 

that the provision of this service is perceived by these 

groups as important. 

***************** 
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Both children and parents ranked "providing specific study 

or quiet areas" second in order of importance while teachers 

ranked it seventh. All respondent groups gave a high 

positive rating to the provision of "study or quiet areas~ 

The observation of children's use of the Kippax Interim 

Library did not indicate any children's use of the one 

study carrell provided. The lack of children's use of 

this facility is perhaps explained by the-fact that the 

study carrell was observed to be occupied by an adult 

on most occasions. One carrell alone is insufficient to 

base an observation on. 

In response to the open question, question 12 of this 

section, 15.63% of children's responses were suggestions 

for study facilities, thus showing a clear indication that 

children want study areas. 

In conclusion all respondent groups perceive a high 

priority need for children's study areas in the provision 

of children's public library services. 

**************** 



Question 10 - · children 

Have places where children can talk to each 
D 0 other •~•~• ................................ . 

Question 10 - parents and t eachers: 

IMPORTANT 

Providing specific activity areas 
where children can make social 
contact with each other .•........ s 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 26 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 10 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 ~ 2 + 1 
percentages percentages, percentages 

CHILDREN 67.49% 12.72% 19.79% 

TEACHERS 38.89% 16.67% 44.44% 

PARENTS 52.82% 15.49% 31.69% 

70 

0 D D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Overall 
rating 

+ 47.70 

- 5.55 

+ 21.13 

overa.11 rating:::: (.5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + l percentages) 
Ma.ximwn possible ra.ting:::: t 100 
Minimum possible rating:::: - 100 
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Children ranked "places where children can talk to each 

other" fifth in order of importance. Teachers ranked this 

service twelfth and parents ranked it eleventh in: order of 

importance. Children rated this service at+ 47.70 while 

parents rated it much lower at+ 21.13 and teachers gave 

the service a low negative rating of - 5.55. 

In conclusion the fact that 67.49% of children perceived 

the provision of "places where children can talk to each 

other" as important, indicates that children 1 s public 

library services are much more likely to be used if this 

type of facility is provided for children. 

********************** 



Question 11 - children 

Have only books · · .· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · D 

Question 11 - parents and teachers 

IMPORTANT 

Providing only good. quality 
books such as children's 
classics . ....... . ......... . .... . 5 

0 

NOT 
SURE 

4 3 

I.., 
0 

C: 

D 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 27 

Overall rating Section 2 Question 11 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l 
percentages percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 3.14% 8.74% 88.12% 

TEACHERS 27.78% 5.56% 66.66% 

IPARENTS 35.00% 14.28% 50.72% 

72 

D □ 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Overall 
rating 

- 84.97 

- 38.88 

- 15.72 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - ( 2 + 1 percengages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Both children and teachers ranked providing" only good 

quality books" thirteenth in importance and parents ranked 

it twelth in importance. Children gave this service the 

extremely low rating of - 84.97 while teachers rated it 

at - 38.88 and parents rated the service at - 15.72. 

In conclusion if a childreri's public library service 

were only to provide books as library materials for 

children then that library service would not be likely to 

receive very high use by children. 

**************************** 
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TABLE 28 

CHILDREN: RANK ORDER OF SERVICES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

QUESTION LIBRARY SERVICE RATING 

la 

9 

7 

2 

10 

6 

4 

lb 

le 

8 

5 

3 

11 

Have a range of materials such 
as: 
books 

Have quiet areas where children 

+ 94.85 

can read + 88.85 

Have audio~visual materials 
such as audio-cassettes, film 
strips, or slides to use in 
the library + 70.14 

Have games to play within 
the library + 62. 03 

Have places where children 
can talk to each other + 47.70 

Have T.V. recordings to watch 
in the library + 46.88 

Have music recordings to 
listen to in the library + 39.10 

Have a range of materials such 
as: 
magazines 

Have a range of materials such 
as: 
comics 

Have players that children can 
borrow to use library audio-

+ 30.98 

+ 17.70 

visual materials 3.81 

Have music recordings to 
borrow - 14. 09 

Have games for children to 
borrow - 19. 38 

Have only books - 84.97 
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TABLE 29 

TEACHERS~ RANK ORDER OF SERVICES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

QUESTION LIBRARY SERVICES RATING 

lb Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
magazines + 94.44 

la Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
books + 88.92 

4 Providing music recordings 

2 

7 

6 

9 

8 

3 

5 

le 

10 

11 

for use in the library + 77.78 

Providing games for children 
to play with in the library + 76.48 

Providing audio-visual 
materials, such as audio-
cassettes, film strips and 
slides, for use in the 
library + 72.22 

Providing video recordings 
and playback facilities for 
use in the library + 66.66 

Providing specific study or 
quiet areas where children 
are not allowed to make 
noise 

Providing equipment for loan 
so that children can use 

+ 52.94 

library media at home + 38.87 

Providing games for 
children to borrow + 22.23 

Providing music recordings 
for children to borrow + 22.22 

Providing a wide variety 
of reading material such as: 
comics + 11.10 

Providing specific activity 
areas where children can 
make social contact with 
each other - 5.55 

Providing only good quality 
books such as children's 
classics - 38.88 
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TABLE 30 

PARENTS: RANK ORDER OF SERVICES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIB~Y SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

QUESTION LIBRARY SERVICES 

la Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as 
books 

9 Providing specific study or 
quiet areas where children 
are not allowed to make noise 

7 Providing audio-visual 
materials such as audio 
cassettes, film strips and 
slides, for use in the 
library 

6 Providing video recordings 
and playba~k facilities 
for use in the library 

lb 

8 

2 

4 

5 

3 

10 

11 

le 

Providing a wide variety 
of reading material such as: 
magazines 

Providing equipment for 
loan so that children can 
use library media at home 

Providing games for children 

Providing music recordings 
for use in the library 

Providing music recordings 
for children to borrow 

Providing games for children 
to borrow 

Providing specific activity 
areas where children can make 
social contact with each 
other 

Providing only good quality 
books such as children's 
classics 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
comics 

RATING 

+ 95,58 

+ 64.10 

+ 56.73 

+ 4 7. 64 

+ 48.43 

+ 30.49 

+ 30.00 

+ 29.58 

+ 29.50 

+ 25.90 

+ 21.13 

- 15.72 

20.77 
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Section 2. Question 12. 

Question 12 was an open question asking respondents if 

there was any other library service which libraries could 

provide that would attract children to use a public library. 

The following analysis of responses, to this open question, 

examines responses by grouping similar responses into 

categories. The number of respondents who answered in each 

category is given as a number and as a percentage of 

the respondents who answered this question. See appendix F 

for a complete list of all responses to question 12. 

Table 31 lists the parents response caetgories. Table 32 

lists the children's response categories. 

Children 64 

Teachers No response 

Parents ~ 17 responses 
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TABLE 31 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 12, SECTION 2. 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provid e a wid e variety of 
books to suit all children 5 

Make the library attractive 
and provide incentive 
reading·'programmes 3 

Provide study space and quiet 
areas 2 

Provide story telling and 
craft activities etc. in the 
library 2 

Provide comics 2 

Provide reference books 2 

Provide films, slides etc. 1 

Provide a computerised library 
catalogue 1 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

29.41% 

17.65% 

11.76% 

11.76% 

11.76% 

11.76% 

5.88% 

5.88% 
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TABLE 32 

BREAKDOWN OF CHILDREN RESPONSES TO QUESTION 12, SECTION 2 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provide computers and 
calculators 27 

Provide a room to play games 
in the library such as 
computer games, T.V. games 
etc. 14 

Provide photocopiers 13 

Provide study space tables 
and quiet areas 10 

Provide story telling, puppets, 
magic shows and craft 
activities 9 

Provide comics 5 

Provide maps 4 

Provide magazines 4 

Provide music listening posts 
to listen to music in the 
library 3 

Provide cushions, bean bags 3 

Provide films, slides etc. 3 

Provide a wide variety of books 
for certain ages 3 

Provide library instruction, 
reference services 2 

Provide social talking areas 2 

Provide suggestion box 2 

RESPONSE 
PERCENT~GES 

42.19% 

21.88% 

20.31% 

15.63% 

14.06% 

7.81% 

6.25% 

6.25% 

4.69% 

4.69% 

4.69% 

4.69% 

3.13% 

3.13% 

3.13% 

(cont.) 



TABLE 32 ( cont) 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESJ;>ONSES 

Provide speak and spell 
computers 1 

Provide clothes patterns 
to borrow 1 

Provide special books for 
special people 1 

Provide a disco area 1 

Provide a smoking area for 
parents 1 

******************* 

DISCUSSION OF SECTION 2 RESPONSES 

80 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

1.56% 

1.56% 

1.56% 

1.56% 

1.56% 

The large number of children who answered the open question, 

question 12, indicates that children are concerned about 

the services provided for them by public libraries. The 

children's response to question 11 (84.97) indicates that 

if a children's public library service was only to provide 

books as library material for children then that library 

service would not be likely to receive very high use by 

children. These two responses if considered in conjunction 

indi9ate that children look to public libraries to 

provide a variety of children's services. 

In section one both parents and teachers perceived 10 goals 

as important for children's library services. These 

adult goals can only be achieved if children are attracted 

to use a public library by the library providing services 

which children value and which attract children to use the 
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public library. For this reason those services which 

children value must be tailored to achieve the adult 

goals while still retaining their attraction for children. 

The children's rank order of services, for children's 

public library service (Table 28 page 74) lists nine 

services which children perceive as important services. 

The children's responses to the open question, question 12, 

provides indications of services which children value and 

would use. These responses indicate services such as 

providing computers for children to use in the library. 

The importance of children's responses to question 12 is 

emphasised by the large number of children who responded 

to this question. Sixty four children responded to 

question 12 compared to 17 parents and no teachers. 

******************* 



CHAPTER 5 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHILDREN'S, TEACHERS' AND PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF WHICH 
LIBRARY ACTIVITIES WOULD CREATE POSITIVE ATTITUDES, IN 
CHILDREN, TOWARDS PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

This chapter examines the response to section three of the 

questionnaire which contains nine questions-to determine 

respondent~ perceptions of which library activities would 

create positive attitudes, ~n children, towards public 

libraries. Eight questions were structured closed 

questions to be answered on a five point scale. The ninth 

question was an open question to provide respondents with 

the opportunity to express their own · thoughts, after the 

first eight questions had provided respondents with some 

structured thought on the subject. 

In this section of the children's questionnaire, all 

questions had the prefix "Public libraries would be good 

if:·~. 

In this section of the teacher5' and parents' questionnaire 

all questions had the prefix "Which of the following 

services do you think would help your child/children 

learn to value libraries, books and library materials 

as information sources?" 

In examining the children's responses, those library 

activities which children value, as expressed by a high 

ranking or high rating are examined in relation to 

adult goals as expressed in section one of the questionnaire, 

See tables 41, 42, and 43 for the complete ranking of 

library activities as expressed by children, teacher 

and parent respondents. 



Section 3. Question 13. 

Question 13 - children 

There were activities which show how 
to use books and other materials to 
do things such as hobbies and craft .•• □ 

Question 13 - parents and teachers: 

0 

IMPORTANT 

83 

0 D D 

NOT NOT 
SURE IMPORTANT 

Providing library programmes which 
explain and demonstrate "how to 
do" activities using information 
from library books and other 
materials which the children can 
then borrow (e.g. craft/hobby) .••.• 5 4 3 2 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 33 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 13 

RESPONDEl:fl'S 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 78.47% 14.59% 6.94% 

tt'EACHERS 77.77% 11.11% 11.11% 

PARENTS 87.42% 9.09% 3.50% 

1 

Overall 
rating 

+71.53 

+66.66 

+83.92 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - 2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 

I 
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Children ranked ''how to do 11 activities using information 

from library books and materials which children can borrow 

as fourth in order of importance, while teachers ranked 

this library activity third. Parents ranked this activity 

second in importance. This activity was rated at +71.53 

by children, +66.66 by teachers while parents rated this 

activity much higher at +83.92. 

This activity was not provided by Kippax Interim Library 

during the observation period, though the Kippax Library 

now conducts it on a limited _basis. 

In conclusion, this library activity which does not appear 

to have a very high priority within the Kippax Library, 

was perceived as having a high priority by all respondent 

groups. If a public library wished to attract children to 

use the library and borrow books, then this library activity 

would appear to be one which should have a very high 

priority. 

The library goal of "providing a variety of materials and 

services that aim at helping children to become interested 

in reading" which was ranked first in priority by teachers 

and second in priority by parents, would appear to be a 

goal which this type of library activity could help achieve. 

***************** 
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Section 3 ~ Question 14-. · 

Question 14 - children 

._, 
0 0 

c:: c:: 

There were story telling times .•. D 0 C D 

Question 14 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library · 
books and other materials which the 
children can then borrow 
(e.g. folktales) ..••.•••.•..•••• 5 4 3 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

Overall rating 

RESPONDENTS 

TABLE 34 

Section 3 Quest ion 14 

5 + 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 60.98% 16.72% 22.30% 

TEACHERS 88.89% 11.11% 0% 

iPARENTS 73.10% · 15.86% 11.04% 

D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Overall 
rating 

+38.68 

+88.89 

+62.06 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - 2 + l percentages ) 
Maximwn possible rating= + 100 
Minimwn possible rating= - 100 
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Teachers ranked "story telling" activities first in order 

of importance while parents ranked this library activity 

fifth. Children ranked this activity seventh out of 

eight in order of importance. Teachers rated this library 

activity at +88.89, _parents rated it at +62.06, while 

children rated it much lower at +38.68. 

Story telling is an activity provided at the Kippax 

Interim Library, but during the three week observation 

period only 0.42% of use recorded by library staff 

involved story telling programmes. 

In conclusion, though children ranked this service low 

in priority, children still rated this activity positively 

at +38.68 on a scale of from +100 to - 100. The positive 

rating'. by children indicates that this activity is 

perceived as a useful ~ibrary activity by a large 

majority of the children respondents. This activity 

would appear to be an activity which would attract children 

to use a public library provided that story telling 

programmes are conducted in a professional manner and in 

a way that is attractive to children. 

This library activity would appear to be an activity which 

would help achieve the high priority parent and teacher 

perceived goal (see tables 13 and 14) of "providing 

a variety of :roaterials and s ervices that aim at helping 

children to become interested in r eading". 

**************** 
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section 3. Question- 15. 

..., 
Question 15 - children r:: ,_, 

~,,, ,_,f 
0 

J..,(lJ 
J.., 

~ 0 . ....,. :;, ~ Cl) 

,._,A. 
. ....,. 

Cl) 
,., ,_, 

::.'1.1 f 0 0 t:: 0 t:: t:: 

There were puppet and drama shows .• D 0 0 □ □ 

Question 15 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from 
library books and other material 
which the children can borrow... 5 4 3 2 1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

Overall rating 

RESPONDENTS 

TABLE 35 

Section 3 Question lS 

5 + 4 3 
percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 60.34% 14.49% 

TEACHERS 72.22% 16.67% 

PARENTS 68.27% 22.07% 

2 + 1 Overall 
percentages rating 

25.17% +35.17 

11.11% +61.11 

9.66% +58.61 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - {2 + 1 percentages} 
Maximum possible rating= +100 
Minimum possible rating= ~100 
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Teachers ranked the provision of puppet and drama programmes 

equal fourth in importance with two other library activities. 

Parents ranked this activity sixth in importance while 

children ranked this library activity last in importance out 

of the eight activities represented in this section. 

Teachers rated this activity at +61.11, parents rated 

it at +58~61 while children rated it much lower at 

+35.17. Puppet and drama shows were listed by Kippax 

Interim Library staff, as not being provided at Kippax 

Library, consequently, no use was recorded during the 

observation. 

In conclusion, though children ranked this service low in 

priority, children still rated this activity positively at 

+35.17 on a scale of +100 to -100. This positive rating 
.~ 

by children indicates that this activity is ·perceived as 

a useful library activity by a large majority of the 

children respondents. This activity, if conducted in 

a way that is attractive to children, may attract a large 

proportion of children to use a public library. 

Puppet and drama shavswould appear to be an activity which 

would help achieve the high priority parent and teacher 

perceived goal (see tables 13 and 14) of "providing a 

variety of materials and services that aim at helping 

children to become interested in reading". 

******************** 
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Section 3. Question 16. 

Question 16 - children ..... 

There were books and other materials 

c:;-
<.., ,_,'1:1 c:;-,., 

._,'11 
0 

(:?Q. CZ, I.., 
I.., 0 

"V ,,,.:i .~ 
.... ~ ,.., 

0 
._, 

:::.CZ, ~ 0 
._, 

c:;- 0 0 c;- ,;:;, 

on movies and T.V. shows .......... . D 0 D D □ 

Question 16 - parents and teachers: 

Providing books and other material 
based on popular movie and 
television shows .•••.•.....•... 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

5 4 3 

Respondent groups:Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 36 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 16 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 

2 

percentages percentages percentages 

CHILDREN 71.14% 16.15% 12.71% 

TEACHERS 70.58% 11.78% 17.64% 

PARENTS 37.50% 23.61% 38.89% 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 

Overall 
rating 

+58.43 

+52.94 

- 1.39 

Overall rating= {5 + 4 percentages) - {2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children ranked the provision of books based on popular 

movie and television shows sixth in importance while 

teachers ranked it seventh. Parents ranked this 

last at eighth in importance. Children rated this 

at +58.43, teachers rated it at +52.94 while parents 

rated it at -1.39. During the observation period, library 

staff did not record any use of material based on movies 

or television shows. 

In conclusion while parents have given this service a 

negative rating, both teachers and children value the 

provision of books based on popular movie and television 

shows. Public libraries, which wish to attract children 

to use children's library services, may consider the 

provision of materials based on current movie and 

television shows. 

The provision of materials based on current movie and 

television shows would appear to be an ideal approach to 

achieving the high priority adult goal of "helping 

children to become interested in reading". 

******************* 



Section 3 • Ques·tion -17 •. 

Question 17 - children 

There were photocopiers .•..•. 0 0 

Question 17 - parents and teachers: 

f 
.., 

0 
<:: 

.., 
0 O 

c:: <:: 

0 0 D 
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IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

Providing photocopying services ••• 5 4 3 2 l 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 37 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 17 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overal] 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 86.50% 9.00% 4.50% +82 

TEACHERS 33.33% 22.22% 44.44% -11.11 

PARENTS 59.36% 14.84% 19.35% +40.01 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children ranked photocopiers third in order of importance, 

while parents ranked photocopiers seventh. Teachers ranked 

photocopiers last at eigth in importance. Photocopiers 

were rated at +82 by children, +40.01 by parents while 

teachers gave photocopiers the negative rating of -11.11. 

A photocopier is provided at the Kippax Interim Library 

and during the observation period 9.70% of the recorded 

use of the Kippax Library, 

In conclusion the very high ranking and rating given to 

photocopiers by children indicates that children place 

a high value on the provision of photocopiers by libraries. 

Even though ·teachers rated photocopiers negatively at 

~11.11, the indications are that the provision of 

photocopiers for children to use should have a high 

priority so that children perceive the total children's 

library service as relevant to their perceived needs. 

******************* 



Section 3. Question l.S • 

Question 18 - children 

The librarian helped me find books 
for my homework . •. .............••. D 0 

Question 18 - parents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

Providing reference services for 
children's homework needs ....... 5 4 3 

,., 
0 

c:: 
,., 

0 
t;; 

□ 

93 

0 
t;; 

0 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Respondent groups: children, parents and tea chers 

TABLE 38 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 18 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l Overall 
percengages percentages · percentages rating 

CHILDREN 90.59% 5.92% 3.49% +87.1 

TEACHERS 94.12% 0% 5.88% +88.24 

PARENTS 97.22% 0.70% 2.08% +95.14 

Overall rating = (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimwu-possible rating= - 100 
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Both children and teachers ranked the provision of reference 

services for children's 'homework needs' as second in 

importance, while parents ranked it first in priority. 

Reference services for children's homework needs were rated 

at +87.1 by children, +88.24 by teachers and +95.14 by 

parents. 

Reference services for children's homework needs was listed 

by Kippax Interim Library staff as being provided and 

staff recorded 1.69% of children's use of Kippax Library, 

during the observation period, as"involving this service. 

Six point nine eight percent of children's responses to 

the open question, question 21 of this section, were 

reques!:s for library ·instruction and reference help. 

In addition 50% of parents' responses to this 

question were also requests for library instruction 

and reference help for children. 

In conclusion, it would appear that both children and parents 

perceive reference help for children as one of the highest 

priorities in providing library services for children. This 

type of activity could achieve many of the adult perceived 

high priority goals for children•s public library services 

listed in table 14. 

****************** 



Section 3. Question 19·. 

There were place to study . . . □ 

Question 19 - parents and teachers: 

rJ 

" 0 
c:: 

C1 

<., 

~ 

D 

0 
c:: 

D 
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IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

Providing study space for children .• 5 4 3 2 1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 39 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 19 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 92.68% 5.92% 1.40% +91.28 

TEACHERS 77.78% 5.56% 16.67% +61.11 

PARENTS 80.68% 9.66% 9.66% +71.02 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentage s) - (2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rating = +100 
Minimum possible rating= -100 
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Children ranked "studyspace for children" as first in 

priority, while parents ranked study space as third in 

priority. Teachers ranked study space equal fourth with 

two other activities. Study space was rated at +91.28 

by children, +71.02 by parents and +61.11 by teachers. 

Kippax library staff listed study space provided at 

Kippax Interim Library as one carrell and recorded no 

use of this carrell by children during the observation 

period. This nil use by children can probably be 

explained by the fact that an adult had possession of this 

one carrell most times the library was open. In the 

responses to the open question in this section, question 

21, one child respondent requested separate sections for 

children and adults which could have reflected the inability 

of children-to compete for the available study _space. 

Nine point three percent of cqildren's responses to the 

open question and .l~.67% of parents' responses were 

requests for children's study space. 

In conclusion the very high ranking and rating for 
., 

"providing study space for children indicates that this 

should receive high priority for consideration in the 

provision of childrens public library services. 

***************** 



Section 3. Question 20·. 

Question 20 - children 

There was information on local children's 
events and activities ....•.••...... □ 0 

Question 20 - p arents and teachers: 

IMPORTANT NOT 
SURE 

Providing information on local 
children's events and activities 5 4 3 

97 

0 D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 40 

Overall rating Section 3 Question 20 

0 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

!CHILDREN 70.42% 21.13% 8.45% +61.97 

!TEACHERS 77.78% 5.56% 16.67% +61.11 

!PARENTS 75.86% 13.10% 11.04% +64 ·~ 82 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating= +100 
Minimum possible rating= -100 
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Both parents and teachers ranked "providing information 

on local children's events and activities" fourth in 

importance {teachers equal fourth with two other activities). 

Children ranked this service fifth in importance out of 

the eight activities in this section. Information on local 

children's events and activities was rated at +61.97 by 

childre~, +61.11 by teachers and +64.82 by parents. This 

activity was listed by Kippax Interi~ Library staff 

as being provided by Kippax Library. No use was recorded 

during the observation period, though use may not have 

been apparent. 

In conclusion because of the relatively high ranking and 

rating given by all respondent groups the indications are 

that the provision of information" on local children's 

events and activities" would be a valuable activity for 

a children's library service. 

**************** 
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TABLE 41 

CHILDREN: RANK ORDER OF ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

QUESTION LIBRARY ACTIVITY RATING 

19 Providing study space for 
children + 91.28 

18 

17 

13 

20 

16 

14 

15 

Providing reference services 
for children's homework 
needs 

Providing photocopying 
services 

Providing library programmes 
which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do" activities using 
information from library books 
and other materials which the 
children can then borrow (e.g. 

+ 87.1 

+ 82 

craft/hobby) + 71.53 

Providing information on 
local children's events and 
activities + 61.97 

Providing books and other 
material on popular movie 
and television shows + 58.43 

Providing story telling 
times based on stories from 
library books and other . 
materials which the children 
can then borrow (e.g. 
folktales) + 38.68 

Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories 
from library books and other 
materials which the children 
can then borrow + 35.17 
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TABLE 42 

PARENTS: RANK ORDER OF ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

QUESTION LIBRARY ACTIVITY RATING 

18 Providing reference services 
for children's homework 
needs + 95.14 

13 Providing library programmes 
which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do" activities using 
information from library 
books and other materials 
which the children can then 
borrow ( e.g. craft/hobby) + 83.92 

19 Providing study space for 
children + 71.02 

20 Providing information on 
local children's events 
and activities + 64.82 

14 Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library 
books and other materials 
which the children can then 
borrow (e.g. folktales) + 62.06 

15 

17 

16 

Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from 
library books and other 
material which the children 
can borrow 

Providing photocopying 
services 

Providing books and other 
material based on popular 
movie and television shows 

+ 58.61 

+ 40.01 

1.39 
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TABLE 43 

TEACHERS: RANK ORDER OF ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN'S PUBLIC 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

4 

4 

7 

8 

QUESTION LIBRARY ACTIVITY 

14 Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library 
books and other materials 
which the children can then 
borrow (e.g. folktales) 

18 Providing reference services 
for children's homework 
needs 

13 Providing library programmes 
which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do" activities using 
information from library books 
and other materials which the 
children can then borrow (e.g. 
craft/hobby) 

15 Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories 
from library books and other 
material which the children can 
borrow 

19 Providing study space for 
children 

20 Providing information on 
local children's events and 
activities 

16 Providing books and other 
material based on popular 
movie and television shdws 

17 Providing photocopying 
services 

RATING 

+ 88.89 

+ 88.24 

+ 66.66 

+ 61.11 

+ 61.11 

+ 61.11 

+ 52.94 

- 11.11 
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Section 3. Question 21. 

Question 21 was an open question asking respondents if 

there were any other library activities which would 

create positive attitudes, in children, towards public 

libraries. 

The following analysis of responses, to this open question, 

examines responses by grouping similar responses into 

categories. The number of respondents who answered in 

each category is given as a number and as a percentage 

of the respondents who answered this question. See 

appendix G for a complete list of all responses to question 

21. 

Children -. 43 responses . 
Teachers : no responses 

Parents : 6 responses 

TABLE 44 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provide library instruction 
and reference services 3 

Provide quiet study areas for 
children 1 

Provide liaison with other 
libraries especially school 
libraries 1 

Provide helpful staff 1 

21. SECTION 3. 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

16.67% 

16.67% 

16.67% 
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TABLE 45 

BREAKDOWN OF CHILDREN RESPONSES TO QUESTION 21. SECTION 3 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provide computer and 
calculators 

Provide a greater range 
of materials for loan 
e.g. pictures, comics, T.V. 
games 

Provide a wide variety of 
books to suit all ages 

Provide quiet study areas 

Provide librar~instruction, 
reference services 

Provide a lost property area 

Provide displays on certain 
subjects 

Provide longer opening hours 

Provide drama shows 

Provide photocopiers 

Provide a larger library 

Provide blackboards 

Provide discos 

Provide tape recoders/listening 

6 

6 

5 

4 

3 

3 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

posts 1 

Provide separate sections for 
both children and adults 1 

Provide more librarians 1 

Provide non-fiction reference 
books for loan 1 

Increase number of books that 
can be borrowed 1 

Provide paper and pencils 1 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

13.95% 

13.95% 

11. 63% 

9.30% 

6.98% 

6.98% 

6.98% 

4.65% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 

2.33% 
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DISCUSSION OF SECTION 3 RESPONSES. 

The children's rank order of library activities indicates 

eight activities which children perceive as important, 

as indicated by a positive rating on a scale of +100 to 

-100. The open question, question 21 provides further 

indications of services and activities which are of concern 

to children. Forty-three children responded to question 21 

compared to six parents and no teachers. 

The large response to this open question, by children, 

indicates that children are concerned about library 

activities and services provided for them by public 

libraries. If adults want children to use and value 

libraries then it appears that adults will need to 

consider what children perceive as of value and relevant 

to their needs. For example, the provision of "books and 

other material based on popular movie and television shows" 

was ranked very low in importance by adults but the 

indications are that this could be an ideal approach to 

achieving the high priority adult goal of nhelping children 

to become interested in reading". 

The concluding chapter, chapter B, discussed adult 

perceived goals listed in rank order of importance in 

tables 13 and 14. These goals are discussed in relation 

to children's responses to the total questionnaire to 

provide indications on which library services and 

activities may help achieve adult goals. 

********************** 



CHAPTER 6 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHILDREN'S, TEACHERS AND PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF WHAT 
ASSISTANCE WOULD BE OF MOST HELP TO CHILDREN USING PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES 

This chapter examines the response to sections four and 

five of the questionnaire. These sections contain eleven 

questions to determine respondents' perceptions of what 

assistance children would like to receive from public 

libraries. Nine questions were structured closed questions 

to be answered on a five point scale. Two questions were 

open questions to provide respondents with the opportunity 

to express their own thoughts, after the closed questions 

had provided respondents with some structured thought on 

the subject. 

In section four of the children's questionnaire, all 

questions had the prefix "I would like to:". In section 

five of the children's questionnaire, all questions had the 

prefix "I would like the library to:". 

In section four of the teachers' and parent~· questionnaire, 

all questions had the prefix "Which of the following services 

do you think would help your child/children learn how to use 

libraries?" In section five of _the teachers' and parents' 

questionnaire, all questions had the prefix "Which of the 

following activities do you think would assist your child/ 

children?" 

In addition to questions on library assista nce to chi ldren, 
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section five contained two questions which were not 

included in other sections. One was a question on sex 

education mater .ialand the other a question on materials 

in other languages. 

In ranking the responses to sections four and five, the 

nine structured questions are ranked on the one ranking 

table for purposes of comparing which library assistance 

activities respondents value. See table 59,60 and 61 

for the complete ranking of library assistance questions 

for sections four and five. 



Section :4:. Question :22. 

Question 22 - children 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 46 

Overall rating Section 4 Question 22 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 80.57% 10.24% 9.19% + 71.38 

TEACHERS 83.33% 11.11% 5.56% + 77.77 

!PARENTS 86.33% 8.76% 7.92% + 78.41 

Overall rating = ( 5 + 4 percentages) - .( 2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children and parents ranked "Providing library lessons in the 

use of library materials" third in importance. Teachers 

ranked this library assistance fifth in importance. This 

library assistance was rated at+ 78.41 by parents,+ 77.77 

by teachers and+ 71.38 by children. 

Kippax library staff listed this library assistance as a 

library activity which was not provided at the Kippax 

Interim Library, though Kippax library staff then recorded 

1.27% of use during the observation period as "Library 

lessons in the use of library material". This disparity 

could mean that while Kippax Interim Library does not 

provide structured assistance of this type, children 

request this assistance which is then provided on an 

informal basis. 

In conclusion assistance to children in the use of 

libraries and library material is of high importance to 

all respondent groups. The importance children place on 

this type of library assistance is demonstrated by the 

children's responses to the open questions where 19.05% of 

children responding to question 26 requested reference 

assistance and 21.74% of children responding to question 

32 requested lessons on how to find books. 

******************* 
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Section 4. Question 23 • 

Question 23 - children 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 47 

Overall rating Section 4 Question 23 

!RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percenta<;res percentages rating 

~HILDREN 79.51% 12.15% 8.34% + 71.17 

IT'EACHERS 88.88% 0% 11.11% + 77.77 

bARENTS 82.19% 8.90% 4.79% + 77.40 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 Percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children and parents ranked "Instruction in the care of 

library materials" fourth in importance. Teachers ranked 

this library assistance equal fifth in importance with 

lessons in the use of library materials. This library 

assistance was rated at+ 77.77 by teachers,+ 77.40 by 

parents and+ 71.17 by children •. 

This activity was not recorded by Kippax library staff as 

an activity which was provided, consequently no use was 

recorded during the observation period. 

In conclusion instruction in the care of library materials 

was rated positively by all respondent groups and would 

appear to be a useful public library service. 

****************** 
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Section 4. Question 24. 

Question 24 - children 
" c:: <.., 
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Question 24 - parents and teachers 

IMPORTANT NOT NOT 

Helping children in the use of 
SURE IMPORTANT 

library resources for school 
homework and for a variety of 
home and school assignments .... 5 4 3 2 1 

Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 48 

Overall rating Section 4 Question 24 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 88.20% 10.76% 1.04% + 87.16 

TEACHERS 94.45% 0% 5.56% + 88.89 

PARENTS 96.40% 3.60% 0% + 96.40 

Overall rating; (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children and parents ranked "Helping children in the use 

of library resources for school homework •• " first in 

importance while teachers ranked this library assistance 

second in importance. This library assistance was rated 

at +96.40 by parents, +88.89 by teachers and+ 87.16 by 

children. 

Kippax Library staff recorded this assistance as a service 

provided by Kippax Interim Library though no use was 

recorded during _the three week observation period. Parents 

in responding to the open question, question 2~ suggested 

professional and helpful reference service. This call for 

helpful reference service was reflected in the children's 

response to this open question where 19.05% of children 

who responded to this question requested reference services. 

The children's response included oneresponse which requested 

helpful ·librarians. The users of Kippax Interim Library do 

not appear to perceive this service as one which is 

provided by the library. 

In conclusion all respondent groups ranked this service as 

very high in priority. lt would appear that this service is 

one which should be provided by public libraries that wish 

to provide services which are relevant to children. The 

response&to the open question, question 26 and 32 indicate 

that this library service must be carried out by trained 

and experienced staff if the users are to perceive the 

service as actually provided. 

******************* 



Section 4. Question 25. 

Question 25 - children " /' 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 49 

Overall rating Section 4 Question 25 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + l Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 69.34% 18.11% 12.55% + 56.79 

TEACHERS 55.56% 16.66% 27.78% + 27.7 E 

PARENTS 73.38% 17.99% 8. 64-t + 64.74 
; 

Overall rating= { 5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating = - 100 
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Children ranked «Newsletter on children's library services" 

eighth in importance, tea,chers ranked it ninth while parents 

ranked this library service sixth out of the nine library 

assistance services listed. This library assistance 

service was rated at+ 56.79 by children, + 27.78 by 

teachers and+ 64.74 by parents. 

Kippax library staff listed "newsletters on children's 

library services" as a service provided by Kippax Interim 

Library. Kippax library staff did not record any use of 

this service by children during the three week observation 

period. 

In conclusion all respondent groups ranked "newsletters 

on children's library services" low in priority. The 

responses to this question indicate that "newsletters" 

may not be a very successful library activity. 

**************** 
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Section 4. Question 26. 

Question 26 was an open question asking respondents if 

there were any other services which would assist children 

in learning how to use libraries. 

The following analysis,of responses to this question, 

examines responses by grouping similar responses into 

categories. The number of respondents who answered in 

each category is given as a number and as a percentage 

of the respondents who answered this quesrion. See 

Append~x H for a complete list of all responses to question 

26. 

Children 

Teachers 

Parents 

. . 
: 

21 responses 

No responses 

3 responses 

TABLE 50 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 26. SECTION 4. 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Providing a list of the 
latest books in the library 1 

Providing professional and 
helpful reference assistance 2 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

33.34% 

66.66% 
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TABLE 51 

BREAKDOWN OF CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO QUESTION 26. SECTION 4. 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Providing a wider varie ty of 
materials and books to 
borrow B 

Providing reference services 
for children 4 

Providing a lost property 
area 3 

Encourage reading e.g. by 
allowing children to write 
and illustrate their own 
stories, and display them or 
by providing book nights 

Providing more books to 
borrow at one time 

Providing a local events 
notice board 

Providing materials for blind 
people 

Providing photocopiers 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

38.1 % 

19.05% 

14.29% 

9.52% 

4.76% 

4.76% 

4.76 % 

4.76% 



Section 5. Question -27. 

Question 27 - children 

Help me find books I can read .. □ 

Question 27 - parents and teachers 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 52 

Overall rating Section 5 Question 27 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages perce ntages rating 

CHILDREN 77.58% 12.10% 10.32% + 67.26 

TEACHERS 88.89% 5.55% 5.56% + 83.33 

PARENTS 85.40% 8.76% 5.84% + 79.56 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages} - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating = - 100 
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Parents ranked "Teaching children in the selection of library 

books suitable for their reading ability" second in 

importance. Teachers ranked it third and children 

ranked it sixth in importance. This library assistance 

was rated at+ 67.26 by children,+ 83.33 by teachers 

and+ 79.56 by parents. 

Library staff at Kippax Interim library recorded this 

service as one provided at Kippax Library in the form of 

advice. During the three week observation period Kippax 

library staff recorded 0.84% of children's use as involving 

this service. 

In conclusion this form of library assistance has a very 

high priority by parents and teachers but a much lower 

priority by children. Even though children gave this 

library assistance a low priority, within these sections 

of the questionnaire, it was givena high positive rating. 

The indications are that helping children find books that 

they can read is important to children and would be 

perceived as positive help,provided other services and 

activities which children ranked as more important were 

also provided. 

****************** 
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Section 5. Question 28. 

Question 28 - children 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 53 

Overall rating Section 5 Question 28 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 
percentages percentages percentages_ 

CHILDREN 60.07% 20.83% 19.10% 

TEACHERS 100.00% 0% 0% 

PARENTS 73.38% 14.39% 12.23% 

_g ,.., 
..., 
0 0 t:: c:: 

0 D 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Overall 
rating 

+ 40.97 

+ 100. 

+ 61.15 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating = - 100 
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Children ranked "Help my parents find books and other 

materials for me" last in priorit~,within sections four 

and five of the questionnaire. Teachers ranked this 

library assistance to children first in priority while 

parents ranked it seventh. This library assistance was 

rated at·+ 40.97 by children,+ 1 00 by teachers and 

+ 61.15 by pare nts. 

Library staff at Kippax library recorded this service as 

one provided by Kippax Interim Library and during the 

observation period recorded 22.78% of use of Kippax 

Interim Library children's services as involving this 

service. 

In conclusion it would appear that some children may have 

an aversion to being told what books are 11 sui table" for ti.1ern 

to read. If this service was to be provided by a public 

library the indications are that to be successful and to 

avoid "turning children off from the library" such a 

service would have to be provided by a librarian who was 

both qualified and experienced in meeting children's library 

needs. 

****************** 



Section 5. Question 29·, 

Question 29 - children 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 54 

Overall rating Section 5 Question 29 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 72.48% 15.32% 12.20% + 60.28 

TEACHERS 55.55% 27.78% 16.67% + 38.88 

~ARENTS 65.24% 17.73% 17.02% + 48.22 

Overall rating= ( 5 + 4 percent ages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Both teachers and parents ranked "Providing sex-education 

materials for children~'eighth in importance out of the 

nine services listed in section four and five of the 

questionnaire. Children ranked this service seventh in 

priority. The provision of sex-education materials for 

children was rated at+ 60.28 by children+ 38.88 by 

teachers and+ 48.22 by parents. 

Kippax library staff listed "sex-education materials" as 

provided by the Kippax Interim Library but no use of 

sex-education materials was recorded during the three 

week observation period. One parent respondent to the 

open question, question 32 requested "Provide sex 

education books for 10-12 years olds". 

In conclusion the provision of sex education materials was 

perceived by all respondent groups as having a low 

priority in relation to the services listed in sections 

four and five of the questionnaire though all respondent 

groups gave "sex education materials" a positive rating. 

It would appear that sex education materials are perceived 

as a positive library service by large segments of the 

respondent groups. 

********************* 
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section 5. Questi•on 30. 

Question 30 - children 
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Prespondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 55 

Overall rating Section 5 Question 30 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overal l 
pe.rcentages percentages percentages rating 

CHILDREN 78.67% 15.03% 6.30% + 72.37 

.. 

TEACHERS 88.88% 11.11% 5.56% + 83.32 

!PARENTS 79.72 13.29% 7.00% + 72.72 

Overall rating= ( 5 + 4 pe rcentages) - (2 + 1 percentages ) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children ranked "Have activities which I can share with my 

parents" second in importance. Teachers ranked this activity 

fourth while parents ranked it fifth in importance. 

"Programmes which children and parents can share" was 

rated at+ 72.37 by children+ 83.32 by teachers and 

+ 72.72 by parents. 

Kippax Library staff recorded "programmes which children 

and parents can share" as an activity carried out once a 

year, during book week, at Kippax Interim Library, 

consequently no use was recorded during the observation 

period. 

In conclusion,activities which children can share with 

their parents are perceived as having a very high 

priority by children and as having a high priority by 

teachers and parents. All respondent groups gave this 

activity a high positive rating. It would appear that this 

type of activity would help achieve adult perceived goals 

by attracting children to use children's services within a 

public library if conducted in a professional manner by 

staff who are qualified and experienced in children's 

activities. 

****************** 
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Section 5. Question 31 . 

Question 31 - children 
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Respondent groups: Children, parents and teachers. 

TABLE 56 

Overall rating Section 5 Question 31 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentates percentages percentages rating 

!CHILDREN 80.07% 10.14% 9.79% + 70.28 

TEACHERS 83.34% 0% 16.66% + 66.68 

!PARENTS 65.74% 15.38% 18.88% + 46.86 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 pe rce ntage s) - (2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rati ng=+ 1 00 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 
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Children ranked "books and materials in other languages" 

fifth in importance while teachers ranked it seventh and 

parents ranked it ninth in importance in comparison with 

the nine services listed in section four and five of the 

questionnaire. "Books and materials in other languages" 

was rated at+ 70.28 by children,+ 66.68 by teachers and 

+ 46.86 by parents. 

Staff at Kippax library listed a few books and no recordings 

in other languages as being provided at Kippax Interim 

Library. No use was recorded during the observation 

period. 

In conclusion children perceive the provision of "books 

and materials in other languages" as relevant library 

material for children's library services while teachers and 

parents do not perceive this material as positively as 

the children. It would appear that the provision of 

carefully selected children's materials in other 

languages could have a useful place in children's services 

within a public library. 

********************** 
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Section 5. Question 32. 

Question 32 was an open question asking respondents if there 

were any other services which would assist children in a 

public library. 

The following analysis of responses, to this question, 

examines responses by grouping similar responses into 

categories. The number of respondents who answered in 

each category is given as a number and as a percentage of 

the respondents who answered this question. See appendix 

I for a complete list of all responses to question 32. 

Children 

Teachers 

Parents 

23 responses 

No responses 

3 responses 

TABLE 57 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 32. SECTION 5. 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF RESPONSE 
RESPONSES PERCENTAGES 

Encourage self selection l 33.33% 

Provide sex education books for 
10 - 12 year olds 1 33.33% 

Provide displays on current 
affairs l 33.33% 
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TABLE 58 

BREAKDOWN OF CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO QUESTION 32. SECTION 5 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provide computers and 
calculators 5 

Provide a greater range of 
books and materials 5 

Provide lessons on how to 
find books and work equipment 

Provide baby and toddler 
activities 

Provide holiday activities 

Provide books for slow 

5 

3 

2 

learners 1 

Provide braille books and 
talking books for the blind 1 

Provide reference books 1 

Provide special chairs for 
the disabled 1 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

21.74% 

21.74% 

21.74% 

13.04% 

8.70% 

4.35% 

4.35% 

4.35% 

4.35% 
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TABLE 59 

CHILDREN: RANK ORDER OF ASSISTANCE FOR CHILDREN USING 
PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

QUESTION LIBRARY ASSISTANCE RATING 

24 Learn how to find books and 
other materials to help me 
with my homework + 87.16 

30 Have activities which I can 
share with my parents + 72.37 

22 Learn how to find library 
books and other materials 
in the library + 71.38 

23 Learn how to look after 
books and other materials + 71.17 

31 Have books and materials 
in other languages + 70.28 

27 Help me find books I can 
read + 67.26 

29 Have sex education books + 60.28 

25 Have newsletters on 
children's library services + 56.79 

26 Help my parents find books 
and other materials for me + 40.97 
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TABLE 60 

TEACHERS: RANK ORDER OF ASSISTANCE FOR CHILDREN USING 
PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5 

7 

6 

9 

QUESTION LIBRARY ASSISTANCE RATING 

28 Helping parents in the 
selection of library books 
and other material suitable 
for their children +100.00 

24 Helping children in the use 
of library resources for 
school homework and for a 
variety of home and school 
assignments + 88.89 

27 Teaching children in the 
selection of library books 
suitable for their reading 
ability + 83.33 

30 Providing programmes which 
children and parents can 
share + 83.32 

23 Providing instruction in the 
care of library materials + 77.77 

22 Providing library lessons 
in the use of library 
materials (e.g. current 
information resources or 
use of the catalogue) + 77.77 

31 Providing books and 
recordings in other 

29 

25 

languages + 66.68 

Providing sex-education 
materials for children to 
borrow + 38.88 

Providing a regular library 
newsletter giving information 
on children's library 
services + 27.78 
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TABLE 61 

PARENTS: RANK ORDER OF ASSISTANCE FOR CHILDREN USING 
PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

QUESTION LIBRARY ASSISTANCE RATING 

24 Helping children in the 
use of library resources 
for school homework and 
for a variety of home and 
school assignments + 96.40 

27 Teaching children in the 
selection of library books 
suitable for their reading 
ability + 79.56 

22 Providing library lessons 
in the use of library 
materials (e.g. current 
information resources or 
use of the catalogue + 78.41 

23 Providing instruction in 
the care of library 
materials + 77.40 

30 Providing programmes which 
children and parents can 
share + 72.72 

25 Providing a regular library 
newsletter giving 
information on children's 
library services + 64.74 

28 Helping parents in the 
selection of library books 
and other material 
suitable for their children+ 61.15 

29 Providing sex-education 
materials for children to 
borrow + 48.22 

31 Providing books and 
recordings in other 
languages + 46.86 
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DISCUSSION OF RESPONSES; TO SECTTONS FOUR AND FIVE 

The children's rank order of library assistance, indicates 

nine library assistance activities which children perceive 

as important as indicated by a positive rating on a scale 

of+ 100 to - 100. The two open question, question 26 and 

question 32,provided further indications of library 

assistance activities which are of concern to children. 

Twenty one children responded to question 26 compared to 

three parents and no teachers. Twenty three children 

responded to question32 compared to three parents and no 

teachers. 

The large response, in comparison to the adult response, to 

the open questions 26 and 32 indicates that children are 

concerned about the assistance provided for children by 

public libraries. The response to these open questions, on 

library services and assistance to children, indicated the 

following areas which were of most concern to the children 

respondents: 

- Providing a wider variety of materials and books 
to borrow 

- Providng lessons on how to find books and work 
library equipment 

- Provide reference services for children 

In answering the structured questions,the library services 

and library assistance to children which were perceivea. by 

the children respondents to be of the highest priority out 
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of those services and assistance listed in sections four 

and five were: 

- Learn to find books and other materials to help 
me with my homework 

- Have activities which I can share with my parents 

Learn how to find library books and other 
materials in the library 

If children's services within a public library are to 

achieve acceptance and use by children then it appears that 

assistance provided for the children must be assistance 

perceived by the children as useful and relevant to their 

needs. It appears that this assistance must be provided by 

staff qualified and experienced in assisting children so 

that children can perceive the assistance as relevant to 

their own perceived needs. 



CHAPTER 7 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION OF RESPONDENT PERCEPTIONS OF WHICH SERVICES 
AND MATERIALS CHILDREN NEED FROM PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

This chapter examines the overall responses by each 

respondent group, to determine what aspects of public 

library services for children each respondent group 

perceives as being of most importance. The responses to 

questions one to thirty one from sections two through 

to five of the children~' teachers' and parent~' 

questionnaires are ranked in order of respondent perceived 

importance. See table 62 for the children's ranking, 

table 63 for the teacher's ranking and table 64 for the 

parent's ranking. The final open question is examined 

and groupedinto response categories to obtain additional 

insights into respondent perceptions of what public library 

services should be provided for children. (See table 65, 

66 and 66). The parents' answers to the question "Why 

does your child/children use the public library?" are 

grouped into response categories and examined in relation 

to the overall respondent ratings. 

The sample population's use of the various available 

public libraries, as indicated by the parent~! response 

to the question "Does your child/children use the public 

library at: .•. " , is examined to see if use by young 

children, varies in relation to distance from home. 

Teachers' and parents' perceptions of qualifications 

n e cessary to man children's services in a public library 

are examined in the responses to questions 33 and 34. 
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TABLE 62 

CHILDREN: OVERALL RANK ORDER OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE 
TO THIRTY ONE FROM SECTION TWO THROUGH TO FIVE. 

RANK 
ORDER 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

QUESTION QUESTION RATING 
NUMBER 

la Have a range of materials 
such as: books + 94.85 

19 There were places to study + 91.28 

9 Have quiet areas where 
children can read + 88.85 

24 Learn how to find books and 
other materials to help me 
with my homework + 87.16 

18 The librarian helped me find 
books for my homework + 87.1 

17 There were photocopiers + 82.)0 

30 Have activities which I can 
share with my parents + 72.37 

13 There were activities which 
show how to use books and 
other materials to do things 

22 

23 

31 

7 

27 

2 

20 

such as hobbies and craft + 71.58 

Learn how to find library 
books and other materials 
in the library + 71.38 

Learn how to look after 
books and other materials + 71.17 

Have books and materials 
in other languages + 70.28 

Have audio-visual materials 
such as audio-cassettes, 
film strips, or slides to 
use in the library + 70.14 

Help me find books I can 
read + 67.26 

Have games to play within 
the library + 62.03 

There was information on 
local children's events and 
activities 

( cont) 

+ 61.97 



RANK 
ORDER 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 
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TABLE 62 (cont.) 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

QUESTION RATING 

29 

16 

25 

10 

6 

28 

4 

14 

15 

lb 

le 

8 

5 

3 

11 

Have sex- education books + 60.28 

There were books and other 
materials on movies and T.V. 
shows + 58.43 

Have newsletters on children's 
library services + 56.79 

Have places where children can 
talk to each other + 47.70 

Have T.V. recordings to watch 
in the library + 46.88 

Help my parents find books 
and other materials for me + 40.97 

Have music recordings to 
listen to in the library + 39.10 

There were story telling times + 38.68 

There were puppet and drama 
shows + 35.17 

Have a range of material such 
as magazines + 3 0 .98 

Have a range of materials such 
as comics 

Have players that children can 
borrow to use library audio
visual materials 

+ 17.70 

3.81 

Have music recordings to borrow - 14.09 

Have games for children to 
borrow 

Have only books 

- 19.38 

- 84.97 
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TABLE 63 

TEACHERS: OVERALL RANK ORDER OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
ONE TO THIRTY ONE FROM SECTIONS TWO THROUGH TO FIVE 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

QUESTION RATING 

28 

lb 

la 

14 

24 

18 

27 

30 

4 

23 

Helping parents in the 
selection of library books and 
other materials suitable for 
their children 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading materials such as: 
magazines 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 

+ 100.00 

+ 94.44 

books + 88.82 

Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library 
books and other materials 
which the children can then 
borrow (e.g. folktales) + 88.89 

Helping children in the use 
of library resources for 
school homework and for a 
variety of home and school 
assignments + 88.89 

Providing reference services 
for children's homework 
needs 

Teaching children in the 
selection of library books 
suitable for their reading 
ability 

Providing programmes which 
children and parents can 
share 

Providing music recordings 
for use in the library 

Providing instruction in 
the care of library 
materials 

+ 88.24 

+ 83.33 

+ 83.32 

+ 77.78 

+ 77.77 

(cont.) 



RANK 
ORDER 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

15 

17 

17 

17 

20 

20 

22 

23 
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QUESTION 
NUMnER 

TABLE •63 (cont.) 

QUESTION RATING 

22 

2 

7 

31 

6 

13 

19 

20 

15 

16 

9 

29 

8 

Providing library lessons in the 
use of library materials ( e.g. 
current information resources or 
use of the catalogue + 77.77 

Providing games for children to 
play with in the library (e.g. 
chess) + 76.48 

Providing audio-visual materials 
such as audio cassettes, film 
strips and slides, for use in the 
library + 72.22 

Providing books and recordings 
in other languages + 66.68 

Providing video recordings and 
playback facilities for use in 
the library + 66.66 

Providing library programmes 
which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do" activities using 
information from library books and 
other materials which the 
children can then borrow (e.g. 
craft/hobby) + 66.66 

Providing study space for 
children + 61.11 

Providing information on local 
children's events and activities+ 61.11 

Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from 
library books and other material 
which the children can borrow + 61.11 

Providing books and other 
material based on popular movie 
and television shows + 52.94 

Providing specific study or 
quiet areas where children are 
not allowed to make noise + 52.94 

Providing sex-education 
materials for children to borrow+ 38.88 

Providing equipment for loan so 
that children can use library 
media at home + 38.87 

(cont.) 
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ORDER 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 
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TABL~ 63 (cont.) 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

QUESTION RATING 

25 

3 

5 

le 

10 

17 

11 

Providing? regular library 
newsletter giving information 
on children's library services + 27.78 

Providing games for children 
to borrow + 22.23 

Providing music recordings for 
children to borrow + 22.22 

Providing a wide variety 0£ 
reading material such as: comics + 11.10 

Providing specific activity areas 
where children can make social 
contact with each other 5.55 

Providing photocopying services - 11.11 

Providing only good quality books 
such as children's classics - 38.88 
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TABLE 64 

PARENTS: OVERALL RANK ORDER OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
ONE TO THIRTY ONE FROM SECTIONS TWO THROUGH TO FIVE 

RANK 
ORDER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

QUESTION RATING 

24 

la 

18 

13 

27 

22 

23 

30 

19 

20 

25 

Helping children in the use 
of library resources for school 
homework and for a variety of 

home and school assignments + 96.40 

Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
books + 95.58 

Providing reference services 
for children's homework needs + 95.16 

Providng library programmes 
which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do" activities using 
information from library books 
and other materials which the 
children can then borrow(e.g. 
craft/hobby) + 83.92 

Teaching children in the 
selection of library books 
suitable for their reading 
ability 

Providing library lessons in 
the use of library materials 
(e.g. current information) 

Providing instruction in the 
care of library materials 

Providing programmes which 

+ 79.56 

+ 78.41 

+ 77.40 

children and parents can share+ 72.72 

Providing study space for 
children 

Providing information on 
local children's events and 
activities 

Providing a regular library 
newsletter giving information 

+ 71.02 

+ 64.82 

on children's library services+ 64.74 

(cont.) 
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ORDER 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

TABLE 64 (cont.) 141 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

QUESTJ:ON RATING 

9 

14 

28 

15 

7 

6 

lb 

29 

31 

17 

8 

2 

4 

5 

3 

10 

Providing spedifi~ study or quiet 
areas where children are not 
allowed to make noise 

Providing story telling times based 
on stories from library books and 
other materials which the children 

+ 64.10 

can then borrow + 62.06 

Helping parents in the selection 
of library books and other materials 
suitable for their children + 61. 1 5 

Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from library 
books and other material which the 
children can borrow + 58.61 

Providing audio-visual materials 
such as audio-cassettes, film strips 
and slides, for use in the library + 56.73 

Providing video recordings and 
playback facilities for use in the 
library + 49.64 

Providing a wide variety of reading 
material such as: magazines + 48.43 

Providing sex-education materials 
for children to borrow + 48.22 

Providing books and recordings in 
other languages + 46.86 

Providing photocopying services + 40.01 

Providing equipment for loan so that 
children can use library media at 
home 

Providing games for children to play 

+ 30.49 

with in the library (e.g. chess) + 30.00 

Providing music recordings for use 
in the library + 29.58 

Providing music recordings for 
children to borrow + 29.50 

Providing games for children to 
borrow + 25.90 

Providing specific activity areas 
where children can make social 
contact with each other 

(cont.) 

+ 21.13 



RANK 
ORDER 

28 

29 

30 

TABLE 64 (cont.) 

QUESTION QUESTION 
NUMBER 

16 Providing books and other 
material based on popular 
movie and television shows 

11 Providing only good quality 
books such as children's 
classics 

le Providing a wide variety of 
reading material such as: 
comics 
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RATING 

1.39 

- 15.72 

- 20.77 



RESPONDENT PERCEPTIONS OF WHAT CHILDREN'S SERVICES IN 
PUBLIC LIBRARIES SHOULD DO FOR CHILDREN 

To determine respondent perceptions of what children's 

services in public libraries should do for children 
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the responses to the structured questions in sections two 

through to five are ranked in order of respondent 

perceiveq importance. Each question is exa mined in the 

rank order provide d by the children respondents and compared 

to the rank order as provided by t e acher respondents and 

parent respondents, and compared to librarians'perception s · 

of childrens n e eds as demonstrate d by library services 

provided at the local Kippax library (See appendix D for 

a record of Kippax Library services) 

******************* 

librar should have a ran e of materials such a 
See question la) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children as first in importance, rating it at +94.85 

while parents ranked it second in importance and teachers 

ranked it third. This high ranking by children was 

confirmed by the parentst answers to the question "Why does 

your child /children use the public library ?" (See table 71 ) , 

where 45.58% of responses indicated that children use the 

public library to find books to read. The importance 

children place on this aspect of public librarie s was 

further emphasised by the childre n's respons e to the f i nal 

open question where 18.07 % of respons es requeste d "a l a rge r 

selection of books". This aspect of children's library 



services was ranked high by all respondent groups 

indicating that this service should receive first 

priority by public libraries providing services for 

14 4 

1children. Though children value this aspect of children's 

library services, the indications are that any library 

which concentrated only on books and book related services, 

would receive very low patronage by children. Children 

rated 1 "Public libraries should have only books" at - 84.97, 

the most negative response given to any question by the 

children respondents. 

RMU< ORDER 
ls t 

10th 

20th 

30th 
Children Teachen Parents 

RH!!IG 

, : 

1

;~. Community 
YES a~ceptance 

I 

....,•~-~L....q.._-4":...C:~l---f'--4c:...L.~.-+-·· 0 - - • - - - -
r , 

' 1 
I t 

' I I 
I I 

- ~:} co,.,wlri ty 
rejection-

__ __.. _ _ .,___.:__ _ ___.__,___~~-1Q 

Provided Children Teacher~ Parents 
K

.zt 
lppax 

****************** 

Public libraries should rovide stud 
See question· 19) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children second in importance, rating it at +91.28, 

while parents ranked it ninth and teachers ranked it 

seventeenth in importance. In response to the final 

open question,13.25% of the r e sponse by children requested 

more areas for children including study areas. In regard to 

study space tne response to this survey suggests that 

neither parents nor teachers' perceptions of children's n eeds match 
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children's perceptions of their own needs. The indications 

are that children's services in public libraries should 

provide study space for children if children's services 

in public libraries are to receive wide acceptance 

by children. 

1st 

10th 

20th 

RAftk ORDER RA Tl NG 

:

1

~~ Community 
u-J a~ceptance 

I 

YES 
I 

' ---.----f''--L-.,___.__t----+-"~._._-+~~.- (i - - - - - - -

·_ ~Conuw11ity 
re j ecti oi, _, 

I ' 
I I 
I 

I 
I I 

-------- -----Chil dreit T eachen Parents Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Ki ppax 

******************* 

Public libraries should have quiet areas where children 
can ·read ( See· question 9 ) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children third in importance, rating it at+ 88.85 

while parents ra,nked it twelth and teachers ranked it 

twentieth. In response to the final open question 

13.25% of the children 1 s responses requested more areas for 

children including quiet areas for children to read. In 

regard to quiet areas for children to read it appears that 

neither parents' or teachers' perceptions of children's 

needs match children's perceptions of their own needs. 

The indications are that for public libraries to receive 

increased children's patronage, public libraries should 

provide quiet areas for children to read. 

1st 

10th 

20th 

RARK UROER RATING 

, :

1

: ~. Community 

Children T eacheM ·Parents 

YES a~ceptarrce 
I 

.-;•:----f---<-L...q------.;,<~~.__r---~-;-,' (i - - - - - - -

_ ~ ((llHUlfl ty 
re jecti OI! 

_, 

I ' 

' I 
I 

1 I 

_;,__ _ ___.1 _ _ ....._..:.__~~-~-

P r o vi de d Children Teachers Parflnfs 
K

. a:t 
1poax 

******************** 
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Public libraries should hel p children learn how to find 
book s and o ther rna t en.a l s for their homework needs (S e e 
quest ion 24) 

C~ildren ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children fourth in importance, rating -it at+ 87.16. 

Parents ranked this aspect of children's public library 

service first in importance while teachers ranked it equal 

fourtb w~th question fourteen. The importance children 

place on this aspect of public library services for children 

is emphasised by the children's respons~ to the final open 

question where 10.84% of children's responses requested 

"helpful librarians". The parents' response to the final 
\ 

open question emphasised this need for "helpful librarians" 

for children. In resonse to this final open question,30.77% 

of the parent~ respon~es requested "special help by 

children~ librarians". This aspect of children's public 

library:_ :services was ranked high by all respondent groups 

indicating that this service should receive high priority 

by public libraries which aim at meeting their communities' 

needs. Additional indications of the validity of 

responses to this question is given in the parents' 

responses to the question "why does your child/children 

use the public library ? ", where 32. 56% of responses 

indicate that children use the public library to find 

information for a school project,see table 71. 

RANK ORDER RATIAG 

Children Teachen Parents Pr~ided Children Teachers Par9nts 
Kippa-x 

******************* 
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The librarian in a children's ublic librar service should 
( See question 18} 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children fifth in importance, rating it at+ 87.1 while 

parents ranked it third and teachers ranked it sixth in 

importance. This high ranking is confirmed by the parents' 

response to the final open question where 30.77% of responses 
, 

requested "special help by childrens librarians". In 

responding to the final open question,10.84% of children's 

responses requested "helpful librarians". This aspect 

o:I; • public library services for children ,s similar to the 

preceding aspect and ,received similar ratings by all 

respondent groups, indicating a degree of reliability in the 

response by respondents to this study. The indications 

are that to meet community expectations public libraries 

should provide reference librarians to help children 

locate books for their hor:iework needs. 

RI.Ill< ORDER RATI RG 

1st 

10th 

20th 

Children- T eichen 

****************** 



Public libraries services for children should p rovide 
photocopiers (See que stion 17) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children sixth in importance , rating it at+ 82, 

parents ranked it twe nty.first while t e ache rs ranked 

it twenty-ninthin importance. Teachers gave this 

aspect of public library s e rvices for children the 

negative rating of -11.11. In regard to the 

provision of photocopiers in public library services 
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for children 1 it appears that neither parent's 000 

teachers' perceptions of childrens' needs match children's 

perceptions -of their own ·needs. The indications are 

that ·children perceive the provision of photocopiers·-as 

very ·important to their library needs. 

RAlll< ORDER 

Children Teachen Parents 

RH! IIG 

: 

1~~ Co~~uni ty 
IJ J acceptance 

I 

YfS 
I 

-:.--- -4--1-LL\---r-r-7.,.--:;r--l'--'-..#---'--:-, i (1 - • • • - - -

_ ~ Coruw11~ ty I I 
I I rejed1011 _, 

_:,__--1. _ ___JL--'--- -'-_.__-:-----
P r ~id e d Children Teachers Parents 
Kippax 

******************* 
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Public libraries should have activities which children can 
s hare with t heir parent s (See quest ion 30 ) . 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children seventh, rating it at+ 72.37. Parents and 

teachers ranked this aspect of library services eighth 

in importance. Children, parents and teachers all perceive 

"activities which children can share with their parents " , 

as an important aspect of library services for children. 

RAIU< ORDER 
1st 

10th 

20th 

30th 
Children Teachen Parents 

RATIIIG 

Pr~ided Children Teacner-s Parents 
Kippax 

****************** 

Public libraries should provide activities which explain 
and demonstrate ''how to do"· activities using information 
from library books and materials·which children can then 
Borrow~ (e.g. craft/hobby). (See question 13). 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children eighth in importance, rating it at+ 71.58. 

Parents ranked it fourth while teachers ranked it fifteenth 

in importance. The importance parents place on this 

approach to encouraging children to use public libraries 

is emphasised in the parents' response to the final open 

question. Of the parents who responded to this open 

question,19.23% requested "encourage children to use 

libraries by incentives, craft club, drama club etc. " 
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The indications are that for public libraries to receive 

increased children's patronage and support from parents, 

public libraries should consider providing this type 

of library service. 

RANK ORDER 

Children Teachen Parents 

RAT! NG 

:,, Coraraunify 

'ti' J asc eptance 

-.--------4--,C...-L-,,f-->r,L----,<...<--+---t-~~~. ""t""" [l - - - - - - -

_ ,00 Co~lllJll~ ty 
I • 

I • I 

1W 
I 

-10 ~-----''-----..__--'--_ __,__~---
Pr~ided Children Teachers Par9nts 
Ki ppax 

******************* 

reJecho11 

Library lessons for children on how to find library books 
and other mate-ria:ls ·( See questl.on 22) . 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

Parents children ninth in importance, rating itj at+ 71.38. 

ranked it sixth while teachers ranked it equal tenth with 

question 23, in importance. Library lessons for children 

on how to find library books and other materials, received 

high ratings by all respondent groups indicating a high 

community expectation for this service from public libraries. 

Rt.Ill< ORDER 
15 t 

Childr en Te~chen Parents 

RAT! ~G 

Provided Children Te2chers Par9nts 
K

.zt 
lppax 

******************* 
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Library lessons for children on how to look after books and 
other materi als (See question 23) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children tenth in importance, rating it at+ 71.17. Parents 

ranked it seventh while teachers ranked it equal tenth, 

with question 22, in importance. The high rating by all 

respondent groups indicates considerable community support 

for this type of library service for children. 

RMU< ORDER RAT! NG 

1st 

10th 

:l~, Community 
u·J a~ceptance 

I 

YES 
I 

20th 

Children Teachers Parents 

_;.... _ ____,:...,LL-~+-''_.£._----'--+-...L-~,-----t- . (1 - - - - - - -

_ ~ Co~ium! ty 
reJech on 

-1 _:,_ _ _____J __ .L_....!._ _ _J,___1. __ .__. 

Provided Children Teacher5 Par~nts 
K

.~t 
lPDa'X 

I j 

I I 
I I 

******************* 

Public librar for children should rovide books 
an rnateria s ang auges. See q uestion 31 

Children ranked t.~is aspect of pu~lic library services fo~ 

chila.ren eleventh in importance, rating it at+ 70.23. 

Teachers ranked it fourteenth while parents ranked it 

twentieth in importance. In regard to the provision of 

materials in other languages, it appears that teachers' 

perceptions of children's needs match children's 

perceptions of their own needs ,;while parents' perceptions 

of children's needs are quite contrary to children's 

perceptions 0£ their own needs. 

1st 

10th 

20th 

RAIi!( ORDER 

Children Teachen Parenn 

RHING 

:

1

~~ Corn~unity 
u·J a::cepbmce 

....;,.__---''..____L...L...4-------4-,,l'_.L-,CL~'-.L-"--',I-+- (1 - - - • - - -· 

_ ~\ [ OIH.lHti tr J rejection 
_;__ _ __J_ _ __J__,:_ _ __.L__.L _ _J,,,.~ - 10 

I j 

IUJ 
I I 

Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Kippax 

***************** 
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Public library services for children should p rovide audio
visual materials such as audio cassettes, film strip s and 
s l i d es, for use in the library (See question 7). 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children twelth in importance, rating it at+ 70.14. 

Teachers ranked it thirteenth while parents ranked it 

sixteenth in importance. Teachers and children had similar 

rankings and ratings for this aspect of children's libraries 

while parents' perceptions did not match children's 

perceptions of their own needs. The indications are that 

the provision of audio-visual materails within library services 

for children, would result in increased support by children. 

RA:ru< ORDER 
ht 

10th 

20th 

30th 
Children T eachen 

RATl~G 

: 
1~~ Corn~uni ty 

IJ' J a~ceptance YfS 
1 

-.;..------t!"---,L...L...J!-\...-,.L-,L---'---t-"~~. i (l - - - - - - -

0CMiwlli ty I ' 

' I 
I I 

I I 

- ,0 . +· re J ec, 1 011 

-10 _;._ _ __. _ _ .1--..:.._ _ _L--':--7""-
P r ~ i ded Chi 1 dren T eacher--s - Par11nts 
Kippax · 

********************** 

Public library services . for _children should p rovide help for 
c h ild ren ih the selection of books suitable for their reading 
a b i l i·ty·. (See que:stion 27) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children thirteenth in importance rating it at+ 67.26. 

Parents ranked it fifth while teachers ranked it seventh in 

importance. Though both parents and teachers ranked help for 

children in selecting books suitable for their reading abi l ity 

high, children ranked this aspect of library service much 

lower. The high_ positive rating given by all respondent 

groups indicates high community support for "help for 

children in selecting books suitable for their reading 

ability". Successful provision of this type of service 

for children would probably r e quire staff who are familiar 
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with assessing materials using standard readability 

measures. 
(51) 

RAllK ORDER 
1st 

10th 

20th 

Children Teachen Parents 

RATI RG 

: 
1
;~ Cornmuni ty 

I 
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I 
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+ - --+L-1'_.L\---¥-f-L-l--!---.L..JC..l~-t- " - - - - - - -
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• I 
I I 

I 

I 

I 
I I 

~-----'--,....._--'----_ __,_~- ~ -
Provided Chi 1 dren Teachers P aran ts 
K

. :rt 
1 ppax 

***************** 

- re j edi on 
-1 

Public library services for children should provide games 
for children to play with i:n,the library (e.g. chess). 

(See question 2) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children fourteenth·in importance, rating it at 

+ 62.03, while teachers ranked it twelfthand parents ranked 

it twenty-third. in importance. Teachers gave this library 

service a similar rating and ranking to that given by the 

children respondents while parents ranked and rated this 

service much lower. 

1st 

10th 

20th 

RMll< ORDER RATl~G 

: 
1
~, Community uJ acceptance 

. 
YES 
' --,-- --t__._-"--r-++~~~--. • .- {i - - - - - - -

_ :} Co11111u11i ty 
re j ecti 011 

-1 

Chil rlren Teachers Parents 

I • 

I I 
I I 

Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Kippax 

************* * ******** 

Public library s e rvices for children should provide 
l llf onnation on l oca,1 c h i ldren ' s event s and act ivi t i e s. (See 
question 20) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 
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children fifteenth in importance, rating it at+ 61.97, while 

parents ranked it tenth and teachers ranked it seventeenth 

in importance. All respondent groups gave a similar high 

positive rating, indicating considerable community support 

for this type of library service for children. 

RANJ< ORO~R 
1st 

Children Teachers Parents 

RAT! NG 

: 

1~~ Com~unity • 
YES 

I 

' 
u·J a~ceptance 

-.--- -------"'--L-+----'I~.,,__-+--.',_.,_ ..... ,--+- (1 - - - - - - -

- ~co~iw.11ity 
,. I I 

I I 

I 
__ __.__ _ _____,,_.......:.... _ __.___._ _ ___._ .... -1 . 

Pr~ided Children Teachers -Parents
Ki ppax 

rejedio11 

********************* 

Public library servi_ces -for children should p rovide sex
education .mi:lterials for children to borrow (See question 29) 

Chilaren ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children sixteenth in importance, rating it at+ 60.28, 

while parents ranked it nineteentn and teachers ranked it 

twenty-second in importance. The positive rating given 

by all respondent groups indicates considerable community 

support for this type of children~ library service. An 

examination of the response percentages (see apppendix E) 

emphasises this community support. Only 17.02% of parents, 

16.67% of teachersand 12.20% of children indicated that this 

service was not important, while 72.48% of children, 55.55% 

of teachers and 65.24% of parents considered that this 

library service for children was important. 
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RAl'IK ORDER RAT! ~G 

ht 

10th 

' ' 
20th 

• t 
I 4 

Chi 1 dren eachen 

******************** 

Publ·i-c library services for children should provide books and 
ana other mat erial b ased on popul ar movie and television 
s hows· :(See question 16) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children seventeenth in importance, rating it at +58.43, 

while teachers ranked it equal twentieth with question.nine 

and parents ranked it twenty-eighth in importance . .In 

regard to ·the provision of library materia~s based on 

popular movie and television shows, teacher~perceptions 

of children's needs are similar to children's perceptions 

of their own needs. Parent~ perceptions of children's 

needs differ considerably from children's perceptions 

of their own needs. The negative rating given by parents 

is contrary to the goal of "providing a variety of 

materials and services that aim at helping children to 

become interested in reading", which parents rated at 

+ 93,00 (see table 14 page 45). The indications are that 

this type of library service for children would receive 

considerable support from children and teachers and also 

from parents.provided some publicity was given to the aspect 
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of providing this type of material to interest children 

in reading. 

RAlll< ORDER 

Children Teachen Parents Provided Children Teachers Parents 
K

.at 
1ppn 

********************** 

Public library services for children should provide regular 
·newsl e tters on c h i ldren I s library services (See ques t ion 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children eighteenth in importance, rating it at+ 56.79, 

while parents ranked it eleventh and teachers ranked it 

twenth- fourth in importance. The positive rating by 

all respondent groups indicates considerable community 

support for this type of library service for children. 

To be effective1 such library newsletters would need to 

discuss library services which children value and not only 

concern itself with library services for children which 

only adults value. 

RAIU( ORDER RATl~G 
1st I 

•10~ I 

~ 50. Co111muni ty 
10th YES acceptance 

I 

' o-------. 
' ' _ ~J Coow,i ty 20th ' I 
I I 

I 
re j ecti 011 

I 
-10 30th 

Children Teach en Parents Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Kippax 

************************ 
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Public library services for children should have areas 
where children can make social contact with each other. (See 
question 10 ) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children nineteenth ;n importance, rating it at+ 47.70, 

parents ranked it twenty-seventh while teachers ranked it 

twenty-eighth in importance. In regard to "areas where 

children can make social contact with each other" neither 

parents' nor teachers• perceptions of children's needs 

match children's perceptions of their own needs. The 

indications are that children value areas within libraries 

where "children can make social contact with each other". 

If public library services for children are to receive 

increased use by children then public libraries will need to 

consider services and facilities which children value, such ·as 

this type of contact area. 

RA/ll< ORDER 
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10th 

Childre" Teachen Parents 

RAT! IIG 

: 
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Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Kipon 

********************** 

Publiclib~ary services for children should provide video 
rec~rd ings and playb ack f acil ities for use in the library 
(See ques t ion 6) . 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children twentieth in importance, rating it at+ 46.88, 

teachers ranked it fifteenth while parents ranked it 
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s eve nteenth in importance. All r e sponde nt gro ups gave 

this library service a positive rating indicating that this 

t y pe of library service for children would receive 

considerable community support. 

Rk!U< ORDER 
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10th 
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20th 
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Ml 
I I 

' 

********************* 

·puhlic•. -library services for children should offer a service 
·to· hel parents s ·elect books and other material suitable 
fort eir chi ren see question 28) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children twenty-first in importance, rating it a+ 40.97, 

teachers ranked this service first while parents ranked 

this service fourteenth in importance. Both teachers 

and parents gave this service a much higher ranking than 

children respondents,with teachers giving this service 

the maximum possible rating. Successful provision of this 

type of service would probably require staff who were 

familiar with assessing materials using standard readability 

measures. 
(52) 
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******** *** ******* *** 
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Public library services for children should have music 
recordings for children to listen to in the library 
(See· question 4) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children twenty~second in importance, rating it at 

+39.10, teachers ranked it ninth while parents ranked it 

twenty·•fourth in importance. Both children and parents 

were similar in their ranking while teachers gave a 

much higher ranking and rating to this library service. 

The positive rating given to this service by all respon dent 

groups indicates that this type of service would receive 

community support and may increase childrens use of 

public library services. 
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******************** 

Public library services for children should provide story 
tel ling times for children (See question 14) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services 

for children twenty.third in importance, rating it at 

+ 38.68, teachers ranked it fourth while parents ranked 

it thirteenth in importance. Both t e achers and parents 

ranked 1'story telling time s" much higher then the ranking 

given by children to this library service. Though "story 

telling" is a common library service for children it 
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appears that while children give this service a 

positive rating, childre n perceive many other 

library services and facilities as more important. 

RAIO< ORDER RAT! NG 

1st ''1 ~ SO- Co111rauni ty I 
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Children Teachen Parents Pr~ided Children Teachers Parents 
Kippax 

******************* 

.Public library services for children should provide 
·puppet and dram·a shows for children {See question 15) 

Children ranked this aspect of public library services for 

children twenty-fourth in importance, rating it at+ 35.17, 

parents ranked it fifteenth while teachers ranked it 

seventeenth in importance. Both teachers and parents 

ranked "puppet and drama.shows for children" higher 

than the ranking given by children to this library 

service. Though "puppet and drama shows for children" 

are often provided in children~ library services it 

appears that ~hile children give this service a positive 

rating, children perceive many other library 

services and facilities as more important. 
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Public library services for children should provide a 
wide variety of reading materials such as magazines (See 
question lb) 

Children ranked this aspect of library services for 

children twenty-fifth in importance, rating it at+ 30.98, 

teachers ranked it second while parents ranked it 

eighteenth in importance. Both teachers and parents 

ranked the provision of a "wide variety of reading 

materials such as magazines" higher than the 

ranking given by children to this service. Teachers ranked 

this service very high at second in importance, rating it 

at 94.44. The positive rating given by all respondent 

groups indicates community support for the provision 

of magazines in library services for children, though bot h 

children and parents ranked magaznes low in priority. 
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************************** 

Public library services for children should provide a 
wide variety of r -eading materials such as comics(See 
question le) 

Children ranked this aspect of library services for children 

twenty-sixth in importance, rating it at +17.70, teache rs 

ranked it twenty-seventh while parents ranke d it t hirtieth 
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in importance. All respondent groups ranked the provision 

of comics low in priority indicating minimum community 

support for this service. 

RAlll< ORDER 
1st 
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Pr~i dad Children Teachers Parents 
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******************** 

Public library services for children should provide 
equipment for loan so that children can use library media 
at home (See question 8) 

Children gave this aspect of library services for children 

the negative rating of - 3.81, ranking it twenty-seventh 

in importance, parents ranked it twenty~second while 

teachers ranked it twenty~third in importance. The 

negative rating given by children indicates that this 

service would not be likely to receive much support from 

children. 
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-1 

Public library services for children should provide music 
recordings for children to borrow (See question 5) 

children ranked this aspect of library services for children 
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twenty·-eighth in importance, giving it the negative 

rating of - 14.09, parents ranked it twenty-fifth while 

teachers ranked it twenty-sixth in importance. The 

negative rating given by children indicates that this 

service would not be likely to receive much support 

from children. 
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Public library services for children should provide games 
for children to borrow (See q uestion 3) 

Children ranked this aspect of library services for 

children twenty-ninth in importance, giving it the 

negative rating of - 19.38, teachers ranked it twenty

fifth while parents ranked it twenty-sixth in importance. 

The negative. rating given by children indicates that 

this service would not be likely to receive much support 

from children 
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Public library services for children should provide only 
good quality books such as children's classics (See question 
11) 

Children ranked this aspect of library services for 

children thirtieth in importance, giving it the negative 

rating of - 84.97, teachers ranked it thirtieth while 

parents ranked it twenty-ninth in importance. The low 

ranking and negative rating given by all respondent groups 

indicates that public library services for children which 

provide "only good quality books such as children's 

classics" would not receive much community support. 

The extreme negative rating given by children of -84.97, on 

a scale of+ 100 to - 100, indicates that libraries 

which.provide" only good quality books" would receive 

minimum support from children. 
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******************* 

Respondent suggestions for additional services which should 
be.provided b y public l i brary children's services: Section 
7 o ·f the· questionna•ire 

The final question in the que stionnaires for each respondent 

group was an a.pen que stion asking r e spondents if there 

were other services that public libraries should provide 

for children. 



Children were asked, "Are there any other things 

that you think public libraries 

should do? 11 

Teachers and parents we re asked, 
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"Can you describe any other 

services for children that you 

would like to see public libraries 

offer?" 

The following analysis,of responses to this question, 

examines responses by grouping similar responses 

into categories. The number of respondents who answered 

in each category is given as a number and as a 

percentage of the respondents who answered this question. 

See appendix J for a comple te list of all responses 

to this final open question. 

Childre n: 

Te ach.ers: 

Parents : 

83 responses 

6 responses 

26 r e spons es 



TABLE 65 

BREAKDOWN OFCHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO THE FINAL OVERALL 
OPEN QUESTION, "ARE THERE ANY OTHER THINGS THAT YOU 
THINK PUBLIC LIBRARIES SHOULD DO? " 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

A larger-selection of 
books 

Have more areas, e.g. 
study areas,· quiet 
areas, talking areas, 
etc. 

Provide help.ful librarians 
and a happy friendly place 

Plays for children, by 
children or by certain 
people 

Longer ·opening hours 

15 

11 

9 

5 

4 

Provide ' parties on Halloween, 
Christmas and Easter 4 

Provide eating areas 4 

No fines for losing a book 
or overdues 3 

Have television and radio 
listening and have 
audiovisual material 3 

Provide ·activities which 
show how to do hobbies etc. 3 

Provide display areas for 
children's work 3 

Allow more than one book 
to be borrowed at a time 2 

Provide film shows 2 

More reference books 2 

Teach children how to find 
books and materials 2 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

18.07% 

13.25% 

10.84% 

6.02% 

4.02% 

4.82% 

4.82% 

3.61% 

3.61% 

3.61% 

3.61% 

2.41% 

2.41% 

2.41% 

2.41% 

( cont ) 

1 66 



TABLE 65 (cont.) 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Provide help with reading 2 

Encourage children to 
read, e.g. a book a day 
reading competition 2 

Provide paper and pencils 

Provide games in the 
library 

Have toilets 

Provide easier borrowing 

Teach children how to look 
after books and other 
material 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

******************** 

TABLE 66 
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RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

2.41% 

2.41% 

2.41% 

2.41% 

1.20% 

1.20% 

1.20% 

BREAKDOWN OF TEACHER RESPONSES TO THE FINAL OVERALL OPEN 
QUESTION: "CAN YOU DESCRIBE ANY OTHER SERVICES FOR 
CHILDREN THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
OFFER?" 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Closer liaison with school 
libraries and teachers 3 

Encourage parents to use 
public libraries who 
in turn will encourage 
their children to read 1 

A larger collection of 
materials 1 

More activities e.g. story 
telling, puppets and 
drama 1 

RESPONSES 
PERCENTAGES 

50.00% 

16.67% 

16.67% 

1 6 .6 7% 
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TABLE 67 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENT RESPONSES TO THE FINAL OVERALL 
OPEN QUESTION: "CAN YOU DESCRIBE ANY OTHER SERVICES 
FOR CHILDREN THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
OFFER?" 

RESPONSE NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Special help by 
children's librarian 

A larger collection of 
books 

Encourage children to 
use libraries by 
incentives, e.g. craft club, 

8 

7 

drama club etc. 5 

A book box available to be 
borrowed by child minding 
centres l 

More areas, e.g. children•s 
reference, bean bag areas, 
display area, and separate 
children's area 1 

Typewriter 1 

Allow more than one book 
to be borrowed at one time 1 

Provide video and audio 
cassettes for loan 1 

Film shows 1 

*************************** 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

30.77% 

26.92% 

19.23% 

3.85% 

3.85% 

3.85% 

3.85% 

3.85% 

3.85% 

Section 7 of the parentd questionnaire contained three 

addi tonal questions relating to the .respondents' use of 

children's services in public libraries. The questions are 

as follows: 

(1) How often does your child/children use the 
public library? See table 68 below 

(2) Does your child/children use the public 
library at: Kippax, Dickson, 

(cont.) 
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Jamison, Civic, Kingston, other. See 
table 69 below 

(3) Why does your child/children use 
the public library? See table 71 below 

TABLE 68 

FREQUENCY OF LIBRARY USE 

FREQUENCY 

Daily 

More than once a week 

Once a week {included in the 
other responses) 

Every two or three weeks 

About once a month 

occasionally 

Other {see once a week above) 

NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

Nil 

11 

8 

51 

15 

36 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGE 

0% 

9.09% 

6.61% 

42.15% 

12.40% 

29.75% 

************************** 

TABLE 69 

USE OF CANBERAA PUBLIC LIBRARIES BY HOLT PRIMARY SCHOOL 
CHILDREN 1981 

Does your child/children use the public library at ... ? 

LIBRARY 

Kippax 

Dickson 

Jamison 

civic 

Kingston 

Other 

NUMBER OF 
RESPONSE 

113 

4 

14 

2 

1 

3 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

82.48% 

2.92% 

10.22% 

1.46% 

0.73% 

2.19% 
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The response detailed in table 69 indicates that of the 

Holt Primary School children who use public libraries, 

82.48% use the local Kippax Library and 17.52% use other 

libraries. This result indicates a very strong preference 

for the local library at Kippax even though this library 

is a small interim library. Since the questionnaire survey 

was conducted, ,the Belconnen Town Centre Library has 

opened and it was decided to survey the children at Holt 

Primary School to see if this new larger library altered 

this preference to use the local Kippax Library. The 

Holt Primary School Teacher/Librarian conducted a survey 

of each class (See appendix K for the class by class 

responses of use of Kippax and Belconnen Town Centre 

Library). 

TABLE 70 

SUMMARY OF USE OF KIPPAX LIBRARY AND BELCONNEN TOWN CENTRE 
LIBRARY BY HOLT PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN: THIRD CLASS 
THROUGH TO SI,XTH CLASS, 19 8 3 

LIBRARY NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
WHO USE EACH LIBRARY 

Kippax 

Belconnen 

Total nwnber of 
children who indicated 
use of libraries 

170 

28 

198 

** PERCENTAGE OF 
CHILDREN WHO USE 
EACH LIBRARY 

85.86% 

14.14% 

100.00% 

** Percentages based on the total number of children who 
indicated use of either library so that comparisons 
can be made with table 69. 
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A comparison of table 69 and 70 indicates that the new 

Belconnen Town Centre Library has not significantly 

altered the children's use of the local Kippax Library. 

In 1981, 82.48% of Holt Primary school children used 

Kippax Library, compared with 85.86% in 1983. 

This preference for the small local library may indicate 

that primary school children are generally not able to 

use a public library which is not within walking distance 

from their home. Public library services which do not 

provide children's library facilities within walking 

distance of children's home;may be alienating their 

potential future adult users. This would appear to be 

an area for specific research. 
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TABLE 71 

BREAKDOWN OF PARENTS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "WHY DOES 
YOUR CHILD/CHILDREN USE THE PUBLIC LIBRARY?" 

QUESTION NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 

To find information for 
school project 

To find some good books to 

70 

read 98 

To attend a special library 
programme for children 16 

Because I (adult) was going 
to the library 24 

Because friends were going 
to the library 7 

Other: 

To add variety 
to reading 
material at 
home 

To find extra 

1 

craft information 1 

To find books on 
topics that were· 
of interest at 
school 1 

We tend to make 
library going a 
family event 1 

RESPONSE 
PERCENTAGES 

31.96% 

44.75% 

7.31% 

10.96% 

3.21% 

0.46% 

0.46% 

0.46% 

0.46% 
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR CHILDREN'S LIBRARY SERVICE , STAFF 

Both the parents' and the teachers' q'uestionnaires contained 

two questions in section six on qualifications for staff 

manning children's services in a public library. 

Section 6. Question 33 

Should children's services 
in a public library have 
a person trained in 
children's librarianship? 

IMPORTANT 

5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 1 

Respondent groups: Teachers & parents. 

TABLE 72 

Overall rating Section 6 Question 33 

RESPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

TEACHERS 100% 0% 0% + 100 

!PARENTS 94.36% 3.52% 2.12% + 92.24 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + l percentages) 
Maximum possible rating + 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 



Section 6. Question 34 

Should a children's 
librarian have teacher 
training? 

IMPORTANT 

5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 2 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

1 
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Respondent groups: Teachers & parents. 

TABLE 73 

overall rating Section 6 Question 34 

M SPONDENTS 5 + 4 3 2 + 1 Overall 
percentages percentages percentages rating 

rrEACHERS 72.22% 16.67% 11.11% + 61.11 

PARENTS 51.75% 26.57% 21.68% + 30.07 

Overall rating= (5 + 4 percentages) - (2 + 1 percentages) 
Maximum possible rating=+ 100 
Minimum possible rating= - 100 



The response to question 33 indicates very strong 

communit y support for children's services in public 

libraries having staff trained in children's 

1 75 

librarianship. The response to question 34 indicates that 

over 50% of the respondents think children's librarians 

should have teacher training while 21.68% or less perceive 

teacher taining as unimportant for a children's librarian. 

This support for qualifications for people manning 

children's library services is further exphasised in 

responses to the open questions throughout the questionnaire . 

For example , in the final open question 30.77% of parent 

respondents requested special help by a children's 

librarian. 

An examination of an advertisment, dated 17th September, 

1983, for staff to be in charge of the children's 

section of a Canberra Town Centre public library 

reveals that the Canbe rra Public Library Service does not 

require librarianship qualifications or any specific 

formal training for this type of position. (See appendix L 

for a copy of this advertisment) . On the same daY, 17th 

September, 1983,another advertisment indicates that other 

public library services do require formal training for 

staff responsible for children's services. (See appendix M) 

for a copy of an advertisment requiring formal training 

for staff in charge of children's services) . 

It would appear that the re is sco pe for r e search on t he 

e ffect of staff qual i fications in manning public libra ry 

services for childre n, and childre n's use of those s e rvice s . 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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This concluding chapter relates the various respondent 

I 
group~ responses to the original problem and stated aims 

of the study and summarizes the findings in relation to 

these aims. Suggestions are provided for further 

research. 

The problem: 

Has adult input into children's library services resulted 

in services that children perceive as not relevant to 

their own perceptions of their own recreational and 

information needs? 

The study examines three facets of this problem: 

First: 

Is there a difference between what children want from a 

public library and what public libraries actually provide? 

Second: 

Is there a difference between what parents want a public 

library to provide for their children and what children 

want public libraries to provide? 

Third: 

Is there a difference between what teachers want a public 

library to provide for children and what children want public 

libraries to provide? 
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The aims of the study are to find out: 

(1) What services and materials children actually want 

from public libraries, and 

(2) If librarians• perceptions of childrens' needs, as 

demonstrated by library services provided, are an 

accurate reflection of children 1 s actual public 

library needs, or 

( 3} . . 
Are parents or teachers perceptions more in 

sympathy with children's public library needs? 

The following table, table 74, summarizes the respondents' 

differing perceptions, as expressed by respondent rankings 

and ratings for· the various aspects of children's library 

services. Services are listed in the children 1 s rank 

order of importance. 

An asterisk against a teacher or parent rating indicates 

that this teacher or parent rating and ranking does not 

match the childre n's ranking/rating. It was assumed 

that a difference of+ or - 5 in the ranking in conjunction 

with a difference of+ or - 20 in the rating indicated 

a mismatch. 

An asterisk against the library column Indicates that the 

library provision does not match the childrens stated 

needs as expressed in the childrens rating column. To 

I 
match, a positive score in the childrens rating must be 

matched by a "yes" in the library column and a negative 
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rating must be matched by a "no". A limited provision 

in the library column would require a low positive 

rating in the children's rating in order to match. 

The match or mismatch in the library column can only be 

taken as a guide because this column only relates to 

the children's library service as provided at th~ 

Kippax LibrarY, which is only a small interim library. 

Teachers' perceptions matched children's 
stated needs 19 times out of 30 

Parents· perceptions matched children's 
stated needs 20 times out of 30 

Kippax Library services matched children's 
stated needs 18 times out of 30 
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TABLE 74 

SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS DIFFERING PERCEPTIONS, AS EXPRESSED BY RESPONDENT RANKINGS AND 
RATINGS FOR VARIOUS ASPECTS OF CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES, LISTED IN CHILDRENS 
RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE 

i'JUESTIO~ 
NUMBER 

SUMMARY OF SERVICE ~--C""H""I,_L..,Dc"RE"='"N'---t-~T""EA--'rCc.,H..cE"'RS=--~,-Pa,aA.a;RE,=.;;N'-'T""'S,----+ PROVIDED 
RANK- RAT- RANK- RAT- IRANX- RAT- AT 

la 

19 

9 

24 

18 

17 

30 

13 

22 

23 

31 

7 

27 

2 

20 

29 

16 

25 

10 

6 

28 

4 

NG ING ING ING ~NG ING KIP PAX 
LIBRARY 

Range of materials such as 
books 

Study apace for children 

Quiet areas where children 
can read 

l 

2 

3 

Lessons on finding library 
resources for homework needs 4 

Librarian helps children 
find books for their 
homework 5 

Photocopiers 6 

Library activities for 
children to share with 
parents 7 

How_ to do activities using 
library books 8 

Lessons on how to find librar~ 
DOOXS 9 

Lessons on how to look after 
~ooks 10 

Childre~ library books and 
materials in other 
languages 11 

~udiovisual materials 12 

Help for children in selecting 
books 13 

Games for · use in the 
library 

Information on local children's 

14 

events and activities 15 

Sex education m.llterials 16 

~ibrary materials based on 
111ovies & TV l 7 

Newalettera on children's 
library services 18 

Areas where children can /make 
social contact ·with eachother 19 . I 
Video recordings for use in 
the library 20 

Help parents select books 
and library materials for 
their_ children 2l 

Music recordings for use in 
the library 22 

+94,85 

+91.2E 

+ea.es 

+87.16 

+87.l 

+82.00 

+72.37 

+71.58 

+71.38 

+71.17 

+70,28 

+70.14 

+67.26 

+62.03 

+61.97 

+60.28 

+58.43 

+56.79 

+47,70 

+46.88 

+40.97 

+39 .10 

3 

17 

20 

4 

6 

29 

8 

15 

10 

10 

14 

13 

7 

12 

17 

22 

20 

24 

28 

15 

1 

9 

+88.92 2 

* +61.11 9 

* +52.94 12 

+88.89 1 

+88 . 24 3 

+11.ii 21 

+83.32 8 

+66.66 4 

+77.77 6 

+77.77 7 

+66.68 20 

+72.22 16 

+83.33 5 

+76.48 23 

+61.11 10 . 
+38.88 19 

+52.94 28 

• +27.78 11 

• -s.ss 27 

+66.66 17 

* +100 4 

• +77. 7E 24 

+95.58 Yes 

+71.02
11 

Limited 

• +64 _10• Limited 

+96.40 Yes 

+95.16 Yes 

• +40,01 Yes 

* +72. 72 No 

* +83.92 No 

• +78.41 NO 

• +77.40 No 

* * +46.86 Limited . 
+56.73 Yes 

+79.56 Yes 

+Jo.oo* Limited 

• +64.82 Yes 

+48.22 Yes 

* -l.38 Yes 

+64 . 74 Yes 

• • +21.13 No 

* +49.64 No 

• +61.15 Yes 

+29/58 No * 

(cont . ) 
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TABLE 74 (cont.) 

~UESTION SUMMARY OF SERVICE CHILDREN TEACHERS PARENTS PROVIDED 
~ UMBER I!ANK· RAT- RANK- RAT- RA?IIK- RAT- AT 

ING ING ING ING ING ING KIPPAX 
LIBRARY 

14 S tory telling 23 +38.68 4 +88. 89 13 +62.06 Yes 

• • * 15 l,>uppet and draina shows 24 +35 .17 17 +61,11 15 +58.61 No 
• I.l b !Magazines 25 +30.98 2 +94.44 18 +48.43 Yes 

Ile !Comics 26 +17.70 27 +l0.10 30 * -20. 77 Limited 

8 !Audiovisual equipment for 
* loan 27 -3.81 23 +38.87 22 +30.49 No 

5 Music recordings to borrow 28 -14 .09 26 +22.22 25 +29.50 No 

3 Games to borrow 29 -19.38 25 +22.22 26 +25.90 No 

11 Provide only good quality 
books 30 -84.97 30 -38,88 29 -15. 72 No 

* Indicates a mismatch with children's expressed needs 



CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE FIRST 
FACET OF THE PROBLEM 
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Is there a difference between what children want from a 
public library and what public libraries actually provide? 

The respondent ranking and rating of various aspects of 

children's library services, swnrnarized in table 74, 

indicatis that services provided for children at the 

Kippax Public Library match children's own perceptions 

of their library needs eighteen times out of thirty. Four 

of the mismatches GccurrEdbecause services which received 

a high priority rating from the children respondents 

were only provided in a limited way by Kippax Library. 

If finance was available these services may have been 

more adequate. All aspects of children's public library 

services which children gave a negative rating to also 

received -a negative rating from Kippax Library,in that 

these services were not provided by the Kippax Library. 

In conclusion,there appears to be a difference in what 

the children respondents want from a public library and what 

the public library serving these children actually 

provide ~ This discrepancy would not necessarily occur 

between other public libraries and the children they 

serve. Different populations of children may have 

differing needs and their local libraries may provide a 

different range of services to that provided at Kippax 

Library. This study was a pilot study which examined 

a small population and the local library which served that 

particular population. 
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE SECOND 
FACET OF . THE ·PROBLEM 

Is there a difference between what parents want a public 
library to provide for their children and what children 
want public librarie•s · to provide ? 

The respondent ranking and rating of various aspects of 

children's library s e rvices, summari zed in table 74, 

indicates that parents' perceptions of children~ library 

needs match children's own perceptions of their library 

needs twenty· times out of thirty. Parents valued study 

and homework related serv ices. For example, the .first 

three services parents ranked as most important were: 

(1) Lessons on finding· library resources 
for homework needs. 

(2) Providing a range of materials such 
as books. 

(3) Helping children find books for their . 
homework ·needs. 

A service which children valued, the provision of library 

materials based on movies and television shows, was given 

a negative rating by parents. 

In conclusionithere appears to be a difference in what the 

children respondents want from a public library and what 

parents want a public library to provide for their children. 

If services whim children val-oo were provided by libraries then 

children may learn to value library services and increase their use 

of other library services which parents valte, sudl as study 

related services. 
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE THIRD 
FACET OF THE PROBLEM 

Is there a difference between what teachers want a 
public library to provide for children and what children 
want public libraries to provide? 

The respondent ranking and rating of various aspects of 

children's library services, swnmarized in table 74, 

indicates that teacher's perceptions of children~ 

library needs match children's own perceptions of their 

library needs nineteen times out of thirty. Teachers gave 

some services a very high rating while children rated 

those same services quite low in importance. For 

example, teachers rated "helping parents select books 

and library materials for their children" at +100 ranking 

it first in priority,while children rated this aspect of 

library services much lower at +40.97. 

In conclusion,there appearsto be a difference in what the 

children respondents want from a public library and teachers 

want public l ibraries to provide for children . 

CONCLUDING DISCUSS ION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE AIMS OF THE 
STUDY: AI M ONE 

What services a nd materials do children actually want from 
p ublic libraries ? 

Table 74 lists thirty library s ervices in rank order of 
, 

importance as indicated by the childre ns r esponses t o 

the questionnaire . Of these tnirty services , twe nty six 

were give n a positive rating by children indicating t hat 
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the majority of the children resp:mdents supported these services. 

The following table, table 75, lists these twenty six services in 

priority order as perceived by the children resp:>ndents, and in 

addition lists four other services which children reqoosted in 

response to the open qt.Estions. The £our additional services 

listed were selected from the children I s responses to the open qrestions 

on the basis that they did not duplicate services already listed 

and because they received support from several respondmts. 

This study provides strong indications that the provision of particular 

library materials and facilities could increase children's use of 

public libraries. These :materials and facilities include: 

- The provision of infonnation in a variety of rredia fonns, 

for example, . video tapes, carputer games etc. 

- canputers and calculators. 

- Roars to play carrputer garres or use -audiovisual materials. 

- Places where children can meet and talk to each other. 

The importance children place on a variety of media is errJfhasised 

by the extrerre negative rating of -84 . 9 7 which children gave to 

'have only bcx:::ks 1
• This indicates that a library which has onl y bcx:::ks 

would only receive minimum use from children. Libraries which 

provide only books discriminate against those children who have 

learnt to ao:rui.re their information in the electronic media of to-days 

world. 
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PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES FOR CHILDREN WHICH CHILDREN 
RESPONDENTS PERCEIVE AS IMPORTANT 

Section A. Services in rank order 

* A range of materials such as books 

Study space for children (Limited} 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Qui~t areas where children can read (Limited) 

Lesson~ on finding library resources for homework 
needs 

5. Children's librarians help children find books and 
materials for their homework * 

* 6. Photocopiers 

7. Library programmes which children and parents can 
share # 

8. Library programmes which explain and demonstrate 
"how to do 11

, activities using information from 
library materials which children can then borrow # 

9. Lessons on finding library materials # 

10. Lessons on how to look-after books # 

11. Children's library books and materials in other 
languages (Limited) 

12. Audiovisual materials * 

13 Children's librarians help children select books * 
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14. Games for children to use in the library e.g. chess (limited) 

15. Information on local children's events and activities 

* 16. Children's sex education material 

17. Library books and materials based on popular movie and 
television shows * 

18. Library newsletters on children's library services 

19. Areas where children can make social contact with 
each other # 

20. Video recordings for use in the library # 

* 

* 

21. Children's librarians help parents select books and library 
material for their children * 

(cont) 
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TABLE 7 5 (cont.} 

22. Music recordings for use in the library # 

23. Story telling times based on books and library 
mate~ials which children can then borrow* 

24. Puppet and drama library programmes based on books 
and library materials which children can then 
borrow # 

25. Magazines * 

26. Comics (Ll.mited) 

Section B. Additional services obtained from responses to 
open questions 

* 

- Provide computers and calculators # 

- Provide a room for children to play games in the 
library such as computer games. # 

Provide helpful librarians, and a happy friendly 
place # (The children resp::mdent.s did not perveive this as 

provided) 
- Plays for children by children# 

Indicates services which are provided at Kippax 
Library 

(Limited) Indicates that the service, while provided by 
Kippax Library was only provided to a limited 
degree. 

# Indicates that the service was not provided by 
Kippax Library. 
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE AIMS OF THE 
STUDY: AIMS TWO AND THREE 

Are librarians' perceptions of children's needs, as 
demonstrated by library services provided, an accurate 
reflection of childrens actual public library needs or 
are parent's or teacher's perceptions more in sympathy 
with children's public library needs? 

The responses to this study indicates that children's 

needs were matched nineteen times out of thirty by teacher 

perceptions of children's needs, twenty times out of 

thirty by parent~' perceptions of children's needs and 

eighteen times out of thirty by services provided by the 

local library service, (see table 74). These results 

indicate that neither parents' Mr teachers' perceptions 

of children's needs,nor the children's services provided 

by the local library match children's_ needs as perceived 

by the children respondents. 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE OVERALL 
PROBLEM 

Has adult input into children's library services resulted 
in services that children perceive as not relevant to their 
own perceptions of their own recreational and information 
needs? 

This study indicates that there is a difference in what 

adults perceive library services for children should 

provide and what children perceive are their real needs. 

Neither teachers' or parents' perceptions of children's 

library needs matched the children's perceptions of their 

own needs. In addi tion the library services, available 

within walking distance of the children's home, did not 



provide services wh ich matched children's perceptions of 

their own needs. The local library did not provide 
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four of the library services which children ranked in the 

first ten in importance while another two of these services 

were only provided in a very limited way. 

The discrepancy in what children perceived as important 

and what was actually provided by the local library service 

for children, indicates that for many children the local 

library does not provide services which they want. It would 

also appear that neither teacher nor parent input into 

children 1 s library services would match children's perceptions 

6£ their own needs. If adult perceived goals are to be 

achieved in library services for children, then these goals must 

be achieved through services which children value and will use. 

As stated by Chait (1978), "A child brought up on "Sesame 

Street" cannot be reached in the same way as children of 

twenty years ago". 
( 5 3) 

Children brought up with a variety of information sources, 

such as, video players. personal computers etc; cannot 

be reached in the same way as children of twenty years ago. 

If children 1 s librarians continue to emphasize "book" 

information to the exclusion of other information sources, 

then those librarians are helping to perpetuate an 

information elitism based on their own preferred information 

source, the book. 
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This study indicates that new yardsticks which take into 

consideration what children actually want will have to be 

devised in order to evaluate the effectiveness of public 

library services for children. The methodology of this 

pilot study could be a useful tool to enable public libraries 

to determine children's needs and so match children's 

services to children's needs. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study indicated several aspects of library services 

for children which could be the basis for further research. 

(1) The relationship between children's use of public 

libraries and the distance from the children's no~e 

to the l·ibrary could make a very useful study. 

Responses in this study indicated a very strong 

preference for children, from 3rd class through to 

6th class, to use the small local library. The 

opening of a large town centre library did not 

cause a reducation in use of the small local library 

by this group of children (see tables 69 and 70). 

Children in this age group may be restricted to 

libraries which are within walking distance from 

their home even if a large well equipped library with 

extra services is available within a few miles. A 

study of this aspect may indicate that the trend in 

Canberra to close childrenfu branch libraries in 

favour of large town centre libraries is in effect 

alienating large sectlons of children from the public 

l i brary system. 
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(2) The relationship between children's use of public 

libraries and the qualifications of staff manning 

public library services for children could make a 

very useful study. Responses to open questions in 

this study indicated respondents were concerned with 

the quality of service from staff. For example, 

parents requested "special help by children's 

librarian" while children requested "Provide 

helpful librarians and a happy £riendly place". 

(3) If public library services are not meaningful 

to children, will those same children use public 

libraries as adults or will they reject libraries 

throughout their adult life? 

The relationship between use of public library 

services by children and their subsequent use of 

libraries as adults could make a useful study. 
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OOCTORAl,l'IASTERS DEGREE 
GRADUATE OIPLO~ 
llRCKC:LOR DEGREE 
OIPLOAA 
TECK~ICIANS CERTIFICATE 
TA~DE CERTIFICATE 
LEVE-I.:. NOT AP.-LICABLE 
NO QUALIFICATIONS 
NOT STATE::D 
TOTAL POPULATION 15 TRS, 

MALES 

a 
16 

109 
2'38 
243 
19e 
128 

'+8 
c 

'+56 
368 
!>SO 

18 
55 

1868 

001-001-0'+2 
STO-SSO·LGA 

FEMALES PERSONS 

16 21f 
6 22 

116 225 
306 S'f'+ 
202 S26 
15'+ 351 
105 233 

26 n 
2 '+ 

398 8S'+ 
'f00 768 
389 7 39 

12 29 
'+8 103 

1858 3726 

LEVEL OBTAINED 
HALES FEMALES PERSONS 

26 
2'+ 

136 
109 
160 
212 

2'+ 2 
10 1 '+ 

102 3'1 
S5 511 
69 90 

183 29 
l 8 If 2 

569 7119 
67 91 

1096 1105 

59 
1318 

158 
2201 

NO RELIGIOUS DENOM 
NOT STATEO 

TOTAL. •OPl.t.A':'ION 

1 7 
16 

259 
2116 

1868 

213 
258 

us9 
lf7] 
SO'f 

3726 

12.7 
13.S 

100.0 
16.INCOl1f - ANNUAL PERSONALMALES FEMALES PERSONS 

MOUNT 

13.EDUCP.TJOt-1~ INSflTLITio•, CUAAENTLI' ATTENOINC 

SCHOOL 
PRI~IH 
SEC c:;OAR Y 
PRI~~AT ANO SECONDARY 
0 TH[ A 

TOTAL GOVT SCHOOLS 
TOTAL NON·GOVT SCHOOLS 
TOTAL ALL SCHOOLS 

OTHER !NSTIT~TIONS 
UNIV(~SITY ANO CAE 
QTH( A 
TOT AL 

'IIQT ATT(•40!NG 
NC! ~TAT(C 
T()HIL P()P'..JI.A';:,o.; 

AALES fEMl.ES PEASO~S 

256 
85 
16 

0 
3 l 11 

lj 3 
3S1 

!16 
~lj 

!29 
11110 

202 
11168 

211 
105 

0 
0 

2113 
32 

316 

.. 3 
3 7 
80 

126 ~ 
:c.s 

1858 

.. n 
HO 

l 6 
::, 

so 
lr1 

672 

129 
80 

209 
c"" 1 

398 
3726 

PMP > 

69.11 
28.2 
2.3 
0.0 

81!1.8 
11. 2 

100.0 

61. 6 
38. 11 

100. 0 
65. 7 
10. l 

100. 0 

NOt<! . , 
LESS THAM t 1 SOO 

· t 1500 - t 2000 
OVEA t 2000 - 'l ~000 
OVER f 3000 - t '+uJO 
ovrR t lf0:)0 - f SC':O 
OVfP t SCOO · t 6000 
OVER t 6000 - I 7000 
OVER I 7000 • f 8000 
OVER t 0000 - f 9000 
OVER t 9000 • 112000 
OVER Jl2000 - fl~OOO 
O'IER fl5000 - fl8000 
OVEA IHI0OO 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL POPULATION IS YRS, 

69 
2 
6 
2 

12 
12 
32 
77 

127 
105 
291 
I 7 I 
11 I 

52 
28 

1096 

330 
177· 

21 
'+2 
If'+ 
51 
63 
80 

107 
38 .... 
20 

2 
2 

85 
1105 

398 
179 

Z7 
lflj 

56 
63 
95 

1 S8 
23'+ 
l'fl 
335 
190 
113 

53 
113 

Z201 

SHE£ T 
PP.GE 

PROP > 

0.6 
0.6 
6.0 

I'+. 6 
l '+ • 1 
9. If 
6.2 
2.0 
0. l 

22.9 
20.6 
19. 8 
0.8 
2.8 

100.0 

PROP ) 

1.2 
1. l 
6.2 
'+.9 
7.3 
9.6 
2. 7 

59.9 
7.2 

100.0 

PROP > 

1 e. l 
8.1 
1.2 
2.0 
2.S 
2.9 
'+.3 
1.2 

10.6 
6.S 

15.2 
8.6 
5. 1 
2 .'+ 
5. l 

100.0 

'1 
65 

N 
0 
14'> 



-ABS 1976 CENSUS OF PCPULATION ANO HOUSING (26/ 10178) 
LOCAL GOVEPH!iENT AREA SUKl'1ARY OATA LGAO) 

17.0URATION OF PRESENT KARRIAGE FEP'IALES 

UNDER 1 YEAR . 16 
1 A.·~D IJXOER 2 YEARS- 13 
2 A:~D Vi'<DER 3 YEARS 26 
3 AAD u:IIOER If YEARS 3S 
If N~O IJ.ltOER S YEARS e 1 
S AND lJNOER 10 TERRS 3Slf 

10 PJ-:0 .R-IOER 2S YEARS 26 3 
25 TER~S OR l'IORE 61 
NOT STATED 27 
TOTAL NOW NARRIEO W011EN e76 

18.TOTRl ISSUE 
NO. OF EVER KARRIEO WOl1EH WITH 

NO CHILDREN 
1 CHILO 
2 CHILDREN 
3 CHILDREN 
If CHILDREN 
S CHILDREN 
6 CHILDREN 
7 CHILDREN 
a OR KORE CHILDREN 
NlR"SER NOT STATED 

TOTAL EVER l'\ARRIEO W0t1EN 

FENALES 

109 
1 e 1 
333 
ne 

61f 
31 
a 
0 
6 

S2 
968 

19.CHiLO~INOING FRr.ILITIES USED. TYPE AHO NUP'ISER 
HALES FEP'IALES PERSONS 

FACIL:TIES USED 
CHILOC~P.i CENTRE 
RT ~~;-;£.NOT 6T PARENTS 
~r ANOTHERS HONE 
ELSEIJHC:RE 

USING l FACILITY ONLY 
USING 2 FACILITIES 
USING 3& FACILITIES 
TOTAL CHILDREN NINDEO 
NOT NINDED 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL CHILDREN O·S YRS 

36 
10 
)If .. 
68 .. 

2 
71f 

31f 3 
16 

If)] 

39 
6 

36 
6 

83 
:, 
0 

as 
362 

1S 
1163 

71f 
16 
10 
10 

151 
6 
2 

159 
705 
3l 

89!, 

20 . PENSIONS OR SOCIAL SECURITY 6EN£FlTS RECEIVED 
KALES fENALES PERSONS 

RGE 2 23 2S 
WIDOWS PENSION(EXCL . WAR} 0 18 1a 
WAR,REPAT SERVICE PENSION 18 12 30 
SuPERAt◄:-JUATION ANNUITY 20 If 21f 
UNEMl'LOY~NT BENEFIT 6 2 8 
OTHER PEN5ION,8(N(FIT 8 12 19 

TOTAl ~F.CEIVINC PENSIO~ lf8 66 11'1 
NOT RECEIVING PENSION 1028 101 2 20'f0 
NOT STATED 20 27 '17 

TOTAL POPULATION 15 YRS, 1096 1105 2201 

C011PON£NT STE-STO-SSO-LGA 
00IH)0l ·001 ·0lf2 

PROP > 

8.3 
1. 8 
7. 9 
1. 1 

21. OCCU?ATIC:::U. STATUS OF 
IN rnz l~00Ult FORCE 

[p:;;>LOYED 
£K;>LOYER1 ~.:LF •Ef9LOYED 
WAGE,SRLn~Y EARNER 
H:::LPER u;-;?AIO 

TOTAL El'li>LOTEO 

UNEP1PLOTEO 

TOTI\L IH THE LABOUR FORCE 

HOT IN THE LABOUR FORCE 
(15 YRS Of RGE OR HORE) 

UNDER 15 YEARS OF AGE 

TQT AL POPULATION 

22 . RGE OF THE LABOUR FORCE 

AGE GROU, 
1S-19 
20·2'1 
2S-29 
30·314 
3S-39 
'10·1414 
145-'19 
50- S14 
SS-S9 
60·6'1 
65- 69 

10, 
TOTAL IN THE LABOUR FORCE 

001 ·001-0lf2 
STO•S50-LGA 

THE POPULATION 
AALES FEMALES PERSONS 

OS 18 103 
918 501 1'119 

1 8 9 
100'1 S27 1531 

10 12 22 

l 01 'i 

81 

772 

1868 

539 

566 

7S3 

1858 

1S53 

6147 
, ~~ .. . -.. 
3726 

HALES FEMALES PERSONS 

2e 
78 

356 
212 
151 

66 
56 
38 
18 
a 
'I 
0 

101 If 

55 
91f 

161 
'73 
61f 
36 
28 
10 
10 

6 
2 
0 

539 

83 
1"2 
517 
2s:; 
?,S 
!02 

8'1 
lf8 
28 
1 'f 

6 
0 

1S53 

16 . a 
0. 7 
0 . 2 

17. 7 
78.8 
3.S 

23.HARITAL STATUS OF THE LABOUR FORCE 

100 . 0 

PROP> 
1. 1 
0 . 8 
1. .. 
1.1 
0.lf 
0 . 9 
S.2 

92 . 7 
2. l 

100.0 

~VER MAAIEO 
NOW K-'\~RIEO 
PER~~ENTL Y SEPARATED 
DIVORCED 
WIDOWED 
TOTAL IN THE LA80UR FORCE 

MALES FEMALES 

112 89 
B60 lfOl 
20 20 
12 18 

2 10 
101'1 539 

PERSONS 

200 
1263 

'18 
30 
12 

1553 

2'1 . INDUSTRY s·ECTOR · EP1PLOYEO POPUUITION 

AUSTRALIAN GOVfR~tENT 
STATE Govc:itt..:~Nl 
LOCAL GOVf.RN~!NT 
NON GOVERNnc:NT 
TOTAL El'IPLOYEO POPULATION 

HALES FEHALES PERSONS 

S22 
12 

0 
'170 

100'1 

303 
0 
0 

22S 
S21 

82S 
12 

0 
695 

l S 31 

.;: . ·, ..... ... ::-· 1 
SHEET s . I 
PAGE 86 

PROP > 

2 . 8 
38.l 
0.3 

.. l. 1 

0.6 

.. l. 7 

l7 . .. 

"r\, 9 

100.0 

PROP > 

5.3 
11. l 
33. 3 
18. If 
13.8 

6 . 6 
5. 'I 
3 . 1 
1. 8 
C.9 
0.'f 
0.0 

100. 0 

PROP > 

12 . 9 
el . If 

3. l 
l , 9 
IJ , 8 

100 . 0 

PROP > 

53.9 
0.8 
0.0 

'IS.If 
100.0 

j 

~ 
l 

N 
0 
u, 
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ABS 1'976 CENSUS OF POPULATION RNO HOUSING (26110178) 001 ·001-0442 SHEET 6 
LOCAL GOYERNHENT AREA SUt91ARY DATA LGAO) ooa-001-001-0'12 STO·SSO·LGA PAGE 87 

25.0CClJl>ATION · E11PLOYfD POPIJ..ATION 
PEASONS PROP > 26.INOUSTRY(CONTO) - MLES FEMLES 

FEAAL°E.S O.PROFESSIOHAL,TECHNICAL !"\ALE$ PERSONS PROP > 
TEACHC:RS 31f lfO 7'1 If. II 8. l"IINING 
l"\£0.0ENT,NRSES,P'l[D TECH If 12 16 1.0 !'.E TAL 0 0 0 o.o 
OTHER 106 20 126 8.2 COAL 0 0 0 0.0 

TOTAL AAJOR GROUP 0 l lflf 71 215 l'I. 0 OIL NATUML GAS '\ 0 0 0.0 
CTt<tR PJ{O UNDEFINED \J 0 0 0.0 

l.ADl"IIN,EXEC,ETCRTOTAL 81 10 91 5.9 TOTAL DIVISION B 0 0 0 0.0 
2.CLERlCAl WORKE S,TOTAL ,so 275 525 31f. 3 
3.SALES WORlERS,TOTAL 56 S2 108 7. l C. ~.:~:!Uf'AC TURING 

FOOO.ORI~X,TOGACCO 10 If 13 0.9 
If. F RR~AS, FI SHER?'lfN, ETC TEXTILES.CLOTHING 0 0 0 0.0 

FRK~.FRN ~A.WOOL CLSR 6 2 8 0.5 ~000,FU;'l:iITURE 6 0 6 o ... 
HUNTERS Til"laER WORlERS 0 0 0 0.0 ""TAL PROOS,AACHINERY 12 0 12 0.8 
FI S KEAi"AN 0 0 0 0.0 OTHER A::O lmOEFINED 36 2 3S 2.5 

TOTAL MAJOR GROUP 'I 6 2 p o.s TOTAL DIVISION C 63 6 69 If, 5 

S.l"IIHE:RS,QUARRYl"IEN,TOTAL 0 0 0 0.0 D.ELEClkICITY,GAS,WATER 
ELECTRICITY.GAS 8 0 8 0.5 

6 . TRAHSPORT,CO~ICATION WAT~R.SEl-ltRAGE,ORAINAGE 0 0 0 0.0 
SHIPPING.AIR TRANSPORT 0 0 0 0.0 UNOEFINEO 0 0 0 0.0 
RAIL TRANSPORT .. 0 lj 0.3 TOTAL OIVlSION 0 8 0 B 0.5 
ROAO TRAN~P ORT 38 2 39 2.6 
OTHER TPT.COm.JHICATION 12 20 32 2. l E.CONSTRUCTION TOTAL 165 10 17'1 11. .. 

TOTAL AAJOR GROUP 6 53 22 7S ... 9 
F.IJHOLESAlE,RETAIL TRADE 

718.PROO PROC WORlERS,LASOURERS ll't'!OLESALE RHO UNOEF INEO 31 12 .... 2.8 
TE~TILES.LEATHER 0 .. If 0.2 RETAIL 85 67 152 9.9 
P£ TAL. ELECTRICAL 91 0 91 6.0 TOTAL OIVISIOI" F 11 7 79 196 12.8 
UOOO TECH,8UILOING 107 0 107 7. 0 
OTHER P~OO PROC WORKERS 12 6 18 1. 2 G. TRl\."iSPOAT P\U HORRGE 
LAOOU::IERS 30 0 30 1. 9 ROAD TRANSPORT 22 0 2c l. If 
OTHER 26 .. 30 2.0 RAIL TRANSPORT 2 0 2 o. 1 

TOTAL MAJOR GROUP 118 266 l 14 280 18. 3 WATER TRRNSPORT 0 0 0 0.0 
AIR TRP..°"SPORT !j 0 lj 0.3 

9.SERVIc:.SPORT,RECREATICN STO~AGE,OTHR TPT,UNOEF If 2 6 0.'I 
FIRE. POLICE .nc 3'1 If 38 2.S TOTAL DIVISION G 32 2 3'1 Z.2 
OOP'IESTIC SVCE WORKERS 1'1 l '1 28 1.8 
OTHER 2'1 36 60 3.9 H.COMUNICATIONStl : rAL 20 17 37 2 ... 

TOTAL KAJOR GROUP 9 71 S5 126 8.2 I.FINANCE.ETC TO rU. 73 ~2 116 7. 6 

10. ARP1ED FORCES, TOTAL 
J.PU~ AONIN,DEFfNCE,TOTAL --:20 ISO '170 30. 7 

6'1 0 6 11 ~-2 

11.0THER,NEI,N/S,TOTAL 
K.CO~ITY 5E~~ICES 

15 26 If l 2. 7 HEALTH 6 'I l '17 3. 1 
TOTAL EHPLOYEO POPULATION 

EDUCATION 78 88 165 10.8 
lOO'f 527 l 531 100.0 OTHER AHO UNDEFINED 57 31 89 5.11 

' 
i6.INDU>TRY - EHPLOYEO POPULATION 

L.ENTtRECR HOTELtAESTAURANTS 
ENT RTAI~l'QJT,R CREATION 16 e 23 l. 5 HALES F[AAU:S PERSONS PROP > RESTAU~NTS,HOTELS,CLUBS 12 16 28 1. 8 A. AGR1CULTURE.ETC OTHER AAO l~OEFINEO ~ 12 15 1. 0 AGRICULTURE.AG SERVICES 0 0 0 o.o TOTAL DIVISION L 31 35 66 ~. 3 FORESrRr, TIM8ER 0 0 C 0 . 0 

FlSHING,HUNTIN(; 0 0 0 0.0 M.OTHER,NEI,N/S,TOTAL 35 26 61 '1.0 

I UNOEF I NED 0 0 0 c.o N 
TOTAL Dh'I SHiN R 0 0 0 0.0 TOTAL EMPLOYED POPUI..ATION 100 .. 527 1531 100 . 0 0 

(J"\ 
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ABS 1976 CENSU.S OF POPlA.ATION A!'~O HOUSING (26/10178) 
LOCRl GOVtRNl'£NT AREA Sl.f9\ARY DATA LGAO) 

COMPONENT STE·STO-S5~-LGA 
008-001-001•0442 

001-001-oqz 
STO-SSO·LGA 

SHEET 
PAGE 

27. HOURS USllAlLY ~UORKED PER WEEK • E11PLOYEO POPULATION 
11ALES fENALES PERSONS PROP > 

HOURS 
LESS THAN 15 HOURS 2 35 37 

lS-19 HOURS O 28 28 
20·29 HOURS 44 lf9 53 
30•3'1 HOURS 10 37 447 

35 HOURS 344 28 62 
36-39 HOURS 2744 160 If]~ 

'10 HOURS 360 126 lf87 
441·448 HOURS 123 12 13S 

~9 HOURS OR "°RE 172 8 180 
NOT STATED 25 44'1 69 

TOTRl EMPLOYED POPULATION lOQq 527 1531 

2 . 'I 
1.8 
3. 44 
3.1 
". 1 28.3 

31. 8 
8.8 

11. 7 
44. s 

100.0 

28.NUNGER OF JOB~ USUALLY UORICING IN · E11PLOYEO POP 1!LATION 
11ALES FE11ALES PERSONS PROP > 

NUfeER OF JOBS 
ONE Joe 
TUO OR MORE JOBS 

TOTRl ft-1,>LOYEO POPULATION 

955 
lf9 

100'4 

Sllf 
1 If 

527 

11468 
63 

1 S 31 

29.P'IOOE OF TRAVEL TO l,IORIC - lr1PLOYE0 POPULATION 
P1ALES FENALES PERSONS 

TRAIN 
BUS 

'100£ OF TRAVEL 

FERRY OR TRAN 
TAXI 
CAR • RS (lRhER 
CAR· RS PASSENGER 
NOTOR 8IIC[.P10TOR SCOOT(~ 
BICYCLE 
1,1ALICEO ONLY · 

l,IORICEO AT HOME 
NOT STA~~O 

0 .... 
0 
2 

805 
73 
28 .. 
l '1 

l '1 
2] 

0 
'11 

0 
() 

280 
l '15 

2 
2 
6 

19 
38 

0 
81f 

0 
2 

1085 
2Ja 

29 
6 

20 

32 
60 

30.FAMILY TYPE BY SEX Of' 1-tEAD vF FANII.Y 
PW.E FE.W.E TOTAL 

FANILI£S 
FAMILY TYPE 

Hf.RO ONL~ 
HEAO,CHILOREN ONLY 
HEAO. SPOUSE OHL Y 
HEAO,SPOUSE.CHILOREN 
ttfAO.OTHER ADULTS ONLY 
HEAO.OTHR AOLTS.CHILOREN 
t,£A0 , SPOUSE,OTH(R AOULTS 
HEAO, SPOUSE ,OTHER AOU. TS 

CHILDPEN 
CO"'"-'NE 
TOTAL FAHS IN PTE 01,1GS 

HEAD H£P,d 

S'I 
10 

122 
62'1 

6 
2 

36 

86 
0 

9'10 

21f 
lfO 
12 

2 
12 

If 
0 

0 
0 

9'1 

78 so 
Ulf 
626 

18 
6 ,, . ., 

86 
0 

103'1 

95,9 
If. 1 

100.0 

PROP > 

0 . 0 
5. S 
0 . 0 
o. 1 

70 . 9 
1'1 . 2 
1. 9 
0 , 'f 
1. 3 

2. l 
3. 9 

PMP > 

7. 5 

"· 8 13 .0 
60.S 

1. 7 
0.6 
3.S 

8.3 
0.0 

100.0 

31 . FANIL T INCOt'l ·ANUUAL ANO 
NO 

AA74URl AAOUNT 
NO:~, 
LESS THl\i-. f 1500 

t 1500 • t 2000 
OVER t cOOO - t 3000 
OVEA f 3000 • t 44000 
OVER f ~000 • f 5000 
OVEA f 5000 • t 6000 
OVER f 6000 - f 7000 
OVER t 7000 • t eooo 
OVER t COOO - t 9000 
OVER t 90CO • t12000 
OVER f12000 • fl~OOO 
OVER tlSOOO · tl8000 
OVER '10000 
NCT STATED 
TOTRl FAAS IN PT£ OUCS 
(EXCLlj)ING COP91UNES) 

lr.lHICU 
OF FAMILIES 

8 .. 
0 
6 

12 
12 
18 
'f6 
'12 
80 

212 
172 
l '12 
200 

80 
103'4 

PROP > 

o.8 
O.lf 
0.0 
0.6 
1.2 
1.2 
1.7 
If • If 
44 .1 
7. 7 

20.S 
16.6 
13. 7 
19 . 3 

7. 7 
100.0 

W£EKLY ANOUNT 
NONE 
LESS THRN t29 

J 29 • f 39 
OVER t 39 • f 58 
OVER • 58 • t 77 
OVER f 77 - f 96 
OVER f 96 • t115 
OVER fllS - tl!S 
OV~A tl35 - flS'I 
OViA t151f • fl7l 
OVER 11 B - '231 
OVER f231 • f288 
OVER f289 - t31f6 
OVER '3'16 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL 

32.NO OF fMILIES IN HOUSEHOLD BY NO OF PERSONS IN FAl'IILY 
FAMILIES IN HOUSEHOLD 

NO. OF PERSONS NO.OF ONE TUO 
IN FAMILY 

1 
FAMILIES 

2 
3 
'I 
5 
6 
7 

8 OIi NORE 
TOTAL FAAS IN PTE OWGS 

33.HOUSEHOLO INCOP'IE - ANNUAL 
NO 

A."CHUAI.. Al'IOUNT 
NONE 
LE.SS THAN tlSOO 

t 1500 - f 2000 
OVER f 2000 • f 3000 
OVER t 3000 • f 11000 
OVER f qooo - f 5000 
OVER f SOOO • t 6000 
OVER f 6000 - f 7000 
OVER f 7000 - t 1000 
OVER t SOOO • t 9000 
OVER f 9000 • f12000 
OVER f12000 - t15000 
OVER •15000 • ,11000 
OVER tlOOOO 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS 
(EXCLUDING PRIVATE BOARDING 

78 
172 
221f 
319 
152 
56 
28 

6 
103'1 

72 
158 
222 
312 
152 

56 
2ll 

(1 

1006 

ANO WHKL1 
OF HOUSEHOLDS 

6 
2 
0 .. 

12 
6 
8 

'40 
32 
7'1 

181f 
156 
l 'f 2 
270 

8'f 
1020 
HOUSES ) 

6 
1 If 
2 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 

28 

PROP> 

0 . 6 
0.2 
0.0 
O."i 
1.2 
0.6 
o.a 
3 . 9 
3 .1 
7.3 

19 . 0 
15 . 3 
13 . 9 
26.5 
8.2 

100.0 

THREE 
OR FOUR 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

~[l(LY AMOUNT 
NONE 
LESS THAN *29 

• 29 • f 39 
OVER f 3~ • t 58 
OVER• S8 - t 77 
OVER• 77 t 96 
OVER t 96 • fllS 
OVER tl15 • f135 
OVER tllS • tl51f 
OVER tlSlf - J173 
OVER f173 • t231 
OVER t231 • t298 
OVER f288 - t31f6 
OVER f31f6 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL 

7 
88 

~ 

. l 
I 

I 
[ 

N 
0 
-.J 
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ABS 1976 CEijSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING (26110/78) 
LOCAL SOVERN1-'ifNT AREA SUW\ARY DATA LGAO) 

C OMPONEIH S Tf. ·STD- S ~!>-LGA 
000-001-001 ·<rl2 

001-001-0<42 
STD•SSO-LGA 

SHEET 
PAGE 

31f.TTPE Of OCCUPIED fTE D\IELLINGS ANO NO Of PERSONS 
NO DUGS PROP > PERSONS 

TTPE OF DWt::LLING 
SELF CONTAINED 
NOW-SELF CONTAINED 
t,.IAOVISEO 
NOBILE 
OTHER 
TOTAL OCCUPIED P~E OIJGS 

1018 
0 
0 
2 
0 

1020 

99.1! o.o 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 

100.0 

3115 
0 
0 
e 
0 

3723 

PROP > 

99.e 
o.o 
0 . 0 o.z 
0.0 

100.0 

!J.D\IELLI~G UNITS IN EACH OCCUPIED PRIVATE DWELLING TYPE 
NO OF DlilELLINGS 

NO OF ~'NITS 
1 
2 
3 
If 
s 

6 · 1! 
9·16 

17-32 
33 OP. ~RE 
NOT STATED 

TOTAL OCCuPIED PTE 'iWGS 

SEP HOUSE OTHER TOTAL 

976 2 979 
0 .. 'f 
0 6 6 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 2 
0 0 0 
0 6 6 
0 0 0 
0 2'◄ 2'f 

976 .... 1020 

36 . AATERIAl OF' OUT'ZR WALLS IN EACH OCCUPIED PTE DWELLING TYPE 
NO OF OWHLINGS 

SEP HOUSE OTHER TOTAL 
HATERIAL OF OUT: R WALLS 

~RICK,SAICK VENE£R 960 28 988 
~TONE 0 ' 0 .. 
co;•rR.fTt,C~MENT oLOCK 1 'f If 18 
TI~~~~ . Wf~THERB~ARD 0 0 0 
l1f T - 0 2 2 
Fibflo,,:,setSTOS 0 0 0 
OTHER 0 0 0 
NOT STA TED 2 10 12 
TOTAL OCCUPIED PTE DWGS 976 .. ~ 1020 

3 i. TOTAL NO OF ROOHS IN EACH OCCuP IED PRIVATE DWELLING TYPE 
NO OF DWELLINGS 

SEP HOU~E OTHER TOTAL 
NO OF ROOMS 

l 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 6 & 
'I 2 2 '◄ 
~ 19'◄ 10 204 
6 'l 3'1 10 "If •4 
7 2'l2 8 2Sl) 

8 OR 110 ,~E 10 2 2 10•1 
NOT S TAT i: D 2 6 ~ 

TOTRL OCC G~I[v PT : D~GS 976 'l'l 1021) 

38.NO OF OZOROOH~ IN EACH OCCUPIED PRIV~TE D\IELLING TYPE 

NO OF O!:OP.0011S 
NONE 

I 

2 
l .. 
s 

6 OR ~on, 
NOT STATED 

TOTAL OCCUPIED PTE DUGS 

~O OF OW!LL INGS 
SEP HOUSE OTHER lOTAL 

0 
0 

18 
7 3 '◄ 
212 

6 .. 
2 

976 

0 
0 

1 If 
18 

6 
0 
0 
6 .... 

0 
0 

32 
1S2 
218 

6 .. 
8 

1020 

39.USE OF ,ACILITIES IN OCCUPIED PRIVATE DWELLINGS 

FACILITY SHARED 
NO OF OIJELLINGS 

0ATHROOP1 OHLY 0 
~ ITC KEN ONl Y 2 
8ATH~OOM AND KITCHEN 2 
SOLE USE·6ATHROOM,KITCHEN 978 
ALL OTHER 38 
TOTAL OCCUl'IED PTE OWGS 1020 

PROP> 

0.0 
0.2 
0.2 

95.9 
3. 7 

100 . 0 

'fO. SOURCE OF WATER SUPPLY IN OCCUPIED PRl'IATE DUELLINGS 
NO OF OIJELL1NGS PROP > 

WATER SU9PL Y 
PIPED FROM MINS 
PIPED FRON TRNX 
PIPED FRO" OTHER SOURCE 
NO PIPED lilATER SU?PLY 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL OCCUPIED PTE OIJGS 

1002 
0 
0 
2 

16 
1020 

98.c 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.2 
1.6 

100.0 

'fl . METHOO OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL FROM OC CUPIEC PRIVATE DlilELLINGS 
NO OF DWELLINGS PROP > 

PETHOD 
FLUSH TOILET-SEWER 
FLUSH TOILET-SEPTIC TANX 
SANITARY PAN 
OTHER 
NOT STATED 
TOTAL OCCUPIED PTE DWGS 

98'1 
6 

0 
30 

10?0 

96.S 
0 . 6 
0.0 
0.0 
2.9 

100.0 

lf2.~TOR VEHICLES PARKED AT OCCUPIED PllIVATE OIJELLINGS 
NO OF DUELLINGS 

NO. OF HOTOR -VEHICLES 
PROP > 

HONE 311 3. 3 
l S70 56. 7 
2 3S6 3'+ . 9 

3 011 NORE 38 3. 7 
NOT STATED l 'l 1. .. 

TOTAL OCCUPIED PTE DWGS 1020 100 . 0 

8 
!19 

tv 
0 
(X) 
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lOCAL GO'vf;RNM(NT AP~~ SU'1HARY DATA lCAO) 008·001-001-0lf2 STD-SSD·lCA PAGE 90 

If 3. POio/ER •oA FUEL USED .'N OCCUPIED PRIVATE DiJELLINCS '17,P'IONTHLY "°"TCAGE PAYP"ENTS 8Y NUN3ER OF ~ORTGAGES 
NO OF DWELLINGS . NO OF DWELLlNGS 

-COOKING LICHTING HEI\TING BATH WTA 1 NRTGE 2, ~RTGE ALL NRTCS PROP > 
PO\IER OA FUEl U~ED Al'!OUNT PER ~ONTH 

COAL.COKE OR 8RIQUETT£S 0 61f 2 LESS THAN f2S 6 If 0 0.0 
WOOD 0 lf6 2 t 2S • t lf9 52 68 18 2. 7 
E .. ECTRICITY 9611 1006 1 itlf 9311 f so - • , .. B"I 132 80 12.2 
GAS '42 0 138 52 t 75 • f 99 66 S8 62 9.S 
OIL. KEROSENE 0 o 601f 0 '100 · f12'1 116 Si+ 132 20.1 
SOLAR Et◄ERGY 0 0 0 f12S • fllft elf 20 130 19.8 
OTHER 0 0 II 2 fl SO • fl 711 '+O 10 711 11. 9 
NO FUEL STATED 0 0 2 If 117S - fl99 1 If 10 31f S.2 
NOT STATED l'I 1 If 1:i 20 $200 · f221f If 2 16 2.'+ 
TOTAL OCCuPIEO PTE OIJGS 1020 ,020 1020 1020 $225 • $21f9 8 0 30 If. 6 

$250 • f271f 12 0 18 2. 7 
f27S - ti99 2 0 II 1. 2 

lf"I.NATURE OF OCCuPANCY•NO OF OCCiJPIEO PTE OWCSRNO o~ fERSONS '300 • t 2'+ 2 0 '+ 0.6 
NO OWGS PROP > PE SONS PAOP > t32S - '3119 0 0 0 0.0 

NATURE OF OCCUPANCY '350 • t'371f 0 0 0 0.0 
O~R 26 2.S ss 1.5 '37S AflD OVER 2 0 2 0.3 
'PURCHASER 656 6'+. 3 21f 1t! 6'1.9 NOT STATED .... 32 lf"I 6. 1 
O\lNERIPURCHASER UNDEFINED 2 0.2 9 0.3 PTE OWGS WITH 2, NRTGES 590 
TENANT -HOUSING AUTHORITY 19"1 19.0 792 21. 3 TOTAl occ NIITGEO PTE owes 656 656 100.0 
TENANT -OTHER 122 12.0 365 10.3 
OTHER, P.E I 12 l. 2 31 0.8 '+8.STRUCTURE OF 8UILOING - ALL PRIVATE DUELLINGS 
NOT STATED 8 0.8 33 0.9 NO.DUGS PROP > 
TOTAL OCCuPIEO PTE O\JGS 1020 100.0 3723 100.0 STRUCTURE 

SEPARATE HOUSE 1012 96. 'I 
FLATS OR HOF'iL tmITS,ETC, 

'IS.WEEKLY RENT-NO OF OCCUPIED RENTED PTE DUGStO OF PERS•)NS UP TO 3 STOREYS H!GH Zif 2.3 
NO OWGS PROP > P ASONS PRO► > ABOVE 3 STGREYS HIGH 0 0.0 

AMC UNT PER \JHK 
LEH THAN no 2 0.6 .. 0.3 I~ROVISED DWELLING 0 0.0 

'10 - tl9 26 8.2 10"1 8.9 NOBILE D\:IHLING 2 0.2 
120 - '29 1S8 SO.C' 6"10 S'+ .If NOT STATED 12 1. 1 
130 · '39 1 If If .If ss If. 7 TOTAL PRIVATE DWELLINGS 1050 100.0 
JlfO - Jlf9 5"1 l 7. 1 ·1.6 7 111. 2 
ISO - t59 lf2 13.3 130 11. 0 
$60 - '69 8 2.:; '12 2. 7 '49.REASON PRIVATE DWELLING UNOCCUPIED 
$10 *79 0 0.0 0 0.0 No.owes PROP > 
S80 - 189 2 0.6 1 0.6 REASON 

s 90 AND CVER 2 0.6 ~ o . .: FOR SALE lj 13. 3 
N,)T STAT ED ~ 2.5 ,9 2.5 TO LET ANO r tfOLIDAY liOP1E 8 26. 7 

TOTAL RENTED oc~ PTE DWGS 316 100.0 11 l / 100.0 NEW~W ITING OCCIJPANCY 0 0.0 
VAC T FOR REPAIR.ETC 0 0. ':) 
HOLIDAY HO,-;£ 0 0.0 

'16.SOURCES OF MORTGAGES,OCC PTE DWELLINGS BEING Pl.'RCHASEO CONOE~EO FOR OEl10LITION 0 0.0 
NO OF P'IORTGAGES RESIDENT TE~PRlY ABSENT 18 60 . 0 

1 MRTGE 2, l'l~TGE All NRTGS PROP > 0 THEr., NEI 0 0.0 
SOURCE OF P'IORTGAG[ NOT STATED 0 0 . 0 

TP.AOING BANK 2"1 38 62 s.e TOTAL UNOCCUPIED PTE DWGS 30 100.0 ,~ SAVINGS BANK 38 100 138 13.0 
81:ILOING SOCIETY l '40 192 332 31. 3 
HOUSltlG COf't1HSION 376 20 396 37. 'I 
0TH£R, NEl 78 Slf 132 12. 5 ,~or 5 TAlED 0 0 0 0.0 

TOT AL Ntft'IB[ R Of HORTGAGt S 656 lf0'4 1060 100.0 
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APPENDIX B (1) 
CHILDREN'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

l. 
HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

I THINK A PUBLIC LIBRARY SHOULD: 

1. Have a range of materials such as: 

a. books ............................. . ....•..•..•. D 

b. magazines . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • D 

c. comics . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . D 

OTHER LIBRARY MATERIALS: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Have games to play within the library .. . ...•....••. D 

Have games for children to borrow .........•..•..... 0 

Have music recordings to listen to in the library •. D 

Have music recordings to borrow ............•.....•. D 

Have T.V. recordings to watch in the library ......• D 

7. Have audio-visual materials such as au·dio
cassettes, film strips, or slides to use in 
the library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 

8. Have players that children can borrow to use 
library audio-visual materials ..................... D 

9. Have quiet areas where children can read ........... 0 

10. Have places where children can talk to each other .. D 

11. Have only books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 

12. Other 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES WOULD BE GOOD I F: 

13. There were activities which s how how to use books 
and other materials to do things such as hobbies 
and craft .. . •.....•...•.......•.•.................. D 

14. There were story tei'ling times ...........•...•..•.• D 

15. There were puppet and drama shows ............•..••• D 

16. There were books and other materials on movies 
and T. V. shows . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 

0 

□ 
D 

D 

D 

□ 

0 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

□ 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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□ 

□ 
D 

□ 

□ 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 



2. 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES WOULD BE GOOD IF (Continued) 

1 7. There were photocopiers . • • . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . D 

18. The librarien helped me find books :or my homework. D 

19. There were places to study .....••.................. D 

20. There was information on local children's events 
and activities .•.••........••..•................... D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

<..; 
0 

t::: 

D 

□ 

D 

□ 

211 
4.J 
r::: 

.fJ ,._, 
0 

&-
'""' 

LJ 
0 0 

t::: t:: 

0 

□ 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

21. Other -----------------------------------

I WOULD LIKE TO: 

22. Learn how to find library books and other 
materials in the library •.•......•..•............•• D 

23. Learn how to look after books and other 
materials .......................................... D 

24. Learn how to find books and other materials to 
help me with my homework •.•••.••••.......•......... D 

25. Have newsletters on children's library services .... D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

0 

0 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

26. Other -----------------------------------

I WOULD LIKE THE LIBRARY TO: 

27. Help me find books I can read ..................•... D 

28. Help my parents find books and other materials 
for me . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 

29. Have sex-education books ........................... D 

30. Have activities which I can share with my parents .. D 

31. Have books and materials in other languages .•.....• D 

0 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

□ 

D 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

32. Other -----------------------------------
ARE THERE ANY OTHER THINGS THAT YOU THINK PUBLIC LIBRARIES SHOULD DO? 

Thank you 



APP ENDIX B (2) 

TEACHER' S QUESTI ONNAI RE 

SURVEY ON CHILDREN'S SERVICES IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

This survey is aimed at evaluating your needs and expectations 
in regard to what public library services to children should be. 
The results will be used to develop recommendations for children's 
services in public libraries and will be presented: 

(a) for a Master of Education Degree; 

(b) to the Canberra Public Library Service. 

Please return the completed questionnaire in.--Ule-- envelope-...a 
your child's teacher at Holt Pr>unary School. 

I would be grateful for your cooperation in taking 10 minutes of 
your time to complete this questionnaire. 

Thank you. 

IRENE EVANS 
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PLEASE INDICATE WHAT YOU THINK ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT AIMS OR PURPOSES OF 
A CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICE BY CIRCLING A NUMBER ON THE SCALE . 
FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU THINK A SERVICE IS IMPORTANT CIRCLES ON THE SCALE: 
IF A SERVICE IS NOT IMPORTANT CIRCLE 1 ON THE SCALE. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider: 

IMPORTANT 
NOT 
SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2. 

Preparing preschool children for 
their school wor.k by introducing 
them to books and other media ...•..•. 

Working in cooperation with local 
schools to provide a wider variety 
of materials for children .•••..•••... 

3. Providing extra material for school 
projects ............................ . 

4. Providing the opportunity for 
individual children to explore 
new ideas ........................... . 

5. Providing an unrestricted setting 
where children may develop their 
own ideas and concepts by using a 
wide variety of media ...•............ 

6. Providing a variety of materials and 
services that aim at helping children 
to become interested in reading ..•... 

7. Providing cultural experiences, such 
as dance, concerts and film shows ..•. 

8 . Preparing children for living in a 
multi-cultural society by providing 
materials and programmes on various 
people from other lands ......••••.... 

9. Providing access to materials that 
are not available in homes •.••.•...•. 

10. Providing programmes and materials 
that will complement and compete 
with television and movies for the 
children's interest ••................ 

11. Providing specific areas where 
children can meet socially ....... . . . . 

◄ 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

s 4 

5 4 

s 4 

5 4 

5 4 

s 4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

► 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 

3 2 

3 2 1 

3 2 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 

3 2 1 
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2. 

LIBRARIES TRY TO PROVIDE ATTRACTIVE CHILDREN'S LIBRARY SERVICES: 

(i) Which of i;he following Ubro:ry services do you think would 
attract your child/children to use a public library? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

1. Providing a wide variety of reading 
material such as: 

2. 

a. books ............•............... 

b. magazines •..•.................... 

c. comics .........•........... , ..... 

Providing ga~es for children to play 
with in the library (e.g. chess) 

3. Providing games for children to 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

7 • 

8. 

borrow ..•........•.•.........•....... 

Providing music recordings for use 
in the library ...................... . 

Providing music recordings for 
children to borrow ........•.......... 

Providing video recordings and play
back facilities for use in the 
library ............................. . 

Providing audio-visual materials, 
such as audio cassettes, film 
strips and slides, for use in the 
library •••...•....................... 

Providing equipment for loan so that 
children can use library media at 
home ....•.•..............•.....•..•.. 

9. Providing specific study or quiet 
areas where children are not allowed 
to make noise ..••••.•.•.............. 

10. Providing specific activity areas 
where children can make social 
contact with each other ............. . 

11. Providing only good quality books such 
as children's classics .............. . 

12. Other 

IMPORTANT 

◄ 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

s 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

1 

l 

1 

l 

1 

1 



3. 

LIBRARIES ENDEAVOUR TO DO CERTAIN THINGS. FOR EXAMPLE, TO ENCOURAGE 
CHILDREN TO SEEK OUT INFORMATION. THEY DO THIS BY PROVIDING A VARIETY 
OF SERVICES: 

(ii) Which of the following services do you think would help your 
child/children learn to value libraries, books and library 
materials as information sources? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 
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IMPORTANT 
NOT 

SURE 
NOT 

IMPORTANT 

13. Providing library programmes which 
explain and demonstrate "how to 
do" activities using information 
from library books and other 
materials which the children can 
then borrow (e.g. craft/hobby) ...... . 

14. Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library 
books and other materials which 
the children can then borrow 
(e.g. folktales) ................... . 

15. Providing puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from 
library books and other material 
which the children can borrow ...... . 

16. Providing books and other material 
based on popular movie and 
television shows .•.................. 

17. Providing photocopying services ..... 

18. Providing reference services for 
children's homework needs .......... . 

19. Providing study space for children 

20. Providing information on local 
children's events and activities 

21. Other 

◄ 

5 

5 

s 

5 

s 

s 

s 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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4. 

LIBRARIES AIM TO TEACH CHILDREN HOW TO USE A LIBRARY TO FIND INFORMATION: 

(iii) Which of the following services do you think wouLd help your 
ahiLd/chitdren learn how to use librariies? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

IMPORTANT 
NOT 

SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

22. Providing library lessons in the use 
of library materials (e.g. current 
information resources or use of the 
catalogue) ..•........................ 

23. Providing instruction in the care 
of library materials .....••.......... 

24. Helping children in the use of 
library resources for school 
homework and for a variety of 
home and school assignments ......... . 

25. Providing a regular library 
newsletter giving information on 
children's library services ..... . ... . 

26. Other 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIHRARIES HA VE MANY FUNCTIONS: 

3 2 

3 2 

3 2 

3 2 

(iv) Which of the following activities do you think would assist your 
child/children? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

NOT NOT 

1 

IMPORTANT SURE IMPORTANT 

27. Teaching children in the selection 
of library books suitable for their 
reading ability ................ . .... . 

28. Helping parents in the selection of 
library books and other material 
suitable for their children ....... " .. 

29. Providing sex-education materials 
for children to borrow ................ 

◄ 
5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 1 



5. 

LIBRARIES HAVE MANY FUNCTIONS (Continued) 

IMPORTANT 

◄ 
30. Providing programmes which children 

and parents can share •., ............ . 5 4 

31. Providing books and recordings in 
other languages ...•.•.••. , .......... . 5 4 

32. Other 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

33. Should children's services in a 
public library have a person 
trained in children's librarianship? .. 

34. Should a children's librarian have 
teacher training? ..•................. 

5 4 

5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

3 

3 

3 

217 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 ,1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

7:f.o 
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6. 

WOULD YOU PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL EXPERIENCE? 

I have been employed in a school system for __ _ years. 

** Would you indicate any additional services which you would like 
public libraries to provide for children. Would you please write 
any suggestions or connnents below. 

Thank you for your cooperation 



APPENDIX B (3) 

PARENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

SURVEY ON CHILDREN'S SERVICES IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

This survey is aimed at evaluating your needs and expectations 
in regard to what public library services to children should be. 
The results will be used to develop recommendations for children's 
services in public libraries and will be presented: 

(a) for a Master of Education Degree; 

(b) to the Canberra Public Library Service. 

Please return the completed questionnaire in the envelope to 
your child's teacher at Holt Primary School. 

I would be grateful for your cooperation in taking 10 minutes of 
your time to complete this questionnaire. 

Thank you. 

IRENE EVANS 
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1. 

PLEASE INDICATE WHAT YOU THINK ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT AIMS OR PURPOSES OF 
A CHILDREN'S PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICE BY CIRCLING A NUMBER ON THE SCALE. 
FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU THINK A SERVICE IS IMPORTANT CIRCLE 5 ON THE SCALE: 
IF A SERVICE IS NOT IMPORTANT CIRCLE 1 ON THE SCALE. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider: 
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IMPORTANT 
NOT 

SURE 
NOT 

IMPORTANT 

1. 

2. 

Preparing preschool children for 
their school work by introducing 
them to books and other media ..••.... 

Working in cooperation with local 
schools to provide a wider variety 
of materials for children .•..•.•••... 

3. Providing extra material for school 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

projects ................ , ........... . 

Providing the opportunity for 
individual children to explore 
new ideas ......................... , .. 

Providing an unrestricted setting 
where children may develop their 
own ideas and concepts by using a 
wide variety of media .•..•.......•... 

Providing a variety of materials and 
services that aim at helping children 
to become interested in reading .•.•.. 

Providing cultural experiences, such 
as dance, concerts and film shows .... 

Preparing children for living in a 
multi-cultural society by providing 
materials and programmes on various 
people from other lands ••• .. . .. ..•... 

Providing access to materials that 
are not available in homes •...•••.... 

10. Providing programmes and materials 
that will complement and compete 
with television and movies for the 
children's interest .•..•..•.......... 

11. Providing specific areas where 
children can meet socially .......... . 

◄ 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

► 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 l 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 



2. 

LIBRARIES TRY TO PROVIDE ATTRACTIVE CHILDREN'S LIBRARY SERVICES: 

(i) Which of the following libra:ry services do you think would 
attract your child/ahildPen to use a public library? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 
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Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

1. Providing a wide variety of reading 
material such as: 

2. 

a. books •......•.•.................. 

b. magazines ..........•...•.•.....•. 

c. comics •.•••..•.••................ 

Providing games for children to play 
with in the library (e.g. chess) 

3. Providing games for children to 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

borrow ••......•.....•..........•..... 

Providing music recordings for use 
in the library .•...................... 

Providing music recordings for 
children to borrow .•................. 

Providing video recordings and play
back facilities for use in the 
library ............................. . 

Providing audio-visual materials, 
such as audio cassettes, film 
strips and slides, for use in the 
library ................•............. 

Providing equipment for loan so that 
children can use library media at 
home ...•........••..........•..••.... 

9. Providing specific study or quiet 
areas where children are not allowed 
to make noise .•.•..•...•.........•... 

10. Providing specific activity areas 
where children can make social 
contact with each other ............. . 

11. Providing only good quality books such 
as children's classics .............. . 

12. Other 

IMPORTANT 

◄ 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

l 



3. 

LIBRARIES ENDEAVOUR TO DO CERTAIN THINGS. FOR EXAMPLE, TO ENCOURAGE 
CHILDREN TO SEEK OUT INFORMATION. THEY DO THIS BY PROVIDING A VARIETY 
OF SERVICES: 

(ii) Which of the following sewiaes do you think would heip your 
chiZd/chiZdren learn to value libraries, books and library 
materials as information sources? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 
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IMPORTANT 
NOT 
SURE 

NOT 
IMPORTANT 

13. Providing library programmes which 
explain and demonstrate "how to 
do" activities using information 
from library books and other 
materials which the children can 
then borrow (e.g. craft/hobby) ...••.. 

14. Providing story telling times 
based on stories from library 
books and other materials which 
the children can then borrow 
(e.g. folktales) .••.••..........•... 

15. Providin'g puppet and drama 
programmes using stories from 
library books and other material 
which the children can borrow . ..... . 

16. Providing books and other material 
based on popular movie and 
television shows .•.................. 

17. Providing photocopying services ..... 

18. Providing reference services for 
children's homework needs .••...•.... 

19. Providing study space for children 

20. Providing information on local 
children's events and activities 

21. Other 

◄ 

5 

5 

5 

s 

s 

s 

5 

s 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

l 

l 

1 
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4. 

LIBRARIES AIM TO TEACH CHILDREN HOW TO USE A LIBRARY TO FIND INFORMATION: 

(iii) Which of the fo llowing services do you think would help your 
child/children learn how to use libraries? 

' 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

IMPORTANT 
NOT 

SURE 
NOT 

IMPORTANT 

22. Providing library lessons in the use 
of library materials (e.g. current 
information resources or use of the 
catalogue) .......................... . 

23 . Providing instruction in the car e 
of library materials ... . ... • ....•. . .. 

24. Helping children in the use of 
library resources for school 
homework and for a variety of 
home and schuol assignments ......• . .. 

25. Providing a regular library 
newsletter giving informat ion on 
children's library services ......... . 

26. Other 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

5 4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LI BRARIES HAVE MANY FUNCTIONS: 

3 2 

3 2 

3 2 

3 2 

(iv) Which of the following activities do you think would assist your 
child/children? 

Please circle your choice on the scale. 

Below is a list of some services that you might like to consider. 

1 

l 

1 

1 

IMPORTANT 
NOT 

SURE 
NOT 

IMPORTANT 

27. Teaching children in the selection 

28. 

29. 

of library books suitable for thei r 
reading ability .....•........•....... 

Helping parents in the se l ection of 
library books and other material 
suitable for their children .......... 
Providing sex- education materials 
for children to borrow ............... 

5 4 3 2 1 

s 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 1 



5. 

LIBRARIES HAVE MANY FUNCTIONS (Continued) 

30. Providing programmes which children 
and parents can share •··············· 

31. Providing books and recordings in 
other languages •.•..•...•.....•...•.• 

32. Other 

IMPORTANT 

◄ 
5 4 

s 4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

33. Should children's services in a 
public library have a person 
trained in children's librarianship? .. 5 4 

34. Should a children's librarian have 
teacher training? .................... 5 4 

NOT 
SURE 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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NOT 
IMPORTANT 

2 l 

2 1 

2 1 

2 
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6. 

PLEASE TICK THE APPROPRIATE BOX 

** How often does your child/children use the public library? 

Daily D About once a month D 

More than once a week □ Occasionally D 

Every two or three weeks D Other 

** Does your child/children use the public library at: 

Kippax Yes D No D 

Dickson Yes D No □ 

Jamison Yes D No □ 

Civic Yes D No D 

Kingston Yes D No □ 

Other 

** Why does your child/children use the public library? 

To find information for school project D 

To find some good books to read D 

To attend a special library programme for children D 

Because I was going to the library D 

Because friends were going to the library D 

Some other r eason (please explain) 

** List ages of your children 

** Can you describe any other services for children that you would like to 
see public libraries offer? 

Thank you for your cooperation 
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APPENDIX E 

RESPONSE PERCENTAGES 

Section r. Question 1. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 

TEACHERS N = 17 29.42% 52.94% 

PARENTS N = 144 52.08% 22.92% 

Section 1. Question 2. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 

TEACHERS N = 18 83.33% 16.67% 

PARENTS N = 145 68.97% 21.38% 

section 1. Question 3. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 

TEACHERS N = 18 72.22% 22.22% 

PARENTS N = 141 73.05% 21.28% 

Section 1. Question 4. 

!RESPONDENTS 5 4 

!TEACHERS N = 18 88.89% 11.11% 

!PARENTS N = 144 56.94% 32.64% 

228 

3 2 1 

11.76% 5.88% 0% 

8.33% 4.17% 12.50% 

3 2 1 

0% 0% 0% 

8.28% 1.38% 0% 

3 2 l 

0% 5.56% 0% 

3.55% 2.12% 0% 

3 2 l 

0% 0% 0% 

6.25% 2.78% 1.39% 



Section l. Que:stion: .s .• 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS N = 17 64.71% 17.65% 17.65% 0% 0% 

PARENTS N = 138 45.67% 29.71% 18.12% 5.80% 2.90% 

Section 1. Question 6. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS N = 18 77.78% 22.22% 0% 0% 0 % 

PARENTS N = 143 74.13% 20.98% 2.80% 0% 2.10% 

Section 1. Question 7. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS 

PARENTS 

N = 17 17.66% 

N = 142 23.94% 

35.29% 35.29% 5.88% 5.88% 

33.80 % 16.90% 12.69% 12.69% 

Section 1. Question 8. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

229 

TEACHERS N = 18 38.89% 44.44% 5.56% 5.56% 5.56% 

PARENTS N = 144 38.89% 33.33% 16.67% 6.25% 4.86% 
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Section 1. Question· ·9 • 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS N ;:a; 17 94.12% .5. 88% 0% 0% 0% 

PARENTS N ;:a; 145 78.62% 16.55% 3.45% 1.38% 0% 

Section 1. Question 10. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS N ;:a; 18 50.00% 33.33% 11.11% 0% 5.56% 

PARENTS N = 144 51.40% 20.14% 12.19% 7.64% 8.33% 

Section 1. Question 11. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

TEACHERS N ;:a; 18 11.11% 16.67% 33.33% 16.67% 22,22% 

PARENTS N = 145 17.93% 24.14% 14.48% 16.55% 26.90% 
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Section 2. Question 1 (a) 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 l 

CHILDREN N = 290 77.24% 18.98% 2.41% 1.03% 0.34% 

TEACHERS N = 18 77.78% 16.67% 0% 5.54% 

PARENTS N =:: 136 87.50% 8.82% 2.94% 0.74% 0% 

Section 2. Question 1 (b) 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 l 

CHILDREN N = 284 5.63% 46.83% 26.06% 13.38% 8.10 

TEACHERS N = 18 50.00% 44.44% 5.56% 0% 0% 

PARENTS N = 128 32.03% 31.25% 21.87% 10.16% 4. 69% 

Section 2. Question 1 (c) 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 288 10.76% 37.15% 21.88% 20.49% 9.72% 

TEACHERS N = 18 33.33% 22.22% 0% 16.67% 27.78% 

PARENTS N = 130 22.31% 8.46% 17.69% 13.85% 37.69% 
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Section 2. Question 2. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 290 12.76% 61.03% 9.66% 7.93% 8.62% 

TEACHERS N = 17 41.18% 47.06% 0% 5.88% 5.88% 

PARENTS N = 140 24.29% 32.14% 17.14% 11.43% 15.00% 

Section 2. Question 3. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 289 6.57% 24.91% 17.65% 6.58% 44.29% 

TEACHERS N = 18 22.22% 33.34% 11.11% 11.11% 22.22% 

PARENTS N = 139 24.46% 28.86% 20.86% 12.23% 14.39% 

Section 2. Question 4. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 289 13.84% 47.06% 17.30% 7.27% 14.53% 

TEACHERS N = 18 16.67% 66.67% 11.10% 5.56% 0% 

PARENTS N = 142 22.54% 28.87% 26.76% 9.15% 12.68% 
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Section 2. Question 5. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 l 

CHILDREN N = 291 7.22% 23.71% 24.05% 11.34% 33.68% 

TEACHERS N = 18 33.33% 16.67% 22.22% 11.11% 16.67% 

PARENTS N = 20.14% 32.38% 24.46% 7.19% 1 5.83% 

Section 2. Question 6. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 

CHILDREN N = 288 15.28% 52.78% 10.76% 

TEACHERS N = 18 22.22% 50.00% 22.22% 

PARENTS N = 141 36.17% 26.95% 23.40% 

Section 2. Question 7. 

RESPONDENTS 

CHILDREN 

TEACHERS 

PARENTS 

N = 288 

N = 18 

N = 141 

5 4 

29.17% 49.65% 

22 . 22 % 50.00% 

42.55% 25.53% 

3 

12.50% 

27 . 2 2% 

20.57% 

2 1 

6.60% 14.58% 

0% 5.56% 

3.55% 9.93% 

2 1 

2.78% 5.90% 

0% 0% 

3.55% 7.80% 
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Section 2. Question· 8. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 288 9.38% 26.39% 24.65% 7.29% 32.29% 

TEACHERS N = 18 22.22% 38.88% 16.67% 5.56% 16.67% 

PARENTS N = 141 24.82% 27.66% 25.53% 9.93% 12.06% 

Section 2. Question 9. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 289 59.93% 33.10% 2.79% 2.09% 2.09% 

TEACHERS N = 17 47.06% 23.53% 11.76% 17.65% 0% 

PARENTS N = 142 63.39% 13.38% 10.56% 7.04% 5.63% 

Section 2. Question 10. 

RESPONDENTS 

CHILDREN 

TEACHERS 

PARENTS 

5 4 3 2 1 

N = 283 17.31% 50.18% 12.72% 8.48% 11.31% 

N = 18 16.67% 22.22% 16.67% 22.22% 22.22% 

N = 142 18.31% 34.51% 15.49% 15.49% 16.20% 
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Section 2·. Question 11. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 286 1.04% 2.10% 8.74% 3.15% 84.97% 

TEACHERS N = 18 16.67% 11.11% 5.56% 22.22% 44.44% 

PARENTS N = 140 21.43% 13.57% 14.28% 22.86% 27.86% 

***************** 

Section 3. Question 13. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 288 27.76% 50.69% 14.59% 3.47% 3.47% 

TEACHERS N = 18 44.44% 33.33% 11.11% 11.11% 0% 

l?ARENTS N = 143 64.34% 23.08% 9.09% 2.80% 0.70% 

Section 3. Question 14. 

RESPONDENTS 

CHILDREN 

TEACHERS 

PARENTS 

5 4 3 2 1 

N = 287 14.29% 46.69% 16.72% 10.45% 11.85% 

N = 18 61.11% 27.78% 11.11% 0% 0% 

N,-~ =· 14 5 3 8 . 6 2 % 3 4 . 4 8 % 15 . 8 6 % 6 . 21 % 4 . 8 3 % 
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Section 3. Question: 15 . 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 290 17.24% 43.10% 14.49% 11.72% 13.45% 

TEACHERS N = 18 27.78% 44.44% 16.67% 11.11% 0% 

PARENTS N = 145 32.41% 35.86% 22.07% 5.52% 4.14% 

S~ction 3. Question 16. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 291 23.37% 47.77% 16.15% 4.81% 7.90% 

TEACHERS N = 17 11.76% 58.82% 11.78% 5.88% 11.76% 

PARENTS N = 144 13.89% 23.61% 13.89% 13.89% 25.00% 

Section 3. Question 17. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 289 38.75% 47.75% 9.00% 1.73% 2.77% 

TEACHERS N = 18 16.67% 16.67% 22.22% 22.22% 22.22% 

PARENTS N = 155 33.55% 25.81% 14.84% 7.74% 11.61% 
_:,..1 
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Section 3. Question 18. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 287 49.48% 41.11% 5.92% 1.05% 2.44% 

TEACHERS N = 17 58.83% 35.29% 0% 5.88% 0% 

PARENTS N = 144 82.64% 14.58% 0.69% 1.39% 0.69% 

Section 3. Question 19. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 287 60.28% 32.40% 5.92% 0.35% 1.05% 

TEACHERS N = 18 38.89% 38.89% 5.55% 16.67% 0% 

PARENTS N = 145 54.48% 26.21% 9.66% 6.21% 3. 45% 

Section 3. Question 20. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 284 32.04% 38.38% 21.13% 4.58% 3.87% 

TEACHERS N = 18 27.78% 50.00% 5.56% 5.56% 11.11% 

PARENTS N = 145 44.14% 31.72% 13.10% 7.59% 3.45% 



Section 4. Que:stion 22·. 

RESPONDENTS 

CHILDREN 

TEACHERS 

PARENTS 

N = 283 

N = 18 

N = 139 

5 4 3 

35.34% 45.23% 10.24% 

55.55% 27.78% 11.11% 

57.55% 28.78% 5.75% 

Section 4. Question 23. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 

L38 

2 l 

4.24% 4.95% 

5.56% 0% 

2.88% 5.04% 

2 l 

CHILDREN N = 288 42.01% 37.50% 12.15% 3.13% 5.21% 

TEACHERS N = 18 44.44% 44.44% 0% 11.11% 0% 

PARENTS N = 140 57.53% 24.66% 8.90% 2.05% 2.74% 

Section 4. Question 24. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 288 45.14% 43.06% 10.76% 0.35% 0.69% 

TEACHERS N =18 66.67% 27.78% 0% 5.56% 0% 

PARENTS N = 139 86.33% 10.07% 3.60% 0% 0% 
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Section 4. Question 2 6 • 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 287 24.39% 44.95% 18.11% 7.32% 5.23% 

TEACHERS N = 18 27.78% 27.78% 16.66% 16.67% 11.11% 

PARENTS N = 139 41.73% 31.65% 17.99% 5.04% 3.60% 

~**************** 

Section 5. Question 27. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 281 28.11% 49.47% 12.10% 4.63% 5.69% 

TEACHERS N = 18 55.56% 33.33% 5.55% 5.56% 0 % 

PARENTS N = 137 67.15% 18.25% 8.76% 1.46% 4.38% 

Section 5. Question 28. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 288 15.97% 44.10% 20.83% 4.86% 14.24% 

TEACHERS N = 18 55.56% 44.44% 0% 0% 0% 

PARENTS N = 139 48.20% 25.18 % 14.39% 5.04% 7.19 % 
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Section s·. Question 29·. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 287 44.95% 27.53% 15.32% 2.44% 9.76% 

TEACHERS '. N = 18 22.22% 33.33% 27.78% 11.11% 5.56% 

PARENTS N = 141 41.84% 23.40% 17.73% 7.80% 9.22% 

Section 5. Question 30. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 286 26.22% 52.03% 15.03% 2.80% 3.50% 

TEACHERS N = 18 50.00% 33.33% 11.11% 5.56% 0% 

PARENTS N = 143 43.36% 36.36% 13.29% 4.20% 2.80% 

Section 5. Question 31. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = 286 46.85% 33.22% 10.14% 2.10% 7.69% 

TEACHERS N = 18 50.00% 33.34% 0% s. 55% 11.11% 

PARENTS N = 143 38.46% 27.28% 15.38% 6.29% 12.59% 
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section 6. Que·stion 33. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = ------------------------------------------

TEACHERS N = 18 94.44% 5.56% 0 % 0% 0 % 

PARENTS N = 142 78.87% 15.49% 3.52% 1.41% 0.71% 

Section 6. Question 34. 

RESPONDENTS 5 4 3 2 1 

CHILDREN N = ------------------------------------------

TEACHERS N = 18 44.44 % 27.73% 16.67% 5.56 % 5 .56 % 

PARENTS N = 143 30.07 % 21 . 68 % 26.57% 9.09% 1 2 .59% 

************************** 
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APPENDIX F 

CHILDRENS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 12 SECTION 2 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

15 

26 

35 

40 

41 

42 

47 

56 

64 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

76 

77 

78 

79 

81 

82 

83 

COMMENT 

Computers 

Card games 

Cards to play with 

Music recordings to listen to if it is in 
another room 

Materials for mothers and dads 

Things children can do while waiting for 
mother 

Paper for work 

They have pens to borrow 

Cushions to sit on 

More quiet places 

Craft, computer and films 

Have puppets 

Have model air planes to take home and make 

Places for little children while their mother 
is borrowing 

Puppet shows (Punch and Judy) 

30 bean bags (l for each child) 

Library should have study space 

Special books for special people 

Things like project areas 

An area that you can play computer games 

Project area 

Drawing area, project area 

Area to play computer games 



84 

91 

92 

94 

97 

98 

100 

101 

103 

104 

105 

109 

114 

119 

122 

130 

138 

145 

146 

147 

153 

158 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

Craft 

Places where you can do anything you like 

Maps 

243 

A part with about ten desks for people doing 
projects 

I think a library should have a computer 

Games, maps, pillows and bean bags 

An area for babies 

T.V. games 

Computers to play with 

T.V. games and computers 

T.V. and computer games 

Record library 

A place for working 

Comics, magazines: tables and chairs 

Magazine and clothes patterns for mothers 

Suggestions about books to read. Calculators 
and computers 

Have a room where people can play games 

Movies, films and more areas to talk with 
friends 

Child care with stories and films 

Comics, magazines, encyclopedias 

Comics, magazines 

Have areas for parents to smoke 

Discos on Thursday nights 

Calculators 

Photocopiers 

Calculators 

Computers 



165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

178 

179 

180 

181 

206 

209 

211 

215 

228 

230 

233 

239 

241 

250 

251 

259 

Photocopiers, .computers, calculators 

Photocopiers 

Computers, photocopiers 

Photocopiers, calculators 

Photocopiers, computers 

Computers with games and calculators to 
borrow 

Photocopiers, calculators, computers 

Maps, photocopiers 

Photocopiers, and calculators 

Computers, photocopiers, calculators 

Calculators 

Photocopiers, computers, calculators 

Photocopiers, computers, calculators 

Photocopiers, calculators 

Maps of the world and places, computers, 
photocopiers 

Computer games 

Magic shows 

Magic shows 

Roulette 

244 

Desks for children and parents to write and read 

comics 

Machines to show where different books are 

A book for a suggestions so you can write a book 
down that you want the library to buy 

To have a lady or man to help 

Video games 

Tapes, records 

Computers to use 

More games, electronic games etc. 



262 

263 

264 

274 

279 

281 

Pop group books, such as Kiss 

Comics 

Magazines 

Things such as a place where you can study 

Speak and spell computers 

Computer games 

245 



APPENDIX F 

TEACHERS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 12 SECTION 2 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENT 

(There were no comments made in this 
section) 

246 
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APPENDIX F 

PARENTS:RESPONSE TO QUESTION 12 SECTION 2 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

310 

311 

317 

320 

330 

332 

354 

368 

374 

384 

385 

393 

420 

431 

COMMENT 

Ancient history slides and film clips 

The medium is the message,to some 
extent attractive presentation is 
·~airlyimportant to young people 

Many children will read a comic in 
preference to a book. My children 
have increased in reading ability 
because they have been allowed to 
read the occasional comic. It seems 
to stimulate them. 

Teaching children how to use a dictionary 
and looking up information from 
encyclopedias 

More non-fiction suitable for project 
work. Computerized catalogue system 
with visual display units 

There has to be a variety to suit every 
child 

There should be a vaiety of books. 

Providing study areas but where 2 or more 
children can quietly discuss their work 

Create interest in reading so children can 
get back to books instead of so many 
extras. 

Children need to know that some places are 
for serious things and that others 
deserve the courtesy of quietness to study 

Providing reference materials, atlases etc. 

Story telling and reading by staff or 
volunteers 

Some comics have given us all pleasure 
e.g. Asterix, Tin Tin. Not sure about 
other kinds. 

Some libraries need to assess more carefully 
the demands of their readers e.g. increased 
stocks of books for 5 - 8 years where 



436 

450 

454 

numbers in tnat area are high 

Incentive to read a certain number in a 
given time ( e.g. 1 month). Perhaps to 
help the librarian if one reads 6 books 
in a month, (for 1 hour) 

Craft or activities days. 

248 

Any literature that will encourage childreWs 
interest in reading. 
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APPENDIX G 

CHILDREN: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 21 SECTION 3 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

41 Materials for teenagers 

42 The members of the libraries put on drama 
shows 

47 The photocopiers were free 

56 

64 

66 

69 

71 

72 

76 

78 

83 

91 

92 

94 

97 

98 

99 

101 

102 

103 

104 

Complaint: the library is not open when 
needed 

More books on birds 

More books on birds 

Libraries should have recordings of other 
countries languages 

Pictures to lend 

That it should be open all the time 

Interesting books and comics and projects 

Things like learning how to use dictionaries 

A lot bigger library 

Black boards and computers to play on 

Black boards and chalk 

Discos there, one or two nights a month 

Have a tape recorder 

Have help to find books 

To be quiet at all times 

Order of books and scale models 

Have visual displays of books in the library 

Have sections for children and adults 

Private study rooms 



105 

119 

130 

132 

138 

146 

160 

163 

164 

167 

168 

173 

174 

206 

207 

209 

218 

228 

238 

252 

Miniture scale models 

Have more librarians 

Lots of books on a subject 

Lost property boxes 

If you could take home non-fiction books 
for homework 

Encyclopedias 

If you could borrow lots of books 

Computers 

Computer books finder 

Calculators 

Lost property 

Computers 

Lost property 

Displays 

Displays 

Displays of airforce, RAAF 

Desks and p~ncils and paper 

TV games 

Lend calculators to people 

Seperate study rooms 

250 
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APPENDIX G 

TEACHERS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 21 SECTION 3 

( No comment) 
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APPENDIX G 

PARENTS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 21 SECTION 3 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

324 I feel study spaces are important 

368 Liase with local schools and ensure that 
material is available on subjects to be 
covered each term, including vertical 
file material which could be used within 
the library or photocopied 

385 Classes on how to use a library 

420 Providing staff that are sympathetic to 
children and are competent and willing to 
€;){plain and assist 

441 Providing special staff and special hours, 
daily, where children can be given helpful 
information on the workings of their 
libraries 
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APPENDIX H 

CHILDREN: RESPONSE TO QVESTION 26 SECTION 4 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

41 Materials for younger children about 3,4 

42 Be able to bring out two books at a time 

43 Look at pictures or look in magazines 

64 More films 

68 Have children write stories and to draw 
pictures 

71 More films 

76 Craft and study books 

92 Machines to help you 

94 Sometimes one of the ladies or men help 
you look up the wording in the dictionaries 
and other books 

98 Pictures 

101 Help the librarians 

103 Have book nights 

104 Special books for study 

119 Local events board 

132 Lost properties 

164 Blind persons book reader 

167 Lost property 

174 Lost property 

181 Photocopiers 

221 Have more sex books 

262 Cassette recorders and record players 
to borrow 
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APPENDIX H 

TEACHERS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 24 SECTION 4 

(No comments) 
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APPENDIX H 

PARENTS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 26 SECTION 4 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

320 

368 

373 

COMMENT 

Latest books available to them 
and title of the books 

author 

Ensure staff do help children whenever 
possible and do not point in a general 
direction from circulation desk when 
asked if there are any books on a certain 
subject as often happens - resulting in 
the child not finding anything and not 
being game to ask again 

Information how to find books on the 
shelves e.g. teaching basics of the 
Dewey system of cataloguing of reference 
or non- fiction books 
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APPENDIX I 

CHILDREN: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 32 SECTION 5 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

41 

42 

56 

64 

71 

72 

75 

77 

79 

92 

94 

103 

119 

122 

130 

132 

164 

174 

181 

COMMENT 

Materials for babys to listen to 

To look after toddlers while the mother 
goes shopping 

They sometimes write the cards for you 

Computers 

Computers 

To have more in the library 

TV games 

To learn to look up books. They should 
have a desk saying how to work a film. 
Because they might not know how to work 
them, and no sharing is allowed. 

Computers to tell you where a book is 
unstead of a librarian 

Books for slow learners 

Friendly services from people working there 

Have Halloween parties 

Have braile books and talking books for 
the b l ind 

Books on other lands. 

Big range of encyclopedias 

Special chairs for the disabled 

Library lectures 

Discos at night on holidays 

Calculators 
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217 Have books on the body 

220 Have books on the body 

234 Good things for children to do 

262 Let you borrow Kiss records and cassettes 

267 Have translating materials and books 
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APPENDIX I 

TEACHERS: RESPONSE TO QUESTION 32 SECTION 5 

{No comment) 
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APPENDIX I 

P~RENTS~ RESPONSE TO QUESTION 32 SECTION 5 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

384 I feel it is very important that children 
are not told what is suitable reading for 
them. They will find their own level if 
allowed to make their own choice. 
Often their reading ability will improve if 
they attempt to read something they are 
interested in even if it is too hard. 

406 Much of the sex - education material 
is either too technical or too birds and 
bees type. A ten to twelve year old is 
at an awkward stage and yet does not seem 
to be catered for at this important 
development stage 

450 Displays on current affairs 
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APPENDIX J 

CHILDRENS: RESPONSE TO THE FINAL OPEN QUESTION, SECTION 
7 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

12 They could have books for people that were 
blind 

56 They should let you borrow two books 

260 

57 I would like them to not just have story 
books. I think they should have books 
about how to get a job and things like that 

59 I think they should have books that are not 
too hard or too easy 

63 They should be open every day between 
12.00 p.m. and 6.00p.m. 

66 I would like to have more things on 
everything 

68 Divide the library into several parts 

69 Throw all the people out who make noise 
and pester people 

72 

76 

78 

79 

82 

85 

86 

Every one hour have a film. Lots of 
dictionaries 

Have a big library plenty of room and 
plenty of books. 

I think public libraries should tell us 
how to use things and to cope with other 
people who are not English 

To have a training school to teach 
children to read instead of teachers 
because the library might teach better 
than teachers 

I think libraries should have to show how 
all things must be used 

Get nicer teachers in the library 

To get nearly everybody to read a book 
onae a day. Everyone to take a book 
home 



91 

92 

94 

95 

96 

98 

101 

102 

106 

111 

115 

122 

132 

147 

149 

151 

161 

163 

164 

167 

261 

To be open every day and you don't have to 
pay if you lose a book 

Have cook books, books for people leaving 
high-school. Encyclopedias all about 
pets 

They should organize plays that the children 
could act out. Have a section of pictures on 
sex and other things like space. For people 
who work there to give you a pen or pencil or 
rubber 

Keep the whole library quiet and have 
i~teresting books 

Let people borrow more than one book 

Repair books, look after books. No swearing 

Be open until 9 o'clock 

Be open on Saturday nights 

I think public libraries should hold a session 
where little children can go and have a 
librarian help them find different books. 

Get pens and paper, cardboard for us to 
use (borrow) when we go to a public library 

Make library cards easier 

Have a place for people to study or read 
and a place to talk 

Should have a mini concert from time to time and 
should have televisions and radios with ear 
phones etc. 

Larger range of books 

Provide a bigger range of books and games 

I think public libraries should, if you ask, 
explain what a library does 

I think they should have parties on Halloween, 
Christmas and Easter 

Hold concerts 

Concerts, art shows, art classes, projects 

Have small Halloween parties 



169 If someone brings in a picture on anything, I 
think you should be able to hang it up. 
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170 They should let people eat in the library 
because we have to throw out our food before we 
can go in 

172 Come dessed up as someone out of a book and 
display it in the library 

174 TV, radios, sports on holidays and games 

178 Books about life and health. Books about 
telling how to save people 

185 A reading competition each year 

186 I think they should have Punch and Judy puppet 
shows. 

190 They should make it happy and fun for children 

191 Let blind people borrow brail books. 

192 On special occasions have fun things for children 
to do 

196 Allowed to borrow history books 

197 Make it fun for children 

198 Have little TV screens that have stories on 
them 

199 They should have a play area and baby care 
area for babies 

122 Fun for children 

203 Something to eat while you are reading 

205 They should have sections for children and parents 

206 Excursions 

208 Have more books on sports 

209 Give displays of all the wars 

211 Give Christmas parties 

220 Maths books 

222 They should have toilets 
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228 Have mobiles 

233 Yes I think when you borrow books and forget 
to bring them back you should not have to pay 
a fine 

234 Let children have good books to read 

249 Yes I think whenever you bring your library 
book back late you should'nt get into 
trouble, as long as you bring it back 

253 I think they should have a canteen 

259 Free lollies, kinder Jibrarians 

261 Hold reading classes and drawing classes 

265 I would like them to have beanbags, cusions, 
and couches. Plus a very small canteen in case 
people have to stay in the library all day or 
just for a nibble 

272 Have more interesting books and games and more 
material 
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APPENDIX J 

TEACHERS: RESPONSE TO THE FINAL OPEN QUESTION, SECTION 
7 

NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

292 

305 

307 

308 

COMMENT 

Closer liasion with school libraries in 
their area 

I see the problem as one of getting 
children interested through their parents. 
If parents can be taught (shown the value 
of libraries then they would encourage 
their children. It is noticable that the 
children who's parents take them to 
the library and read themselves are more 
able in the language areas of the 
school curriculum 

This seems to be a most comprehensive 
set of questions and covers most aspects 
of libraries/ children. However, it would 
also be useful, I think, if local librarians 
were able to interact more with local teachers 
/ schools so they'd have a better idea of 
what programs are being implemented in the 
various classes which may necessitate extra 
books on a certain topic 

More a.v. materials to use within the 
library and to borrow 
More story telling times, live puppet 
drama programs - not only during school 
holiday times but term time 
Having access to library with a whole class 
group to extend resources when developing 
themes in social science/language {during 
school time) 
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APPENDIX J 

PARENTS: RESPONSE TO THE FINAL OPEN QUESTION, SECTION 
7 

NUMBER OF COMMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

318 Child minding centres should have the use of 
a book box from public libraries 

320 Encourage children to go to libraries to 
get information and want to borrow books to 
read and know how to use a library 

321 More books for children, just learning to 
read 

325 Kippax seem to offer a good range of services 

326 Easy access for children 

346 An introduction to the new library technoloqy 
for parents, whose children are very often 
better informed 

350 I find that there does not seem to be 
many books for eight year olds. For example, 
the books at Kippax seem to be either too 
hard or too easy for my son. 

354 When asking my children about this, they 
suggested that bean bags in the 
children's corner would be a good idea, 
and decorations. 

365 Make library ~rnbership into a children's 
club with special stars for returning 
books on time, helping in the library by 
arranging the books: a newsletter and/or 
drama club, craft club etc. 

367 A directory of local contacts for children to 
talk to "experts" on special subjects or 
have access to the actual interest rather 
than just the written word 

368 More books for the over 13's in a separate 
area (and attractive) so they don't have to 
go to the young children's area - but 
including some easy - to - read material 
which is aimed at their age group 

369 Sheets describing the way to find books 
written on a particular subject 

372 Visual displays of books available at that 
particular library to help find books 
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374 Areas for display so that children can find books 
easily 

376 Typewriter 

377 Help in selecting suitable and interesting 
books 

392 A larger range of books to borrow from 

395 I would prefer the children's section to be 
enlarged and a reference section specially aimed 
for children's projects. Rather than having all 
books filed together 

412 Drama courses in the school holidays 

414 Provision for video and audio cassette borrowing 

418 I would recommend the school teach and encourage 
the use of both its own and public facilities 

434 The children's section (and adult) is much too 
small. A children's librarian stationed 
in that section would assist children with 
choosing books more suited to them, at the moment 
it is a bit of a grab and go affair. I have tried 
to borrow books there, but the section is very 
old and not too broad in the sections I like 
e.g. craft 

436 Enid Blyton stories - stories the 7 - 10 years old 
love. When they have read them all, they will 
go on to other things. Anything they enjoy is 
a step as far as reading ability goes. (I can 
speak from experience) - My children are very good 
readers, and the older ones (girls) have read 

them and even though were taken to the library 
each week, were not very enthusiastic about the 
selection at that age level, but were reading 
two E. Blyton stories a week, which I had to buy) 
The five year old finds the 1 book from pre-school 
each week is enough, as he 'reads' it himself by 
the end of the week. 

441 Children are often nervous about asking for help, 
perhaps if there were special staff, aware of 
children's needs more children would use their 
libraries 

444 Films - both informative and purly for enjoyment 
(longer than film strips) 

446 A scheme to enable children to make better use of 
library facilities 
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APPENDIX K 

USE OF KIPPAX LIBRARY AND BELCONNEN TOWN CENTRE LIBRARY 
BY HOLT PRIMARY SCHOOL OHILDREN: THIRD CLASS THROUGH TO 
SIXTH CLASS, 1983 

CLASS TOTAL USE USE USE BELCONNEN 
NUMBER IN KIPPAX BELCONNEN BOTH ALONE 
CLASS 
PRESENT 

3D 28 11 3 2 1 

3G 27 9 7 2 5 

3H 30 12 3 3 0 

3/4R 29 13 3 l 2 

4E 20 9 2 l 1 

4L 30 13 6 3 3 

4N 26 12 2 1 1 

4/SF 27 10 3 1 2 

SR 32 16 6 4 2 

SA 31 12 7 2 5 

5/6G 25 14 4 4 0 

6A 23 16 7 6 1 

60'H 27 14 7 2 5 

6S 20 11 4 4 0 

368 170 64 36 28 

46.20 % 17.39% 9 .7 8% 7.61% 
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APPENDIX L 

ADVERTISEMENT FOR S'rAFF TO BE Ibl CtlARGE OF TtlE CHILDREN'S 
SECTION OF A CANBERRA TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Library Officer Grade 3 
$18,500-$19,970 

Woden Town Centre Library 
The Conberro Pvbli< Library Sorvke in.ite5 oppliccllions from 
enlhvsiosli< ond talented people for the po~ of library 
Officer Grode 3 in charge of the Children's Section of lhe 
Woden Tow,i Centre Library. 
The Woden Town Centre librory ii a large branch librury 
providing for o population of appro•imotely 70 000 people 
in tl,e Woden Volley ond W,111on Creek oreos of Canberra. 
th children's serw:e1 are innovotive ond well d.wloped 
throughout the regi<>n. • 
The successful applicant will have e•ten~ve eaperience in 
librory work with children ond the obility to ~ well to a 
wide ronge of people. tniliofi...e and mooogefflent sltiNs ore 
also ne<euory for the position. Shift worl< ii ~. 
Applicant, mvsl meet tho requirements· for enf1'y to Third 
Division of the C<>fflmonweallh l'llbrK s.,..;,;. ond spec:iolisod 
troining in some ~ of : chik!ren'1 WOO< ii deslroble. 
Applications r.hovld comoin the flOIMS and conlad nvmber of 
two referees. 
Contoct officer fOf inquiries: Ml Ann• lngcunelli, 823099. 
These me p<trmonen! positions. Conditions of Service Include ; 
porti<ipation in the COfflmonweolth Superannuotion Scheme, I 
long service lea"" ond sick leave benefits, and four -ks I 
01101101 leave wi!h bonvs poyment, 

Canberra Times, 
p. 26 

Saturday, September 17, 1983 
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APPENDIX M 

ADVERTISEMEN'I' llliQUIRING FORMAL TRAINING FOR STAFF IN CHARGE 
OF CHILDREN'S SERVICES 

GLADSTONE CITY COUNCIL 

CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN 
Applications for the position of Children's li
brarian are invited from qualified Librarians 
for the above position. 
«!UWFJCATIOHS: Degree or Diploma in library 
Science or Degree, plus Registr,ation Certificate 
of the library Association of Australia, or Re
gistration Certification, plus experience in Chil
dren's Library work. 
DUTIES: Responsib.ilily for- all aspects of the 
service to -children, including the selection and 
cataloguing of library materials, reference and 
reader advisory work. liaison with Schools, 
Kindergartens, etc. and the planning and oper
ation of school holiday and other programmes. 
SALARY and CONDITIONS will be in accordance 
with the Municipal Officers (Qld) Award. Salary 
range $20,350- $21,351, Library Grade 2. 

Wriff•n applications, including details of age, 
marital status, qualifications and ex{Xlrience 
and two recenf references should b,, sent to 
fh~ Town Clerk, P.O. Box 29, Gladstone, 
QLD 4680 by the 30th Sep/ember, 1983. 

We eke nd Austra lia n, Septembe r 17-18, 1983 
page 26 


